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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING LAMINAR, TRANSITIONAL,
AND TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS FOR A
COMPRESSIBLE AXISYMMETRIC FLOW
by James A. Albers and John L Gregg
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A finite-difference program is described for calculating the viscous compressible
boundary layer flow over either planar or axisymmetric surfaces. The flow may be
initially laminar and progress through a transitional zone to fully turbulent flow, or it
may remain laminar, depending on the imposed boundary conditions, laws of viscosity,
and numerical solution of the momentum and energy equations. The flow may also be
forced into a turbulent flow at a chosen spot by the data input. The input may contain
the factors of arbitrary Reynolds number, free-stream Mach number, free-stream tur-
bulence, wall heating or cooling, longitudinal wall curvature, wall suction or blowing,
and wall roughness. The solution may start from an initial Falkner-Skan similarity
profile, an approximate equilibrium turbulent profile, or an initial arbitrary input pro-
file. This program is an extension of the finite-difference program of H. J. Herring
and G. L. Mellor.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate methods for calculating boundary layer growth and boundary layer separa-
tion are needed for the analysis and design of aircraft and propulsion system components
Nacelles, turbomachinery blading, nozzles, ducts, splitter rings, and airfoils are ex-
amples of some of the aircraft components that require information on the properties of
boundary layer flow. The ability to use boundary layer methods enables one to replace
much testing with calculations that consume less time and result in more detailed in-
formation.
This report discusses a FORTRAN IV program for computing laminar, transitional,
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and turbulent boundary layers for compressible flow over planar or axisymmetric sur-
faces. The present program is an extension of the finite-difference program of H. J.
Herring and G. L. Mellor of reference 1. The program of reference 1 was extended to
include an internal mechanism to determine transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
The transition subroutine was written by H. J. Herring under the partial sponsorship of
the Gas Turbine Products Division of General Electric Company. The program has been
extended in its flexibility by the authors of this report by giving (1) detailed documenta-
tion of the program, (2) additional input and output options, and (3) restructuring the pro-
gram by breaking it into more subroutines. Some of the additional input and output op-
tions that have been included are (1) option to scale input data, (2) numerical routine to
increase accuracy at the start of the boundary layer growth, and (3) printout options.
The structure of this program has been modified for use on smaller storage computers.
This program includes instructions for interfacing with other programs which require an
additional subroutine to supply a solution of the boundary layer.
The equations of motion, boundary conditions, and method of solution are the same
as contained in reference 1. The major equations are taken from reference 1 so that
they can be cross referenced to the computer program. A modified Crank-Nicolson
scheme is used to reduce the governing differential equations to finite-difference form.
Since the momentum and energy equations are decoupled, a solution of the momentum
equation can be obtained without solving the energy equation in many cases of interest.
The decoupling thus may lead to shorter execution time. The solution may start from an
initial Falkner-Skan similarity profile, an approximate equilibrium turbulent profile, or
an initial arbitrary input profile. The flow may be initially laminar and progress through
a transitional zone to fully turbulent flow, or it may remain laminar, depending on the
imposed boundary conditions, laws of viscosity, and numerical solution of the momentum
and energy equations. The program can calculate variable property flows with arbitrary
pressure gradients and heat transfer. In addition, it can calculate flows with arbitrary
Reynolds number, free-stream Mach number, free-stream turbulence, longitudinal wall
curvature, wall suction or blowing, and wall roughness.
This report gives a detailed description of the computer program. I It describes the
function of each subroutine along with a discussion of all the variables in COMMON. The
computer program source listing contains many detailed comments throughout which
identify the operations carried out by the program. This report also discusses the input
and output variables and presents special instructions for preparing input. Sample test
cases including input and output printout are described.
1Inquiries concerning this program should be directed to COSMIC, Computer Center,
Information Services, 112 Barrow Hall, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602,
(Reference:, LEW-12178).
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PROBLEM FORMULATION AND METHOD OF SOLUTION
Basic Equations of Motion, Boundary Conditions, and Method of Solution
The techniques for solving the boundary layer equations can be divided into two
general methods. The first includes the explicit integral method which requires a pro-
cedure for solving ordinary differential equations for "integral" properties of the bound-
ary layer. Some of the more commonly used integral techniques are discussed in ref-
erences 2 and 3. The second method of solution of boundary layers is the finite-
difference method, which provides a procedure for solving the partial differential equa-
tions of mass, momentum, and energy. Three finite-difference boundary layer tech-
niques for turbulent flow commonly used are those of (1) Herring and Mellor (ref. 1),
(2) Patankar, et al. (ref. 4), and (3) Cebeci and Smith (ref. 5). This report uses the
method of Herring and Mellor (ref. 1). A brief synopsis of the problem formulation and
method of solution is presented. (All symbols are defined in appendix A.)
The equations of mass, momentum, and energy for a compressible boundary layer
for axisymmetric bodies are
arpu + arpv =0 (1)
aK ay
au au dU 1 a(rr).pu - + pv - peU - + - (2)
a7 ay d r ay
aho ah 1 apu -- + pv - = - - [r(q + ur)] (3)
aK ay r ay
Equations (1), (2), and (3) apply to both laminar and turbulent flow if the definitions of
7/p and q/p are taken to be
_= Ve ( (4)
P ay
Seg (1y (5)
where Ve is the effective viscosity and Veg is the effective conductivity. For laminar
flow, Ve = v and veg = vg, the molecular kinematic viscosity and conductivity, respec-










(b Description of velocity and total enthalpy profiles.
Figure 1. - Illustration of coordinate system.
given in figure 1 where k and Y are the untransformed coordinates.
The boundary conditions are
u(f, 0)= 0 (6)
v(R, 0,) = v (x) or pv(k, 0) = p v () (7)
ho(, 0) = h (x) or q(, 0) = q (X) (8)
6*peU = im peU(r) - p ju(x, 37) dy' is bounded (9)
4
p U(h - h lim u h ho, r dy' is bounded (10)e e r 
_ Le 
-
Equation (6) is a general wall boundary condition. Equations (7) and (8) are general
wall boundary conditions on v and ho which include the effects of wall transpiration
velocity vw and the wall heat flux qw. Equations (9) and (10) require that as y -
the displacement thickness 6* and the enthalpy thickness 4/ be finite (ref. 6).
Mellor and Herring use a Probstein-Elliott transformation (ref. 7) to transform
equations (1), (2), and (3) so they become closer to their planar form. For the calcula-
tion procedure a new set of variables is introduced. The velocity and enthalpy profiles
are expressed in defect form according to the following transformations:
PeU(x) - pu(x, y) f (11)
peU(x) a77
ho ho(x, y) (xh y)_ag (12)
g,(x, ) =




After these transformations have been introduced, the partial differential equations
are still nonlinear and parabolic in the flow direction (see eqs. (II-14) and (11-15) of
appendix B). Mellor and Herring linearize the partial differential equations by using
finite differences for the x-derivatives resulting in a series.of ordinary differential equa-
tions. The x-derivatives are represented by finite differences according to an adapta-
tion of the Crank-Nicolson scheme (ref. 8). The momentum and energy equations are
written in terms of average functions at a point halfway between the x-position of the
known profile (xi_1) and that of the profile to be calculated (xi) as follows:
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(1 + Can) [d(1 - f')]' + Q + R)(77 - f) - - 6*f x df "
+ R)( -f) - 6*f x d' -(Pd + 6*dx)(2 - f'
\peU
(Q + R)( - f) - 6*fd +P(d 1)+*d
(eU)
= (1 - f')6*dfx (14)
x
(k - 1)MM e
(1 + Ca )  g" - 2 T I [1d2(1 f ')2 ]
a d H 1 +(k - 1)M \ g /
+ Q + R)(77 -') *f " = (1 - f')*g (15)
where
P
Finally, the forms in which the momentum and energy equations are solved are
[ 4(f" + b 5) = b 3 + b 2 fi ' + b 1fi (16)
6( 1 3 2l
[ 4 (g" +b 5 ) b3 +b 2 gi' + blg (17)
where the b coefficients are defined in equations (111-9) and (III-10) of appendix B.
The solution of equations (16) and (17) is carried out iteratively because of their non-
linearity. The coefficients b 1 to b 5 are evaluated using the results of the previous
iteration. The resulting linear equations are solved for f' and g' by applying a
Gaussian elimination procedure. Then f" and g" are obtained by taking the first
differences of f' and g'. The ordinary differential equations are then integrated nu-
merically across the boundary layer at each x-location to get the integral momentum
and energy relations.
In order to solve the partial differential equations for turbulent flow, an expression
for the turbulent effective viscosity is required. Mellor and Herring, in formulating
their effective viscosity hypothesis, divide the boundary layer in terms of an inner
layer, an overlap layer, and an outer layer. The viscosity of each region is based on
experimental data and is uniquely determined by values of a pressure gradient param-
eter and a displacement thickness Reynolds number (refs. 9 and 10). The effective
viscosity hypothesis as used in the program includes the influence of longitudinal wall
curvature (ref. 11).
Method of Predicting Transition
Theoretical investigations into the process of transition from laminar to turbulent
flow are based on Reynolds' hypothesis that transition occurs as a consequence of an
instability developed within the laminar boundary layer. The transition region is de-
fined as the region between the instability point (or critical point) and the fully turbulent
point. The instability point is the point on the surface at which amplification of an
individual disturbance begins and proceeds downstream. The boundary layer becomes
fully turbulent some distance downstream of the instability point since the disturbance
takes time to be amplified to fully developed turbulent flow.
The basic formulation of the transition equations used herein was developed by
H. J. Herring. The physical factors which influence the transition location that have
been accounted for in this analysis include the pressure gradient parameter K, surface
roughness sw, wall suction or blowing vw, free-stream turbulence level q 2 , heat-
transfer parameter St, and longitudinal radius of curvature parameter O/c . The
point of instability is determined from the critical Reynolds number R cr
, 
which is a
function of the pressure gradient parameter K and the Stanton number St:
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The difference between the Reynolds number at the fully turbulent point Rft and
the critical Reynolds number Rr is a function of both the pressure gradient param-
eter and free-stream turbulence level q2/U2 where
Rft - Rer c R (K)f (20)
If the effects of longitudinal radius of curvature O/c w and surface roughness sw/6*
are included, the Reynolds number at the fully turbulent point becomes
= R -- 2 Sw
Rft = Rcr(K, St) + RA(K)f()f ( f (21)
All the functional relations of equations (18) and (21) were obtained from refer-
ence 12, except the critical Reynolds number when heat transfer is considered. This
functional relation was obtained by the method of Lees (ref. 13).
The effective viscosity in the transition region is determined from the kinematic
viscosity v, the intermittency factor y, and the turbulent viscosity vt:
Ve =  + Vt (22)
The intermittency factor is defined as that fraction of time during which the flow at a




Program Calling. Sequence and Operating Environment
A simplified functional flow diagram of the main supervisory program TUF is
shown in figure 2. The program TUF is segmented into four principal parts: sub-
routines INIR, ITFR, ITSR, and NDIR. Subroutine INIR calls the input subroutine
COTR. Subroutines ITFR, ITSR, and NDIR, in turn, call several other subroutines.
All the subroutines and their relation are shown in figure 3. Subroutine INIR calls sub-
routines VIS, FILE, INTEG, and A6IR besides COTR. Subroutine ITFR calls sub-
routines VIS, FILE, PROFYL, INTEG, and A6IR. Subroutine ITSR calls subroutines
TRANS, VIS, FILE, PROFYL, and INTEG. Subroutine NDIR calls subroutines VIS,
FILE, and A6IR. Subroutine TRANS calls subroutine INDEX, and subroutine VIS calls
subroutine INTEG.
Five of the subroutines in TUF use the same set of variables. These variables are
all placed in labeled COMMON blocks which transmit information between subroutines.
These variables are all defined in the Common Arrays and Single Word Common Stores
sections. All subroutines using these variables are described in the Main Subroutines
section. The remaining subroutines are described in the Auxiliary Subroutines section.
Their major variables are described in the comment cards with each subroutine.
The program can handle as many as 99 points along the boundary layer surface and
up to 300 points normal to the surface in the velocity profiles. The program is run at
Lewis on the IBM-7094/7044 direct-coupled system with a 32768-word core (77777(8))
The total program storage requirement is 67047(8) of which 30117(8) is used in storage
of labeled common variables.
Main Subroutines
A brief description of the function of each subroutine will be discussed. Detailed
comments are given throughout the source listing.
COTR. - Subroutine COTR reads, recomputes the starting data, and prints all the
input data. Subroutine COTR reads in the x-station data from either cards or tape. In-
structions for reading in data from the tape are given in the Special Instructions for
Preparing Input section. Subroutine COTR calls subroutine A6IR to read and print com-
ments that are a part of the data input.
INIR. - Subroutine INIR carries out some of the required initialization of the pro-
gram and calls COTR for reading and listing the input data. Subroutine INIR calculates
the x-station potential flow velocity U(X) if the Mach number M(X) is input, and
9
Subroutine ITFRNR Subroutine COTR
Get boundarting profile, either aminar or and turbulent. Ented modr ify herein also fordata
x-sturbulent resata. Initialize arrayst (X)=C aafter either forced tr nsition or laminput data op-
profiles, parametionr. Return tions.
Ye Test to go to next case.
WasAre there too manypostartints on F' (ETA), Gg(ETA), and Y(ETA) profiles? to be compute ?
No
Subroutine ITSR
files and parameters. Determine location of critical point for turbulent. E ter here also flow
and test for either case end or turbul t restart at I(X)X)=IC after either forced transition or lamoutine ITFR.
Subroutine NDIR
At end of case call FILE, if profiles go out of bound, list table
of wall parameters and table of correction coefficients (CLIS).
Initialize necessary quantities for case continuation at I(X)=IC
by subroutine ITFR. Restart for forced transition to turbulent
flow. If ISTO(14). EQ. 1 and laminar separation has occurred in
subroutine ITSR, initialize necessary quantities for case con-
tinuation by turbulent restart in subroutine ITFR.
Test to go to next case.
Was case ended by subroutine NDIR, by either normal end
ISTO(10). EQ. 4, or by profile going out of bounds with
ISTO(IO). EQ. 5?
No
Yes Test to go to next case on laminar separation.
Does ISTO(IO). EQ. 6. AND. ISTO(14). NE. 1?
No
Go to subroutine ITFR for restart at I(X)=IC.
Either ISTO(10). EQ.6 for restart on laminar separation or
ISTO(10). EQ. 7 for restart resulting from turbulent flow
forced by input data.
Figure 2. - Flow diagram for main supervisory routine TUF.
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Figure 3. - Calling relation of program subroutines.
calculates the Mach number M(X) if the velocity U(X) is input. It nondimensionalizes
the calculated U(X) by the value at the second x-station. It subdivides the initial in-
tervals on the momentum and energy profiles (YY(J), f'(), and g' (i)) according to the
input JDIV. It computes f() by calling subroutine INTEG which uses the trapezoidalrule to calculate f() from the f() (3)profile. Subroutine NIR omputes f4"() and g"()
by using forward differences. The computation of the secondary profiles of density D(J)
and derivative of density DP(J) is followed by a call to subroutine VIS, which computes
the effective voscisity VE(J) and effective conductivity VEG(J) from the input profile.Subroutine INIR then computes the local shear stress profile TAU(J).
ITFR. - Subroutine ITFR carries out the rest of the required initialization of the
program. It calculates the momentum and energy starting profiles, except when the in-
put profiles are used as the starting profiles. For variable property flow it recalculates
the density D(J) and the x-derivative of the density DP(J). Subroutine ITFR calculates
the parameters P, Q, R, etc., for laminar and turbulent flow. It calculates the coef-
f'(7) and g'() solution. The momentum and energy loops are iterated until convergence
is obtained. For both the momentum and energy loops, the maximum number of iter-
routine FILE.
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ITSR. - The subroutine ITSR performs the calculations for the forward motion of
the program for each x-station. The loop begins by moving the known profile into
storage for the profile at the x-station before the one to be calculated. This is followed
by an iterative loop to calculate a new set of profiles at the x-station. Within this loop,
there is an inner loop to iterate for the f'(7) profile. These calculations are very simi-
lar to the initialization part of the program. When these calculations have converged
the integral parameters for the x-position are then calculated and used as a test for
accuracy. The process continues until profiles have been calculated at all x-stations
or the case is ended on (1) a profile out of bounds test or (2) a laminar separation. The
subroutine ITSR calls subroutine TRANS (if type of flow is not specified by input), which
determines whether flow is laminar, transitional, or turbulent.
NDIR. - Subroutine NDIR prepares for a turbulent restart calculation by resetting
0, 6*, RS6 , etc.. It also calls subroutine FILE to list a summary of the principal
boundary layer parameters at each x-station.
Auxiliary Subroutines
TRANS. - Subroutine TRANS computes the critical index IC for transition from
laminar to turbulent flow. It computes the intermittency factor TURB(I) in the transi-
tion region which is used in subroutine VIS to compute the viscosity and conductivity.
The subroutine itself was written by H. J. Herring under the sponsorship of General
Electric Company.for use with the Mellor-Herring Compressible Boundary Layer Pro-
gram (ref. 1).
The input variable TOP governs the use of subroutine TRANS. If TOP = 0,
transition is not predicted and the boundary layer program operates as specified by the
TURB(I) values (see table VI). The range of the transition zone can be specified by
changing TURB(I) from 0. O0 to 1. O0 either gradually or abruptly depending on the desired
size of the transition region. If TOP = 1, the TRANS subroutine will be called and it
will predict transition. For this operating mode TURB(I) values need not be specified.
However, transition may be forced at an x-station by setting TURB(I) = 1. O0 ahead of
the predicted transition. At the specified location the boundary layer will be scaled up
to a Reynolds number at which the current conditions would cause transition. In other
words, the boundary layer is thickened enough so that transition can take place and the
calculation continues downstream.
INDEX. - Subroutine INDEX is used to find the index or position of a value of a
function S in a data table supplied by the TRANS subroutine.
VIS. - Subroutine VIS computes the effective viscosity VE(J) and effective conduc-
tivity VEGT() usin the viscosity and conductivity equations given by equations (IV-1A),
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(1B), (2), (3), and (4) of reference 1. The entire effective viscosity hypothesis for
turbulent flow is contained in this routine with the exception of the recomputation of
TURB(I+1) in subroutine TRANS under certain conditions.
PROFYL. - Subroutine PROFYL computes f'(-) of the momentum equation using
the b's from equations (III-9A) to (III-9E) of appendix B and computes g'(77) of the
energy equation using the b's from equations (I-10A) to (III-10E) of appendix B.
INTEG. -Subroutine INTEG is used to sum the input profile by a simple trape-
zoidal rule.
FILE. - Subroutine FILE lists the momentum and energy profiles and parameters
at each x-station according to the input ISTO(k) and WSTO(1) list options. See the
Input Variables section for these options.
A6IR. - Subroutine A6IR lists comment cards that accompany the data input. A
detailed discussion of this routine is given in appendix C.
Common Arrays
This list is to be used with table I, the occurrence list of common arrays which
shows in which subroutines each listed array is used (e. g., initialized, computed, em-
ployed in a computation, or listed). All arrays dimensioned 300 yield the ETA coor-
dinate profile. All arrays dimensioned 100, except the JTR array, yield the
x-coordinate profile. JTR, ISTO, and WSTO are general purpose arrays. The array
B(300, 5) yields the five coefficient ETA profiles. All arrays shown by the table to
be in subroutine INIR are initialized by subroutine INIR to either 0. 0 or another
constant.
In addition to the uses to be mentioned for the arrays as they are listed separately
herein, the following functions are re-initialized in subroutine NDIR if a turbulent re-
start is required at the last critical point I(X)=IC. The re-initialization occurs if
ISTO(14). EQ. 1 to get a call of subroutine ITFR by TUF after a laminar separation
occurs in subroutine ITSR. Otherwise, a re-initialization occurs when the input data
TURB(I) forces a start of turbulent flow at I(X)=IC=IT. The single quantities MT(IC),
DT(IC), DTK(IC), HT(IC), and RDT(IC) are re-initialized. The array TURB(IC) from
I(X)=IC to IX is set equal to 1. 0, and the profile of TAU(J) is recomputed. The ETA
profiles of F(J), FP(J), FPP(J), GP(J), GPP(J), D(J), and DP(J) are shifted backward
one x-station, and the coefficient CF(IC) is recomputed from the latest TAU(1).
The arrays X(I), U(I) or M(I) and TURB(I), GBC(I), RW(I), VW(I), SW(I), and
CW(I) are read in together by subroutine COTR as the x-station data. In the present
version of subroutine COTR, only the X(I), U(I) or M(I), and RW(I) can be read in .
from the tape. The remaining x-station data are set to 0. 0 for the tape read in. The
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TABLE I. - OCCURRENCE LIST OF COMMON ARRAYS
[Subroutines FILE, VIS, PROFYL, INTEG, TRANS, and INDEX have no common. An * indicates that the
labeled store at the left occurs in the labeled subroutine above the *. ]
TUF INIR COTR ITFR ITSR NDIR FILE VIS PROFYL INTEG TRANS INDEX
B 300,5 * * * *
CAY 300 * *
CF 100 * * * * *
CLIS 400 * *
CW 100 * * * * * * *
D 300 * * * * * *
DB 300 * * * *
DBB 300 * * * *
DP 300 * * * * * *
DPB 300 * *
DT 100 * * * * * *
DTK 100 * * * *
F 300 * * * * * *
FB 300 * * * *
FBB 300 * *
FP 300 * * * * * * * *
FPB 300 * * *
FPBB 300 * * *
FPP 300 * * * * * * *
FPPB 300 * * *
GBC 100 * * * *
GP 300 * * * * * * *
GPB 300 * * * *
GPBB 300 * * *
GPP 300 * * * * * *
GPPB 300 * * *
GPW 100 * * * *
HT 100 * * * * *
ISTO 16 * * * * * * * *
JTR 100 *
LABEL 132 * * * * *
MREAL 100 * * * S * *
MT REAL 100 * * * * *
RDT 100 * * * * * * *
RW 100 * * * * * *
SF 100 * * * * * *
ST 100 * * * * *
STR 100 * * * * * *
SW 100 * * * * * * * *
TAU 300 * * * * * *
TF 100 * * * * * * *
TURB 100 * * * * * * * *
U 100 * * * * * * *
VE 300 * * * * * *
VEG 300 * * * * * *
VH 300 * * * * * * * *
VHP VHP * * * * * * * *
VHPP 300 * * * * * * * *
VW 100 * * * * * *
WSTO 20 * * s * * * *
X 100 * * * * * *
Y 300 * * * * *
YY 300 * *
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x-station data arrays near the origin are computed by a linear interpolation made by
subroutine COTR on the integer switches ISTO(8) and ISTO(9).
B(300, 5) Coefficient profiles (5) for the momentum equation (111-7) for computing
F'(ETA) profile and for the energy equation (111-8) for computing
G'(ETA). The B(J,K) profiles are computed in subroutines ITFR and
ITSR just before the call of subroutine PROFYL for F'(ETA) and
G'(ETA). B(J,K) in subroutine ITFR is computed from relations sim-
plified in comparison with those used by subroutine ITSR.
CAY(300) CAY(J). GE. -1. CAY(J)=CA*Y(J) in subroutine INIR is the scaled coor-
dinate on 2/R(wall) normal to the axis of the body. CAY(J) is used
in computing the TAU(J) profile which is computed from the same
formula in all routines. CAY(J) is computed primarily to prevent a
square root of a negative number from occurring in the function
SQRT(1. +CA*Y(J)). In subroutine ITSR, CAY(J) is used to compute the
YY(J) profile for subroutine VIS, the TAU(J) profile, and the B(J, 4)
profile. CAY(J) is not computed in subroutine ITFR.
CF(100) Profile of the skin friction coefficient defined in appendix A, computed
in subroutines ITFR and ITSR, and listed by surboutines FILE and
NDIR. CF(I) is initialized to 0. O by subroutine INIR. CF(I) is recom-
puted in subroutines ITFR and ITSR after leaving the momentum-
energy loop as CF(I)=2.*TAU(1).
CLIS(400) General purpose array used by subroutine ITSR if ISTO(6). EQ. 1 for
storage of COF1, COF2, COG1, and COG2 of equations (II-21) and
(II-23) and listed by subroutine NDIR.
CW(100) Radius of longitudinal curvature profile at I(X) wall stations is in the
same units as x, and is loaded by subroutine COTR together with the
other x-station data. CW(I) is used by subroutine VIS which is called '
by subroutines INIR, ITFR, ITSR, and TRANS, which in turn is called
by subroutine ITSR. CW(I) is listed by subroutines FILE, COTR,
INIR, NDIR, and ITSR. CW(I) near the origin is computed by a linear
interpolation made by subroutine COTR on the switches ISTO(8) and
ISTO(9).
D(300) Density ratio profile is initialized equal to 1. O0 by subroutine INIR.
Later, for MOP. GE. 0, D(J) is determined before the call of sub-
routine VIS in the momentum loop of the calling subroutine and is com-
puted from equation (II-16). D(J) is listed by subroutine FILE on an
option.
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DB(300) Density ratio profile one station back upstream. DB(J) is used to com-
pute the x-derivative DP(J) of the density ratio parameter profile.
See DP(300) herein. For starting the flow DB(J) is computed by sub-
routine ITFR and is given by DELTA(*)*DP(J). See the density equa-
tion (11-16) and DELTA(*)*D(D(J))/DX by equation (II-32). Otherwise,
DB(J) is loaded by subroutine ITSR at the nead of the I(X) loop.
DB(J)=-0. 0 for MOP. LT. 0.
DBB(300) Density ratio profile two x-stations back upstream. DBB(J) is used to
compute DP(J). See DP(300) herein. DBB(J) is loaded at the nead of
the I(X) loop in subroutine ITSR.
DP(300) Density ratio x-derivative parameter profile on ETA computed from
equation (11-27). DP is initialized to 0. 0 by subroutine INIR and re-
mains 0. 0 for MOP. LT. 0. DP(J) is computed by subroutines INIR,
ITFR, and ITSR in the same loop as D(J). DP(J) is used by subroutine
VIS and by subroutines ITFR and ITSR in the computation of the B(J, K)
profiles.
DPB(300) Same as DP(J) but one x-station back upstream. DPB(J) is saved for
the turbulent restart re-initialization by subroutine NDIR (possible
working storage file for those NDIR decks which do not use the turbu-
lent restart feature). DPB(J) is loaded at the head of the I(X) loop in
subroutine ITSR.
DT(100) Displacement thickness in the same units as x and is defined by appen-
dix A (see DELTA(*)). DT(1) is initialized to 0. 0 and later read in by
subroutine COTR. For IOP, EQ. 4 subroutine ITFR computes DT(2)
and may reset DT(1)=DT(2) and starts the flow at I(X)=2. The re-
maining DT(I) are computed by subroutine ITSR initially before enter-
ing the momentum loop and recorrected in the output parameter section
after the computation of COF1, COF2, COG1, and COG2 following the
exit from the momentum-energy loop.
DTK(100) Scaled value of DT(1) used only by subroutine TRANS, which is called
only if TOP. EQ. 1. ITSR also uses DTK(I) to compute RMTW for
subroutine TRANS. DTK(I) is computed by subroutines ITFR and ITSR,
and by subroutine NDIR in the turbulent restart re-initialization section.
F(300) See FB(300). Used by subroutines INIR, ITFR, ITSR, and NDIR.
F(J) is computed by subroutine INTEG by summing F'(ETA)=FP(J)
and is used indirectly by subroutine VIS.
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FB(300) Subroutine ITFR loads FB(J) with F(J) for I(X).EQ. 1,2 just before
the return. Subroutine ITSR at the beginning of the loop on I(X) stores
FB(J) in FBB(J) and loads FB(J) with F(J). F(J), FB(J), and
FBB(J) are used to compute the coefficients for B(300, 5) for sub-
routine PROFYL.
FBB(300) Used by subroutine ITSR. See FB(300).
FP(300) F'(ETA) profile, used by subroutines INIR, COTR, ITFR, ITSR, NDIR,
FILE, VIS, PROFYL, and INTEG. F'(ETA) is the velocity defect pro-
file. Initial FP(J) profile is card read in and expanded by subroutine
COTR, and then filled in by subroutine INIR on JY. If
IABS(DOP). EQ. 1. OR. MOP. GE. 0, then FP(J) is later computed in
subroutine INIR to become the initial profile for subroutine ITFR.
F(J) is obtained from FP(J) by summing using subroutine INTEG, and
FPP(J) is obtained from FP(J) by taking the first central differences
in subroutines ITFR and ITSR and first forward differences in sub-
routine INIR. FP(J) is used in the computation of B(J,K) for sub-
routine PROFYL. FP(J) is also used by subroutine VIS to compute the
effective viscosity and effective conductivity profiles, and by subrou-
tines ITFR and ITSR to compute tht local shear stress TAU(J).
FPB(300) FP(J) profile upstream one x-station. FPB(J) is loaded by subroutine
ITFR just before the return and by subroutine ITSR at the head of the
I(X) loop. FPB(J) excepting FPP(1) is used by subroutine ITSR, but
not by subroutine ITFR, in the computation of the B(J, K) coefficients
for subroutine PROFYL.
FPBB(300) FP(J) profile upstream two I(X) stations. FPBB(J) is loaded at the
head of the I(X) loop with FPB(J) in subroutine ITSR and is used in the
computation of the B(J, 3) profile for subroutine PROFYL.
FPP(300) F"(ETA) profile obtained by first forward differences in subroutine
INIR, and by first central differences in subroutines ITFR and ITSR
excepting FPP(1). FPP(1)=FPP(1)*F(JE) in subroutine ITFR for
IOP. EQ. 1, 5 where IOP. EQ. 5 may initially be IOP. EQ. 4. FPP(1)
in subroutines ITFR and ITSR is obtained from first forward differ-
ences. FPP(J) is used in the computation of the TAU(J) profile and the
B(J, K) coefficients for subroutine PROFYL. FPP(J) is used in com-
puting the TAU(J) profile and the B(J, K) coefficients for subroutine
PROF YL.
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FPPB(300) F"(ETA) profile upstream one x-station. FPPB(J) is used in sub-
routine ITSR in computing the B(J, K) coefficients for subroutine
PROFYL but not in subroutine ITFR. ITSR loads FPPB(J) at the head
of the I(X) loop.
GBC(100) Wall boundary condition on the energy equation either G'(ETA) or
G"(ETA). See equation (II-19D). GBC(I(X)) is read in by subroutine
COTR as part of the x-station data and is used by subroutines ITFR
and ITSR according to the integer switch MOP. GBC(I) near the origin
is computed by a linear interpolation made by subroutine COTR on the
switches ISTO(8) and ISTO(9).
GP(100) Energy equation profile of G'(ETA) the total enthalpy defect ratio in
appendix A (see G'(ETA)). GP(J) is initially read in and expanded by
subroutine COTR on JDIV and then filled in by subroutine INIR. GP(J)
is not later recomputed in subroutine INIR. The following GP(J) pro-
files are computed in either subroutine ITFR on a call of subroutine
PROFYL for the starting profile on an option or in subroutine ITSR on a
call of subroutine PROFYL. The GP(J) profile is used to compute the
GPP(J)=G"(ETA) by first differences in subroutines INIR, ITFR, and
ITSR in the same manner as for FPP(J). GP(J) is computed only once
for each convergence of the momentum equation. GP(J=1) is used to
determine the convergence of the set of momentum-energy equations.
See also GPP(300).
GPB(300) G'(ETA) profile is one x-station upstream and is stored just before the
exit from subroutine ITFR and at the head of the I(X) loop in subroutine
ITSR. GPBB(J) is loaded from GPB(J). GPB(J) is used to compute
the B(J,K) coefficients in subroutine ITSR for subroutine PROFYL,
also used to compute B1.
GPBB(300) G'(ETA) profile is two x-stations upstream from I(X) and is loaded by
subroutine ITSR at the head of the I(X) loop. See GPB(300). GPBB(J)
is used only to compute the B(J, K) coefficients in subroutine ITSR for
subroutine PROFYL.
GPP(300) G"(ETA) profile obtained by taking the first differences of G'(ETA)
after the exit from subroutine PROFYL in the energy section of the
momentum-energy loop in subroutines ITFR and ITSR and after the
computation of F"(ETA) in subroutine INIR. Both GPP(J) and FPP(J)
are used in computing DP(J) in subroutines INIR, ITFR, and ITSR as
well as by subroutine VIS for VE(J), VEG(J) in the effective viscosit y
and effective conductivity corrections from equation (IV-3). GPP(1) is
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used in the final convergence test for leaving the momentum-energy loop
in subroutines ITFR and ITSR.
GPPB(300) G"(ETA) profile is one x-station upstream from the current I(X) and is
loaded by subroutines ITFR and ITSR like GPB(J). A storage array
used only by subroutine NDIR.
GPW(100) Value of GP(J)=G'(ETA) profile at the wall. GPW(I)=GBC(I) if
IBC.EQ. 2 but GPW(I)=GP(1) if IBC.EQ. 3 where IBC=ABS(MOP).
GPW(I) is used by subroutine PROFYL. For MOP, see the card input
data of table VI.
HT(100) Total enthalpy thickness is in the same units as x and is defined in
appendix A (see PSI). HT(I) is computed in subroutines ITFR and ITSR
after leaving the momentum-energy loop.
ISTO(16) Set of integer switches read in by subroutine COTR. See the comments
in the data input deck of table VI for the ISTO(K) usage. ISTO(K) is
initialized to 0 by subroutine INIR.
JTR(100) Standby set of integers not used in the current program of TUF.
LABEL(132) Array in alphanumeric format used for a heading to identify the case at
the time of the listing of the ETA profiles. Current version of TUF
uses only 18 of these stores.
M(100) Mach number at the x-station boundary layer edge, M(I(X)). M(I) is.
either loaded with U(I) from cards when U(I) on input is the Mach num-
ber, or computed from the U(I), SHR, and MR data when U(I) is the
x-velocity input. See subroutine INIR after the exit from subroutine
COTR. See also DOP in table VI.
MT(100) Momentum thickness in the same units as x and is defined in appen-
dix A (see THETA). Subroutines ITFR and ITSR compute MT(J)
after the exit from the momentum-energy loop using the relation
MT(I)=DT(I)/SF(I).
RDT(100) Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness
U*DELTA(*)/U(BLE). RDT(I) is computed by subroutine ITSR in each
momentum loop and reset to match CF(I) after leaving the momentum-
energy loop.
RW(100) Radius of the body surface expressed in the same units as x. RW(I) is
part of the x-station data read in by subroutine COTR from either cards
or tape. RW(I) near the origin is computed by linear interpolation
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using ISTO(8) and ISTO(9) in subroutine COTR. RW(1) may be reset in
subroutine INIR after the read in by subroutine COTR.
SF(100) Ratio DELTA(*)/THETA where DELTA(*) is the displacement thick-
ness and THETA is the integral momentum thickness of equation
(II-22). SF(100) is computed in subroutines ITFR and ITSR after leav-
ing the momentum-energy loop, but it is also computed in the momen-
tum loop of subroutines ITFR and ITSR.
ST(100) Stanton number is defined in appendix A and is based on the free stream
to wall enthalpy differences. ST(I) is computed in subroutines ITFR
and ITSR after leaving the momentum-energy loop. Either ST(I)=O. 0
or if ABS(B1).GT. ZERO then ST(I)=STR(I)/B1.
STR(100) Stanton number is defined in appendix A and is based on the free stream
to reference enthalpy differences. STR(J) is computed in the energy
section of the momentum-energy loop of subroutines ITFR and ITSR.
In subroutine ITSR we have STR(I)=-VEG(1)*GPP(1)/D(1).
SW(100) Nikuradse (ref. 16) sand grain roughness scale in the same units as x,
and read in by subroutine COTR as part of the x-station data. SW(I)
near the origin is computed by a linear interpolation made by subroutine
COTR on the switches ISTO(8) and ISTO(9).
TAU(300) Profile of the local nondimensional shear stress. TAU(J) is initially
computed by subroutine INIR followed by the TAU(J) computation in
the momentum section of the momentum-energy loop of subroutines
ITFR and ITSR. Subroutine VIS uses TAU(J). Subroutines ITFR and
ITSR compute CF(I)=2.*TAU(1).
TF(100) x-Profile of the Mach number function T(total)/T(static).
TF(I)=l. +(1. /2. )*SHR-1. )*M(I)*M(I). TF(100) is computed along with
either M(I) or U(I) in subroutine INIR.
TURB(100) Intermittency factor . GE. 0 and . LE. 1. TURB(I) represents the
amount of turbulence present in the flow. See comments on subroutines
VIS and TRANS. TURB(I) is either card read in by subroutine COTR
or computed by subroutine TRANS during the run. It is used in the
computation of the effective viscosity VE(J) and the effective conduc-
tivity VEG(J) by subroutine VIS. TURB(I) near the origin is reset on
(TOP. NE. 1. AND. IOP. NE. 7) during the linear interpolation of the
x-station data by subroutine COTR on the switches ISTO(8) and ISTO(9).
All TURB(I) are initialized to 0. O0 by subroutine INIR before entering
subroutine COTR.
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U(100) Free-stream velocity at the boundary layer edge is either read in by
subroutine COTR from cards or tape or computed by subroutine INIR
from the M(I) data read in by subroutine COTR as U(I). U(I) near the
origin is computed by a linear interpolation made by subroutine COTR
on the switches ISTO(8) and ISTO(9).
VE(300) Nondimensional effective viscosity profile computed by subroutine VIS
on call by subroutines INIR, ITFR, ITSR, and NDIR. Subroutine VIS
is called by subroutines ITFR and ITSR from the momentum loop and
by subroutine ITSR after the exit from the momentum-energy loop pro-
vided that TOP. EQ. 1.
VEG(300) Nondimensional effective conductivity profile computed together with
VE(J) in subroutine VIS. See VE(300) and comment in subroutine VIS.
VH(300) Working store array, temporary storage.
VHP(300) Working store array, temporary storage.
VHPP(300) Working store array, temporary storage.
VW(100) Transpiration velocity in the same units as U(X) and read in by sub-
routine COTR together with the other x-station data. See table V for the
density weighting. VW(I) is used by subroutines ITFR and ITSR in the
computation of B(J,K) for use by subroutine PROFYL in computing
F'(ETA) and G'(ETA). VW(I) near the origin is computed by a linear
interpolation made by subroutine COTR on the switches ISTO(8) and
ISTO(9).
WSTO(20) General purpose working array read in by subroutine COTR. See the
comments in the data input of table VI. WSTO(K) is initialized to 0. 0
by subroutine INIR.
X(100) x-Coordinate X(I). It is read in from either cards or tape by sub-
routine COTR. X(I) near the origin is computed by a linear interpola-
tion made by subroutine COTR on the switches ISTO(8) and ISTO(9).
Y(300) Independent variable Y/DELTA(*) normal to the wall is computed as
Y(J)=YY(J)*(1. +YY(J)*CA/4. ) in subroutine INIR to account for the nose
angle of an axisymmetric body. It is not recomputed later during the
run. The profile of YY(J) is both read in from either cards or tape and
completed on the JDIV interval by subroutine COTR. Y(J) is used as
the normal coordinate everywhere except by subroutine VIS which uses
a YY(J) coordinate recomputed at each I(X) wall station. However, at
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the starting I(X), subroutine ITFR uses the initial YY(J) completed
profile.
YY(300) y-Untransformed coordinate normal to the body surface as divided by
DELTA(*). YY(J) is used to obtain the transformed y of equation
(II-7B). YY(J) profile is read in, spaced by subroutine COTR, and then
filled in by subroutine INIR before being used to compute the Y(J) pro-
file which includes the effect of the nose angle. Later, in subroutine
ITSR, YY(J) is recomputed at each I(X) wall station using the displace-
ment thickness which in turn is also computed at each I(X) wall station.
YY(J) is recomputed only when ABS(RW(I)/DT(I)). GE. 1 so that the new
YY(J) is YY(J)=2. *Y(J)/(1. +SQRT(1. +CAY(J)=CA*Y(J)) where
CAY(J). GE. -1. CA is recomputed at each I(X) station. YY(J) is used
by subroutines ITFR and ITSR to supply subroutine VIS with a normal
coordinate. YY(J) as used by subroutine VIS at the origin, in both sub-
routines INIR and ITFR, is the initial complete YY(J) not corrected
using CA.
Single Word Common Stores
This list is to be used with table II, the occurrence list of single word common
stores which shows in which subroutines each listed word is used (e. g., initialized,
computed, employed in a computation, or listed). The following abbreviations are used
in the computer equations: enthalpy, H; boundary layer edge, BLE; at reference level,
REF; total, TOT:
ATUF Not used.
B1 Initially TF(I)-1. In both subroutines ITFR and ITSR, but is recomputed
later in ITFR and ITSR as GPW(-TF(I)-1. )/BH/TF(I) to compute in turn
ST(I)=STR(I)/B1 in ITFR and ITSR.
BH Enthalpy ratio (H(BLE)TOT-H(REF))/H(BLE)TOT data constant read in by
subroutine COTR.
BK Clauser constant 0. 016 set in subroutine INIR and used by VIS only.
BS Input for initial pressure gradient from data read in by subroutine COTR.
BS is the exponent in the power law for velocity =U(X)/U(L)=(X/L)**B at
the boundary layer edge in wedge flow. See equation (II-28a). BS=l. 0
for plane stagnation flow and BS=0. 0 for Blasius flow.
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TABLE II. - OCCURRENCE LIST OF SINGLE WORD COMMON STORES
[Subroutines FILE, VIS, PROFYL, INTEG, TRANS, INDEX have no common. An * indicates that the labeled store at the left occurs in a labeled subroutine above the *.]
TUF INIR COTR IFTR ITSR NDIR FILE VIS PROFYL INTEG TRANS INDEX TUF INIR COTR ITFR ITSR NDIR FILE VIS PROFYL INTEG TRANS INDEX
ATUF IJM
B:1 * JTUE
BH * * * * * JY
BK * * KR REAL
BS * * * KMI * * *
C * * LOOP
CO * * LOOPF
COB * ML REAL
CA * * * MOP * * *
CA1 * * MR *
CMTF * * NU
CMTG * OI * * *
CMU * * * P * * n n
COAL * * PR
DI PM
DJ POP INTEGER * * * *
DOPINTEGER * * PR * * * * * *
DTM PRT * * * * * *
DTS * * Q *
DTXM * * QB *
DX 0 * QM *
DXB * QRB
ET * * * QRM *
FPE * * * R * * * *
FPPW * * * RB *
FT * * RC * * *
FTU2 * * RDF * * *
FV * * * RDTK * * *
GAM * RL
GAMX * * RM
GPE * RMS
GPPW * * RMT
I * e e * RMTW * *
IO RX * *
IBC * * 0 RXRDF
IC ** * SHR * * * * * *
ID * * * * * SK * *
IOP * * * * STC * * * * *
IT e * * * STRX * *
IX * * * * * STUF
IXA * * TO * * * *
IXE TFR *
IXF * * TOPINTEGER * * * *
JD * * * * * * UX* *
JDIV * * * * * * VPB *
JE * * * * * * * VPM *
JEB * * XK *
JEF * * * * - XT * * *
JEG * * * * ZERO * * *
JK * * * * *
CS,
C Constant in the displacement thickness at DELTA(*) given by
DELTA(*)/L-C*(X/L)**(1. -B)/2. (eq. (II-28b)). C is computed in sub-
routine INIR as C=SQRT(2. /(BS+l. )/RL. If IOP. EQ. 4, yielding laminar
similar flow, C is recomputed in subroutine ITFR as C=F(JE)*C and is
used in computing P, Q, VP, and CF.
CO Coefficient used by subroutines ITFR and ITSR in computing the coefficient
profiles B(J, K= 1, 5) used by subroutine PROFYL. See equation (III-6e).
COB First of five cofficient functions (COB, CIB, C2B, C3B, and C4B) com-
puted in subroutine ITSR from the (I-1) and (1-2) x-stations and used by
equations (III-9a) and (III-9c) to compute B(J,K) for the F'(ETA) profile in
subroutine PROFYL.
CA Nose angle parameter (2. *(DELTA(*)/R(W))*(COS A)) used to compute the
array CAY(J)=CA*Y(J). CA is used by subroutine INIR to compute Y(J)
and YY(J). Computation of CA in subroutine INIR depends on the IOP
option used. If IOP. EQ. 4, subroutine ITFR resets CA to 0. 0 and recom-
putes CA as 2. *OI*COAL*C*(X(2)-X(1))/RW(2) provided
RWSL. GE. 1. OE-08 where RWSL is the slope of RW(I) at the origin. In
subroutine ITSR, CA is computed in the momentum loop and is given by -
CA=CA1*DT(I).
CA1 Function (2/R(W))*COSA. A function of RW(I) used to compute CA in both
the momentum loop of subroutine ITSR and the initialization section of sub-
routine NDIR. CA=CAl*DT(I). CA1 is computed in subroutine ITSR before
entering the momentum-energy loop. CAI=O. 0 in planar flow.
CMU Shear parameter. See equation (II-34). CMU is computed before the call
of VIS. CMU is used by subroutine ITFR to compute STRX, a Stanton num-
ber gradient parameter for the starting profiles.
COAL Cosine of the angle of the nose of an axisymmetric body for the starting pro-
files. COAL is computed equal to SQRT(1. -(D(RW(X)=1, 2))/DX)**2) in
subroutine INIR, and it is used by subroutines INIR and ITFR in the com-
putation of CA.
CMTF Function initialized to 1. 0 in subroutine INIR and. corrected by COF2/COF1
in subroutine ITSR at each succeeding I(X) wall station but not used in a
further computation, an indicator of the history of the ratio COFl/COF2.
CMTG Function initialized to 1. 0 in subroutine IMIR and corrected by COG2/COG1
in subroutine ITSR at each succeeding I(X) wall station but not used in a




DOP Integer switch read in by subroutine COTR and used by subroutines COTR
and INIR to interpret the input data. See DOP in table VI.
DTM Arithmetic mean value of DELTA(*)=(DELTA(*)(I(X))-DELTA(X)(I(X)-1))/2.
DTS Convenient storage in subroutines ITSR and NDIR for the value of the dis-
placement thickness DT(I) which is then altered to conform to the integral
of the momentum equation. In the reset section of subroutine ITSR, after
computing COF1, COF2, COG1, and COG2, DTS=DT(I).
DTXM Arithmetic average value of DTX taken between the I(X) and I(X) -1
x-stations where DTX is defined as the x-derivative of the displacement
thickness DELTA(*) at I(X). DTXM is computed in subroutines ITFR and
ITSR. In subroutine ITFR, DTXM=Q-P*(1. -M(I)*M(I)) computed in the out-
put parameter section only, after exit from the momentum-energy loop,
for use by subroutine ITSR. Subroutine ITSR uses DTXM at the head of
the I(X) loop to compute DT(I)=DT(IB)+DTXM*(DX=X(I)-X(I-1)). DTXM is
then recomputed at the head of the momentum loop and is used to compute
QM at the head of the momentum loop.
DX First backward difference in x, computed and used in subroutine ITSR. In
subroutine ITFR, DX is initialized to 0. O0 just before the return to TUF.
At the head of the I(X) loop in ITSR DXB=DX followed by
DX=X(I) -X(IB= I-1).
DXB Previous DX loaded at the head of the I(X) loop in subroutine ITSR.
ET Convenient store now initialized in subroutine INIR to 1.0E-08. ET is
now supplied to subroutine PROFYL by subroutines ITFR and ITSR but is
not used in the current version of subroutine PROFYL:
FPE PROFYL end value or outer boundary value of FP(J)=F'(ETA)=0. 0 set by
subroutine ITFR before calling subroutine PROFYL in which FP(JY)=FPE.
FPPW Velocity gradient defect at the wall, F"(ETA=0.0 0) or the inner boundary
value used by subroutine PROFYL. FPPW is used to compute FI(J=2) by
subroutine PROFYL. FPPW is set to FPP(1) by subroutine ITFR before
entering subroutine PROFYL.
FT Fraction of the free-stream flow that is turbulent. It is read in by subrou-
tine COTR and used by surroutine INIR to compute FTU2=FT*U(I)*U(I)
for 1=1, 2. Subroutine ITSR recomputes FTE as FTE=FTU2/(U(I)*U(I)).
for 1=2,3,4.... Subroutine TRANS uses FTE as FT.
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FTU2 Convenient store equal to FT*U(I)*U(I) in subroutine INIR and used by sub-
routine ITSR to get a scaled FT in subroutine TRANS. See FT.
FV Convenient store for 1. -FP(J) in subroutines INIR, ITFR, and ITSR.
GAM Square root of the ratio of the friction velocity to the free-stream velocity
in the starting solution. GAM equals the SQRT(TAU(1)/
(DENSITY(BLE)*VELOCITY(BLE SQUARED). GAM is initialized to 0. O0 in
surboutine INIR. GAM is recomputed to SQRT(ABS(TAU(1))) in sub-
routine ITFR in the momentum loop if IOP. EQ. 3, 7 and is then used to
compute GAMX.
GAMX Shear stress gradient parameter in the starting solution. See also GAM.
GPE Profil. end value or outer boundary value of GP(J)=GP(JY)=O. 0.
GPPW Value of GP(ETA=0. 0) obtained by subroutines ITFR and ITSR by taking
the first differences of GP(ETA) following the return from subroutine
PROFYL and computing the profile GPP(ETA). Then GPPW=GPP(l) is
used as the inner boundary value when computing the GP(ETA) on the next
momentum-energy loop iterate. GPPW is treated similarly to FPPW.
I Integer or index of the I(X) wall station where final profiles at each
x-station are computed.
IO Input integer switch, read in by subroutine COTR. Subroutine INIR sets
O1=10. OI becomes . multiplying factor in computing CA in subroutines
INIR, ITFR, and ITSR. IC. EQ. -1 for the inside surface of an axisym-
metric body such as a jet engine nacelle. IO. EQ. 0 for planar flow.
IO. EQ. +1 for flow on the outside of an axisymmetric body. OI is also
used in the computation of CA1.
IBC Absolute value of the integer switch MOP, read in by subroutine COTR.
IBC is used as a skip switch by subroutines ITFR and ITSR. If
IBC. EQ. 1, the computation of the GP(E TA) profile in the energy equation
section of the momentum-energy loop. In subroutine ITFR, if IBC.EQ. 2,
then GPW(I)=GBC(I), GPPW/GPP(1), and STR(I)=-GPPW/D(1)*VEG(1).
If IBC.EQ.3, then GPW/GP(1)=GPPW=-GBC(I)*D(1)/VEG(1) followed
by GPPW=GPPW*C*RL if IOP. EQ. . U IBC.EQ.3 and IOP.EQ.4,
then STR(I)=GBC(I)/C/RL. Otherwise, STR(I)=0.0. In subroutine ITSR,
STR(I) is always computed after the exit from the momentum-energy loop
as STR(I)=-VEG(1)*GPP(1)/D(1), but GPPW is not recomputed when
IOP. EQ. 4 as in subroutine ITFR. Otherwise, GP(I) and GPPW are com-
puted as in subroutine ITFR.
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IC Index of the critical point, which is the point at which disturbances in the
laminar flow occur and begin to amplify toward the transition point to full
turbulent flow. At and beyond IC TURB(I+1) is computed by subroutine
TRANS if TOP. EQ. 1. Otherwise, IC is determined as IC=I(X) at the lami-
nar separation point on a test of F(JEF), WSTO(2), and FPP(1). GE. 0. 0 by
subroutine ITSR. If laminar separation occurs, subroutine ITSR resets
ITSO(10)=6, which causes a turbulent restart in subroutine ITFR provided in
TUF ISTO(14). EQ. 1. IC is initialized to IX+l by subroutine INIR after the
exit from subroutine COTR. All points after the first critical point and be-
fore points of fully developed turbulent flow are considered critical points.
See also the single word common stores RC and IT.
ID Number of stores available for the profiles on x. In the current version,
ID is set equal to 100 by subroutine INIR.
IOP Integer switch read in by subroutine COTR. IOP is used by subroutines
INIR, COTR, and ITFR to set up the starting conditions, profiles, and
parameters for various options such as laminar or turbulent starting flows.
See table VI.
IT Integer initialized to 100 by subroutine COTR and listed by subroutine COTR
and also by subroutine INIR when POP. NE. 1. IT is reset to I(X)+1 after
the x-station data read in by subroutine COTR if TURB(I). GT.WSTO(13),
which is followed in turn by a reset of ISTO(10)=7 by subroutine ITSR on
completing the computations at I(X)=IT. Subroutine ITSR then exits to TUF
and to subroutine NDIR in turn which re-initializes the necessary quantities
for a turbulent restart at I(X)=IT by subroutine ITFR on the call by TUF.
IT causes a relist of the profile at I(X)=IT by subroutine ITFR. In sub-
routine NDIR, IC is reset to IT for a forced fully developed turbulent flow
beginning at I(X)=IT.
IX I(X) of the last data station to be computed as determined by subroutine
COTR. IX either is the number of x-stations whose data is either read in
or linearly interpolated near the origin or IX=IS-1 when IS reaches 100.
If (IX-I). LE. 0 after the call of subroutine FILE in subroutine ITFR, then
ITFR resets ISTO(10)=8, which causes a case end by the main routine TUF.
Subroutine ITSR uses IX as the limit on the I(X) looping.
IXE Convenient store. Not used.
IXF Integer index. IXF- 1+1 in subroutine ITFR. It is used by subroutine ITSR
as the starting index of the I(X) loop.
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JD Dimension of the arrays used to store the profiles on ETA (normal to the
x-direction). Subroutine INIR sets JD=-300 in the current version of the
TUF.
JDIV Integer multiplier which is read in by subroutine COTR and used by sub-
routines COTR and INIR to increase the number of points on the YY(J),
F(J), and GP(J) profiles. See table VI.
JE Index of the ETA profile outer end point as used by subroutine FILE in
listing the function profiles on ETA and by subroutine INTEG in summing
the function profiles on ETA. In subroutine INIR, JE=MAXO(JEF, JEG)
after JY, JEF, and JEG have been increased (by using JDIV) from the JY,
JEF, and JEG read-in values. In the present versions of subroutines
ITFR and ITSR, JE is reset to MAXO(JEF, JEG) following the return from
subroutine PROFYL. Subroutine INIR resets JEF=JY if JEF. GT. JY.
It also resets JEG=JY if JEG. GT. JY to prevent JE. GT. JY.
JEB Last computed value of JE in subroutine ITFR on entering the I(X) loop
of subroutine ITSR and the last computed value of JE at the previous I(X)
station thereafter. JEB is reset at the head of the I(X) loop. JE=JEB in
subroutine NDIR in preparation for a turbulent restart by subroutine ITFR.
JEF JEF is initially the number of FP(J) points read in by subroutine COTR
which then computes JEF using JDIV to increase the number of profile
points. In the present versions of subroutines ITFR and INIR, JEF is used
to recompute JE=MAXO(JEF, JEG) after the return from subroutine
PROFYL.
JEG Energy profile analogue of JEF. See JEF.
JK Integer computed in subroutine VIS, and the index J of the VE(J) profile
at which VE(J). GT. VR where VR is a constant value of the nondimensional
effective viscosity in the outer part of the turbulent layer.
JM Value J-1 in subroutines ITFR and ITSR during the computation of the
FPP(J) profile. At J=1, subroutines ITFR and ITSR set JM=1 to get
FPPW at the origin by the first forward difference. The remainder of the
FPP(J) are by first central differences. The GPP(J) profile is computed
similarly.
JTUF Not used.
JY Initially the number of the YY(J) profile points on ETA as read by sub-
routine COTR. Just before reading in the YY(J) subroutine COTR recom-
putes the program final JY by using JDIV. JY values are the preset
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boundary values of FP(J) and GP(J). The computed JY(MAX) must be
JY(MAX). LE. 300 to continue the case.
KB Real function initialized to 0. 0 by subroutine INIR. Subroutine TRANS re-
computes KB before using subroutine INDEX to select the
KF(RDF). GT. KB.
KMI Upper index in the momentum and momentum-energy DO loops in sub-
routines ITFR and ITSR. Subroutine INIR sets KMI= 15.
LOOP Not used.
LOOPF Not used.
ML Free-stream Mach number at X=L. ML is set equal to MR in subroutine
INIR after the return to subroutine INIR from subroutine COTR where MR
is the result of either the MR card read in or a recomputation. Subrou-
tine ITFR uses ML in the computation of Q, a parameter in equation
(II-14). See DOP in table VI.
MOP Integer switch read in by subroutine COTR. See table VI.
MR Reference free-stream Mach number. MR is initially read in by subroutine
COTR but may be recomputed. See the comment in table VI. See also ML.
NU Nusselt number. If IOP. EQ. 4, NU is computed in subroutine ITFR in the
output parameter section as NU=RL*PR*ST(2). NU is not used in a com-
putation.
OI Multiplying factor. OI is set to IO by subroutine INIR. See IO, CA,
and CA1. OI is used to compute CA in subroutines INIR and ITFR and
also CA1 in subroutine ITSR.
P Parameter in equation (II-14). P equals x-derivative of
U(I)*DELTA(*)/U(I). Subroutine INIR sets P=BS. See BS. If IOP.EQ.4,
P is recomputed in the laminar section of subroutine ITFR according to
equation (II-29a) and used in the solution of equation (11-25). If IOP. EQ. 2, 6
(turbulent flow), subroutine ITFR resets P=TAU(1)*BS. If IOP. EQ. 3, 7
(also a turbulent flow), subroutine ITFR does not reset P. If
ISTO(10). EQ. 6, 7, subroutine NDIR resets P=UX*DT(I) for a turbulent re-
start by subroutine ITFR.
PB P parameter at I-1 x-station where PB=P at the head of the I(X) loop in
subroutine ITSR. PB is used to compute PM (average P), which is used to
compute C 2 , which is used to compute B(J, 1) and B(J, 3). PM and RM
are both arithmetic averages.
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POP Integer switch read in by subroutine COTR and used as a list switch. See
POP in the input data sample, table VI. POP is used by all of the main
subroutines.
PR Prandtl number. PR is the same constant for all subroutines. Subroutine
INIR initializes PR=0.78. If WSTO(15).NE. 0.0, subroutine INIR resets
PR-WSTO(15).
PRT Turbulent Prandtl number. Subroutine INIR sets PRT=l. PRT is the
same constant for all of the subroutines. If WSTO(14). NE. 0. 0, subroutine
INIR resets PRT=WSTO(14).
Q Product DELTA(*)*DENSITY(BLE)*U(I)/(DENSITY(BLE)*U(I)). Q is
initialized to 0. O0 by subroutine INIR for the laminar flow equation (11-25).
See also equation (II-29b) for a recomputation in the laminar flow section of
subroutine ITFR if IOP. EQ. 4. Q is otherwise recomputed in subroutine
ITFR as given by equation (11-41) for Q as an integrated function.
QB Quantity Q at the I-1 x-station. QB is recomputed and used only in the
momentum loop of subroutine ITSR. QB=DTXB+PB(1. -M(IB)*M(IB)) where
DTXB is a corrected value of the displacement thickness.
QM Mean value of Q and QB computed in the momentum loop of subroutine
ITSR and used only in subroutine ITSR. (Not an arithmetic mean.)
QM=DTXM+PM*(1. -. 5*(M(I)+M(IB))**2.
QRB Quantity QB+RB at the I-i x-station. Computed at the head of the momen-
tum loop in subroutine ITSR.
QRM Mean value of Q+R computed and used only in subroutine ITSR.
QRM=QM+RM.
R Radius parameter in equations (II-14) and (11-25) for laminar flow.
R equals the (x-derivative of wall radius)*DELTA(*)/(wall radius) and is
initialized to 0. O0 by subroutine INIR. If IOP. EQ. 4, R is recomputed in
the similar laminar flow section of subroutine INIR from RL=RDT(1), C,
the slope of RW at the origin, and from a slope multiplying function of
RW. The radius parameter R is the R(*) of equation (II-29c). For
IOP. EQ. 1 or 5 and nonsimilar laminar flow, R is computed from DT(1),
RDT(1), the slope of RW at the origin, and RW(1). For all other condi-
tions R is recomputed in subroutine INIR if ABS(RW(1)/DT(1)). GE. 1.,
where R(laminar)=R(turbulent)*RDT(1). For IOP. EQ. 4, R is recom-
puted in subroutine ITFR after a reset to R=0. 0 by the same formula as
in subroutine INIR but with a changed value of C=F(JE)*C on a RW(I) slope
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test. Otherwise, R remains as computed in subroutine INIR. In subroutine
ITSR, R is computed in the momentum loop R=RX*DT(I) where RX is
computed ahead of the momentum-energy loop if ABS(RW(I)/DT(I)). GE. 1.
R is also recomputed in subroutine NDIR for a turbulent restart on
ISTO(10).EQ. 6, 7 with R=RX*DT(I).
RB Value of R at the I-1 x-station, or RB=R in the transfer section ahead
of the momentum-energy loop in subroutine ITSR.
RC Critical Reynolds number or Reynolds number at the point of instability.
Given by RC=DELTA(*)*(FREE STREAM VELOCITY)/(EFFECTIVE VIS-
COSITY AT THE WALL). RC is computed in subroutine TRANS. RC in-
cludes the effects of pressure gradient, heat transfer, surface roughness,
and surface curvature. At the critical point IC the quantity RDTK. GE. RC
where RDTK is computed in subroutine ITSR.
RDF Quantity R(DELTA(*)) used in computing the starting profiles of both
F'(ETA) and G'(ETA) is initialized to 0. O0 by subroutine INIR. If IOP. EQ. 4,
subroutine INIR recomputes RDF/C*RL when RL=RDT(I), which is reset
in subroutine COTR if IOP. EQ. 4. AND. DOP. LT. 0. That is,
RDT(1)=X(2)*U(2)*WSTO(3). Here U(2)=M(2). If IOP. EQ. 1, 5 (laminar
flow), subroutine INIR resets RDF=RDT(I) for I=1. For turbulent flow
(IOP. EQ. 2, 3, 6, 7), subroutine INIR resets RDF to 1. 0. RDF is used to
compute Q in subroutine ITFR except for the IOP. EQ. 4 option. If
IOP. EQ. 4, subroutine ITFR resets RDF=RDT(2), since the starting pro-
file is at I(X)=2. Subroutine ITFR uses RDF to compute B(J, 4) for
both F'(ETA) and G'(ETA).
RDTK Local Reynolds number computed in subroutines ITFR and ITSR from the
displacement thicknesses DTK(I) and DT(I) and the effective viscosity
VE(1) at the wall. RDTK=1./VE(1)*DTK(I)/DT(I). RDTK is used by sub-
routines ITFR and ITSR to compute RMTW and by subroutine TRANS to
compute the effect of surface roughness. If RDTK. LT. RC, in subroutine
TRANS, TURB(I+1) remains as previously set by subroutine COTR. Other-
wise, IC=I(X) and subroutine TRANS recomputes TURB(I+I) when
RMTW. GE. RMC for all I(X) stations succeeding I(X). GE. IC.
RL Reynolds number used in the laminar similarity solution IOP. EQ. 4
initialized to 0. O0 by subroutine INIR. On return from subroutine COTR, sub-
routine INIR resets RL=RDT(1) and uses RL in computing P, R, and
RDF. Subroutine ITFR also uses RL on the IOP. EQ. 4 option to compute
P, Q, R, VP, and RDT(2).
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RM Arithmetic average of R and RB in subroutine ITSR. It is used to compute
QRM, which in turn is used to compute CO in the momentum loop and C7
in the energy section of the momentum-energy loop.
RMS Not used.
RMT Transition Reynolds number RMC+RD in subroutine TRANS where RD is
the corrected Reynolds number and RMC is the critical Reynolds number
based on the momentum thickness. Both RMC and RD are computed in
subroutine TRANS. Subroutine TRANS computes TURB(I+1) by the method of
Dhawan and Narasimha when RMTWF. LE. RMT and resets the remaining
TURB(I+1)=1. 0 and TOP=0 when RMTWF. GT. RMT. RMT is not tested
unless first RMTW. GE. RMC.
RMTW Local Reynolds number computed from RDTK, DTK(I), and the momentum
thickness MT(I) where RMTW=RDTK/DTK(I)*MT(I). RMTW is computed
in subroutines ITFR and ITSR for use by subroutine TRANS. RMTW is
-used by subroutine TRANS when I(X). GE. IC. If on testing RMTW the test
results in RMTW. GE. RMC, all succeeding TURB(I+l) are recomputed.
RMC is the critical Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness.
RMTW is tested only if RDTK. GE. RC.
RX x-Derivative of the body radius at the wall divided by the radius of the wall.
RX is a function of RW(I) and X(I), where I=I, I-1, I+1, and used by sub-
routines ITSR and NDIR. Subroutine ITSR initializes RX=O. 0 and then re-
computes RX when ABS(RW(I)/DT(I)). GE. 1. Subroutine ITSR lists RX
each time RX is computed. Subroutine ITSR uses RX to compute CA1.
Subroutine NDIR also computed R=RX*DT(I) in the re-initialization section.
RXRDF Not used.
SHR Specific heat ratio set to 1. 4 by subroutine INIR and used by subroutine ITFR
to compute DB(J) in subroutine ITFR by equation (II-32) and for B(J, 5) of
the energy equation coefficient profiles. SHR is also supplied to subroutine
VIS. Subroutine ITSR uses SHR to compute RDT(I) in the momentum loop,
also COF1, COF2, COG1, and COG2 later. Subroutine NDIR uses SHR to
recompute MT(IC) and CMU in the re-initialization section. Subroutine
INIR uses SHR in computing TF(I).
SK von K;irm~n constant in the empirical effective viscosity term. It is set to
0. 41 by subroutine INIR and used by subroutine ITFR to compute GAMX and
STRX before computing VH and VHP for Q and subroutine VIS.
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STC Sutherland viscosity constant in degrees Kelvin. Used in equation (II-18).
STC is set to 110 by subroutine INIR and is used by subroutine VIS.
STRX Stanton number gradient parameter in the starting solution (see eqs. (II-37)
and (II-39)). STRX is initialized to 0. O0 by subroutine INIR and is used by
subroutine ITFR in the solution of the approximate energy equation for turbu-
lent similarity flow with variable properties. Subroutine ITFR computes
STRX if GAM. GT. (ZERO=1. OE -10) when GAM= SQRT(ABS(TAU(1))).
STRX is also used by equations (II-32) and (II-42) for the DB(ETA) profile,
which is used in the determination of Q for either laminar or turbulent
flow.
STUF Not used.
TO Free-stream total temperature in degrees Kelvin.
TFR Convenient store for the function 1. +((SHR-1. )/2.)*MR*MR where SHR
is the specific heat ratio and MR the reference free-stream Mach num-
ber. TFR is computed by subroutine INIR and then used to compute the
U(I) from the M(I) Mach number if MR. GE. 0. 0. OR. DOP. LE. 0. Sub-
routine INIR also uses TFR to compute CMU of equation (11-34). Sub-
routine NDIR uses TFR to recompute CMU for a following turbulent re-
start. See also TF(I) which uses M(I) in place of MR.
TOP Integer switch. If TOP.EQ. 1 subroutine ITSR calls subroutine VIS
followed by subroutine TRANS to compute the turbulence intermittency
TURB(I+1) used by subroutine VIS to compute both the effective viscosity
and conductivity. TOP is read in by subroutine COTR but is reset to 0 if
IOP. EQ. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 for the turbulent flow options in order to prevent a
later reset in subroutine INIR of TURB(I) and a call of subroutine TRANS
by subroutine ITSR. See the comment on TOP in the input data section,
table VI.
UX x-Derivative of U(I) divided by U(I), a function of X(I) and U(I) obtained
by taking a central difference. UX is computed by subroutine ITSR and
used by both subroutines ITSR and NDIR to compute P=DT(I)*UX in the
momentum equation loop of subroutine ITSR and in the re-initialization
section of subroutine NDIR.
VPB Nondimensional aspiration flow at the I-1 x-station. It is similar to the
VP of subroutine ITFR but at I(X). Subroutine ITSR computes
VPB=VW(IB)/U(IB), where IB=I-1. If IABS(DOP).EQ. 1 subroutine ITSR
recomputes VPB=VPB/DB(1) before entering the momentum loop.
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VPM Quantity similar to VPB and VP and computed as a mean value in the mo-
mentum loop before the call of subroutine PROFYL. VPM is recomputed as
VPM*2. 0/(C(1)+DB(1)) if IABS(DOP).EQ. 1.
XT Tolerance set to 0. 005 by subroutine INIR for use by subroutine ITFR in
testing for exit from momentum loop. To exit, ABS(F(JE(ETA))-1. ). LT.XT.
In subroutine ITSR, test ABS(F(JE)-1.) only if ABS((FPP(1)-FPPW)/
FPPW). LE. XT. For the momentum-energy loop the final test for exit is on
ZERO. However, in the convergence test section note the use of XT.
XK Correcting factor used by subroutine TRANS. Subroutine INIR initializes
XK=0. 0. In subroutine TRANS, XK is used to compute
KB=(KB*XK+DK*DX)/(XK+DX), which in turn is used in computing KK by
subroutine INDEX. In the present version, BK=DK since XK=0. 0.
ZERO Tolerance initialized to 1. OE-10 by subroutine INIR. ZERO is used by
subroutine ITFR as a tolerance to leave the momentum-energy loop if
ABS((GP(1)-GPW(I)). LT. ZERO. XT is the tolerance in the subroutine ITFR
momentum loop. ZERO is used by subroutine ITSR in conjunction with XT
to exit the momentum-energy loop on tests of GP(1), GPW(I), GPPW, and
GPP(1). XT alone is used in the subroutine ITSR momentum loop.
COMPLETE PROGRAM LISTING
A complete program source listing with detailed comments in each subroutine is
given in this section. The subroutines are arranged in the order they would have if
overlays were required. Otherwise, any order of the subroutines may be used.
Main Program TUF
$IBFTC TUF
C TUF IS THE MAIN SUPERVISORY ROUTINE FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE
C BOUNDARY LAYER EQUATION PROFILES AND PARAMETERS.
C TUF, THE MAIN ROUTINE, CALLS SUBROUTINES INIR, ITFR,ITSRNDIR.
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C GET THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND X-STATION DATA.
C INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS,PROFILESPARAMETERS.
C RETURN TO HERE ALSO FOR THE NEXT CASE.
101 WRITE (6,99)
CALL INIR(KSTOP,XMAS)
C IF THE MODIFIED PROFILES OF EITHER F'(ETA),G'(ETA),
C Y(ETA) HAVE TUO MANY POINTS (JEF,JEG,JY)*JDIV.GT.300
C GO TO THE NEXT CASE.
IF ( ISTO(10).EQ.9 ) GO TO 101
C GET THE STARTING PROFILE, EITHER LAMINAR OR TURBULENTC ENTER HERE ALSO FOR A TURBULENT RESTART AFTER AN EXIT
C FROM SUBR NDIR.
134 WRITE (6,99)
CALL ITFR
C IF I.LE.I-X OR ONLY THE STARTING PROFILE IS TO BE
C COMPUTED GO TO THE NEXT CASE.
IF ( ISTO(1O)oEQ.8 ) GO TO 101
C COMPUTE ALL X-STATION PROFILES AND PARAMETERS EXCEPT
C THE STARTING PROFILES,PARAMETERS..
CALL ITSR
C LIST THE TABLE OF X-STATION WALL PARAMETERS, THE
C TABLE OF CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS (CLIS),.AND
C RE-INITIALIZE THE NECESSARY QUANTITIES AT I(X)=ICC ON EITHER A FORCED TRANSITION TO TURBULENT FLOW OR
C A LAMINAR SEPARATION WITH ISTO(14).EQ.1 FOR A
C TURBULENT RESTART IN SUBR ITFR CN A CALL FROM TUF.
CALL NDIR
C IF IST(10).EQ.4 GO TO THE NEXT CASE ON COMPLETING
C ALL X-STATIONSo
C IF ISTO(10)oEQo5 GO TO THE NEXT CASE AFTER A NON-
C SCHEDULED CASE END ON F(JEF).LT.0..OR.F(JEF).GToC WSTO(2) UNLESS TOP.EQ.1.AMD.I.LT.IX. (A CALL OF SUBR
C TRANS DID NOT OCCUR).
IF ( ISTO(1O).EQ4 0oORoISTO(10),EQ.5 ) GO TO 101
C TO PREVENT A TURBULENT RESTART AFTER A LAMINAR
C SEPARATION SET ISTO(14).NE.1.
IF ( ISTO(IO).EQ,6.ANDo ISTO(14).NE.1 ) GO TO 101








C SUBR A6IR READS AND LISTS THE COMMENT ACCOMPANYING THE DATA INPUT.
C SUBROUTINE A61R IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES INIR,COTRITFR,NDIR.
C ABBREVIATIONS...
C LHS LEFT HAND SIDE.
C RHS RIGHT HAND SIDE.
C CC CARD COLUMN
DIMENSION ISOR (22)
C COUNTER FOR LINE NUMBERING.
LCTR= 0
C ENTRANCE TO THE INITIAL LOOP,1ST MAIN, FOR CARDS OF
C TYPE 0 TO BE LISTED CCl-72 WITH A LINE COUNT.
C ALSO FOR THE MAIN INDEX CARD WITH THE DISCRIMINATORS.
C. CARDS READ-IN BY THIS LOOP ARE CALLED GROUP 1.
C THE IST 2 WORDS ARE USED BOTH AS LIST AND TEST
C WORDS BY THE INITIAL LOOP. THE 13TH WORD AS A
C DISCRIMINATOR WORD IS USED BY TIE INITIAL LOOP ONLY.
C IF THE 2ND MAIN LOOP IS ENTERED THE IST 3 WORDS OF
C THE LAST CARD READ-IN BY THIS LOOP BECOME THE INDEX
C DISCRIMINATOR WORDS.




C THE 4TH INDEX DISCRIMINATOR WORD. IRFT IS A TEST WORD
C TO LIST A FORTRAN IV CARD CCI-72 ON THE PAGE LHS WITH
C CARRIAGE CONTROL AND LINE NUMBERING. A TYPE 0 CARD.
IRFT= ISOR(131
C IF TRUE THIS CARD IS THE MAIN INDEX DISCRIMINATOR
C CARD FOR THE FOLLOWING GROUP 2 CARDS.
IF ( IRFT.EQ.IROT ) GO TO 106
105 LCTR= LCTR + 1
C LIST A TYPE 0 CARD.
WRITE (6,994) (ISOR(K), K= 1,12 ) , LCTR
IF ( IRFT.EQ.IVLS ) RETURN
C RETURN TO THE INITIAL LOOP READ.
GO TO 104
C FOR A DECK TO READ AND WRITE ONLY TYPE 0 CARDS FOLLOW
C THIS CARD WITH THE 994 AND 997 FORMAT CARDS AND THEN
C THE END CARD. DELETE THE REMAINDER OF THE DECK.
C *** *** ENTER THE 2ND MAIN LOOP THE iST SUB LOOP *** ***
C LIV WHEN RESET TO 1 BY A CARD IN FRONT OF
C A SUB-DECK OF CARDS ENABLES THE DECK TO BE LISTED
C ON THE PAGE LHS WITHOUT CARRIAGE CONTROL PROVIDED
C ALL CARDS OF THE DECK HAVE CC1-6 NOT IDENTICAL WITH
C THE 3RD INDEX DISCRIMINATOR WORDo THE IST CARD
C SUCCEEDING THE SUB-DECK RESETS LIV TO 0 PROVIDED
37
C THE CARD IST WORD IS IDENTICAL WITH THE 3RD INDEX
C DISCRIMINATOR WORD.
C CARDS BELONGING TO THE SUB-DECK WHOSE 1ST WORDS MATCH
C EITHER THE 2ND OR 3RD INDEX DISCRIMINATOR WORDS
C WILL LIST ON THE PAGE LHS WITH CARRIAGE CONTROL.
C LIV MUST BE 0 TO ENABLE A RETURN TO THE CALLING
C ROUTINE, OR A TRANSFER TO THE 2ND SUB-LOOP WITH A
C RETURN TO THE 1ST SUB-LOOP ENTRANCE FOR A CARD. READ.
C THE 1ST AND 13TH WORDS OF THIS READ-IN BECOME TEST
C WORDS IN THE 1ST SUB-LOOP. HOWEVER, THE TEST FOR A
C RETURN PRECEEDS THE TEST ON THE 13TH WORD. IF THE
C 13TH WORD IS TESTED THEN A MATCH WITH THE IST INDEX
C DISCRIMINATOR WORD CAUSES A PICK UP OF A TYPE
C 2 CARD TO COMPLETE A FULL LINE CF PRINT,122 COLUMNS.
C THERE IS NO RETURN TO THE INITIAL LOOP FROM THE
C 2ND MAIN LOOP. CARDS READ-IN BY THIS LOOP ARE
C CALLED GROUP 2 CARDS WHICH WITH THE EXCEPTION
C MENTIONED HAVE THE TEST WORD IN CCI-6.
C EXCEPTING THE RETURN CARD THE CARDS READ AT EFN 107
C LIST EITHER AS A TYPE1 CARD, CCI-42, OF A FULL LINE,
C OR AS A TYPE 4 OR 5 CARD LISTING ON THE PAGE LHS
C CCI-80 WITH OR WITHOUT CARRIAGE CONTROL. ANY CARD
C READ-IN AT EFN 107 RETURNS CONTROL TO THE CALLIN3
C ROUTINE IF LIV= 0, AND CC1-6 IS NOT IDENTICAL WITH
C EITHER INDEX DISCRIMINATOR WORDS 2 OR 3 BUT IS
C IDENTICAL WITH THE INDEX DISCRIMINATOR WORD 1.
C NEITHER RETURN NOR TRANSFER CARDS ARE LISTED.
106 LCTR= 0
LIV= 0
C RE-ENTER HERE EITHER FROM THE 2ND SUB-LOOP ON A
C TRANSFER CARD DR AFTER LISTING CARDS OF TYPES 4,5.
107 READ (5,997) (ISOR (K), K= 1,14)
IRIT= ISOR (1)
IF ( IRIT.NE.IVLS ) GO TO 115
114 -LIV= 1
C GO TO LIST PAGE LHS CCl-80 WITH CARRIAGE CONTROL, A
C TYPE 4 CARD,BEFORE RETURNING FOR ANOTHER CARD READ.
GO TO 119
115 IF ( IRIT.NE.IVLE ) GO TO 117
C RESET THE SWITCH TO EXIT FROM THE TYPE 5 LIST LOOP.
116 LIV= 0
GO TO 119
117 IF ( LIV.EQ.0 ) GO TO 118
LCTR= LCTR + 1
C LIST ON PAGE LHS CC1-80 BUT WITHOUT CARRIAGE CONTROL,
C LIST A TYPE 5 CARD,
1171 WRITE (6,995) (ISOR (K), K= 1,14), LCTR
C RETURN TO THE 1ST SUB LOOP ENTRANCE FOR ANOTHER READ.
C THE NEXT CARD CAN BE EITHER A TYPE 4 OR 5 CARD.
GO TO 107
C IF THE 1ST WORD OF THIS CARD,CC1-6, IS IDENTICAL WITH
C THE 1ST WORD,CC1-6, OF THE INDEX DISCRIMINATOR CARD
C THEN RETURN TO THE CALLING ROUTINE. THIS IS THE
C EXIT FROM A61R AFTER THE 2ND MAIN LOOP IS ENTERED.
C LIV MUST BE 0 TO MAKE THIS TEST.
118 IF ( IRIT.EQ.IROT ) RETURN
1181 IRFT= ISOR(13)
IF ( IRFT.EQ.IROT ) GO TO 121
38
C LIST THE LHS OF THE PAGE CC1-80 WITH CARRIAGE CONTROL
C AND THEN RETURN TO THE 1ST SUB LOOP ENTRANCE FOR
C ANOTHER CARD. LIST A TYPE 4 CARD.
119 LCTR= LCTR + 1
1191 WRITE (6,999) (ISOR (K), K= 1,14 ), LCTR
C RETURN TO THE 1ST SUB LOOP ENTRANCE FOR A READ-IN.
C THE NEXT CARD MAY BE EITHER A TYPE 1 OR 4.
GO TO 107
C READ-IN A CARD TO BE LISTED AS THE RHS OF A FULL LINE
C WITH CARRIAGE CONTROL. A TYPE 2 CARD. LIV MUST BE 0.
121 READ ( 5,997) (ISOR (K), K= 8,21 )
LCTR= LCTR + 1
C LIST A FULL LINE WITH CARRIAGE CONTROL.
C LIST COLUMNS 1-42 ARE FROM A TYPE 1 CARD WHILE LIST
C COLUMNS 43-122 ARE FROM A TYPE 2 CARD. LIV= 0.
1211 WRITE (6,996) ( ISOR (K), K= 1,21), LCTR
C *** ENTER THE 2ND SUB-LOOP OF THE 2ND MAIN LOOP ***
C THIS LOOP CAN BE ENTERED ONLY IF LIV= 0.
122 READ (5,997) (ISOR (K), K= 1,14 )
IRIT= ISOR (1)
C THE CARD JUST READ-IN IS CALLED THE TRANSFER CARD IF
C A MATCH OCCURS.
IF ( IRIT.EQ.IROT ) GO TO 107
LCTR= LCTR + 1
C LIST ON THE PAGE RHS CC1-80. A TYPE 3 CARD.
1221 WRITE (6,998) (ISOR (K), K= 1,14 ), LCTR
C THE NEXT CARD WILL EITHER BECOME A TRANSFER CARD OR
C LIST AS A TYPE 3 CARD.
GO TO 122
994 FORMAT ( 12A6, 15X, 14 )
995 FORMAT (1X,13A6,A2,45X, 14 )
996 FORMAT ( 20A6,A2,4X,14 )
997 FORMAT ( 13A6,A2)
998 FORMAT ( 42X,13A6,A2,4X,14 )





SUBROUTINE VIS (JE, JY, JD, YY, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, D, DP, TAU,1 VH, VHP, TURB, SW, CW, SHR, BH, STC, TO, TF, RDT, DT, FJE,2 PR, PRT, JK, VE, VEG, ISTO )
C SUBROUTINE VIS COMPUTES THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY
C PROFILES FOR BOTH LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOWS.
C SUBROUTINE VIS IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES INIR,ITFR,ITSR,NDIR.
DIMENSION ISTO(16)
DIMENSION YY(JD), FP(JD), FPP(JD), GP(JO), GPP(JD), D(JD), DPIJD)DIMENSION TAU(JD), VH(JD), VHP(JD), VE(JD), VEG(JD)
DATA SIG3, SK, BK/ 328.51, 0.41, 0.016/
DATA ZERO/ 1.OE-10/
JK=JE
C SUTHERLAND VISCOSITY LAW EQUA II-18.
C THE LAMINAR VISCOSITY TERM IS GIVEN BY VH(JI/RDT.DO 100 J=IJY
VH(J)=D(J)**2.5*(1./TF+STC/TO)/ID(J)/TF+STC/TO)
100 CONTINUE
C IF TURB(I) .LT.O THEN THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY ISC - RESET= THE LAMINAR VISCOSITY.
IF (TURB.LT.ZERO) GO TO 400
C TEMPORARY STORAGE.
DO 120 J=1, JE
VHP(J)=1.-D(J)*(1.-FP(J))
120 CONTINUE
















C CONTINUE COMPUTING THE TURBULENT VISCOSITY AND
C CONDUCTIVITY TERMS FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE PROFILE.
210 CONTINUE






C TO HERE ALSO IF THE OUTER FUNCTION IS SKIPPED.
300 CONTINUE
C IF (A8S(CW).GE.1.DE-10) RECOMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE
C VISCOSITY CORRECTION , EQUA. IV-2.
301 IF (ABS(CW).LT.ZERO) GO TO 370
C EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY CORRECTION VHP(J).
DO 310 J=1, JY
C RESET FROM VHP(J)=1.
VHP(J)=0.0
C IF FPPV.LT.1.OE-10 THEN VHP(J) REMAINS= 0.0.
FPPV=DP(J)*(1.-FP(J))-D(J)*FPP(J)








IF (ABS(B1*B2).LT.ZERO) GO TO 310
B3=1.-CU*(1.+DC)
B4=(1.-CU*(I.+DC))/Bi
IF (B4.LT.ZERO) GO TO 310
B5=1.-4.0*(I.+CU)*(1.+DC)*CUB2
IF (BS5.LT.ZERO) GO TO 310




C IF TO HERE FROM EFN 301 VHP(J)=1.
370 CONTINUE
C TURB IS THE TURBULENT VISCOSITY FACTOR AND = 0
C FOR FULLY LAMINAR FLOW. TURB COMES FROM EITHER
C SUBR COTR OR SUBR TRANS.
C TURB(I) UNCORRECTED FOR THE LONGITUDINAL CURVATURE,
C VHP(J), IS GIVEN BY EQUA IV-4.
C EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY= TURB(I)*VISCOSITY(TURBULENT) +
C ( 1. - TURB(I))*VISCOSITY(LAMINAR).
C THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY = TURB*(VISCOSITY(TURBULENT)-
C VISCOSITY(LAMINAR)) + VISCOSITY (LAMINAR).
DO 380 J=1, JY
C VE(J)= THE CORRECTED EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY FROM
C EQUAS IV-2, IV-4 .
VE(J)=TURB*VHP(JI*(VE(Ji-VH(J)/RDT)+VH(J)/RDT
C VEG(J)= THE CORRECTED EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY FROM
C EQUAS IV-2,IV-4 AND IS GOTTEN FROM THE VISCOSITY
C RELATIONS BY REPLACING VE(J) WITH VEG(J) AND THEN
41





C BOTH THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY BECOME
C LAMINAR IF TURB(I) HAS BECOME .LT.0.O.
400 CONTINUE





421 IF (ISTO(5).EQ.O ) RETURN
C EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AT THE WALL.
IF ( VE(I).EQ.O.O ) GO TO 423
C EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY AT THE WALL.
IF (VEG(1).EQ.O0O ) GO TO 423
C EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY CORRECTION AT THE WALL FROM THE
C RECOMPUTATION OF VHP(J). ABS(FPPV).LT.1.0E-10.
IF (VHP(1).EQO.O ) GO TO 423
C LAMINAR VISCOSITY AT THE WALL.
IF ( VH(l).EQ.O.O ) GO TO 423
RETURN
423 WRITE (6,1) IVEL,VE(l),VEG(1),VHP(1),VH(1)
RETURN
1 FORMAT (1HO,5HIVEL= 13, 3X, 7HVE(1)= 1PE9.2, 3Xt 8HVEG(1)= E9.2,





SUBROUTINE INTEG (JE, JD, Y, SD, FIRST, S)
C SUBROUTINE INTEG COMPUTES AND LOADS THE SUM OF SD(J) INTO &(J) BY
C THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.
C SD(J) AND S(J) HERE ARE DUMMY VARIABLES FOR THE FPGPVHVHPP
C AND OTHER PROFILE VARIABLES IN THE CALLING SUBROUTINES.
C SUBROUTINE INTEG IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES INIR,ITFRITSRVIS.





DO 110 J=l, JEM
SD1= SD2
SD2= SD(J+1)












SUBROUTINE FILE (LABEL, I, YY, F, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, D, DP,
1 VHe VHP, VHPP, TAU, VE, VEGt SHR, BH, PR, PRT,
2 X, U, M, TURB, RW, VW, SW, CW,
3 RDT, DT, MT, HT, SF, CF, ST, STR, ID, JE, JYJDtJOIVISTO0WSTO)
C SUBR FILE LISTS THE MOMENTUM AND ENERGY EQUATION PROFILES ON Y AND
C THE I(X) WALL STATION PARAMETERS AT EACH I(X) STATION ACCORDING
C TO THE ISTO(K) AND WSTO(1) LIST OPTIONS.
C SUBROUTINE FILE IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES INIR,ITFR,ITSRNDIR.
REAL MY MT
DIMENSION YY(JD), BB(13), LABEL(132), ISTO(16),WSTO(20)
DIMENSION F(JD)t FP(JD), FPP(JD), GP(JD)I GPP(JD), D(.JD), DP(JD)
DIMENSION VH(JD), VHP(JO), VHPP(JD), VE(JD)O VEG(JD)i TAU(JO)
DIMENSION X(ID), U(ID)t M(ID), TURBID) RW(IID)t VW(ID), SW(ID)t
1 CW(ID)
DIMENSION OT(ID), MT(ID)t HT(ID), SF(ID)t RDT(IDI
DIMENSION CF(ID), ST(ID)t STRIID)
C ISTOI7) IS EITHER CARD READ IN BY SUBR COTR OR SET
C AND THEN RESET BY SUBRS ITFRITSR.
IF ( I.NE.ISTO(7) ) GO TO 101
GO TO 102
101 IF I ISTD(2).EQ.-1 ) RETURN
C IF ISTO(4).EQ.1 THEN LIST THE SECONDARY PROFILES.
IF ( ISTO(41.NE.O ) GO TO 111
C HEADING FOR EACH I(X) WALL STATION.
102 WRITE (6t15) (LABEL(K), K=1,18)
WRITE (6,16) XlI), UII), M(I), RDT(I)
WRITE (6,17) TURB(I), RW(I)I VW(I), SW(I)t CW(I)
WRITE (6,18) DT(I)t MT(I), HT(I), SF(1), CF(I) STiI)
WRITE (6,19) BH, PR, PRT, SHR
111 XNOD= X(I)
IF ( WSTO(10),NE.O.O ) XNOD= X(I)/WSTO(10)
C XNOD IS X(I) NON-DIMENSIONAL.
WRITE (6,20) X(I),XNOD,IJEISTO(10)
C SET WORKING LIST SWITCH.
112 IWSW= ISTO(2)
C THE STANDARD LIST INTERVAL.
JPTS= ISTO(3)*JDIV
C TO LIST AT THE JDIV INTERVAL A SELECTED PROFILE
C FROM EITHER SUBR,ITFR,ITSR.
IF ( I.EQ.ISTO(7) ) IWSW= 3
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C TO LIST THE FINAL PROFILE OF THE CASEqAFTER THE CASE
C BECOMES TURBULENT (THE PROFILES GO OUT OF BOUNDS)o
IF ( ISTO(10).EQo5 0 0RoISTO(1O).EQ.6 ) IWSW= 3
C IWSE IS FOR THE LISTING OF THE END POINT OF THE
C SECONDARY PROFILES.
113 IWSE= JE
C INITIALIZE THE LIST COUNTER FOR EITHER INTERVAL OR
C POINT, HERE FOR POINT.
LSPT= I
C INITIALIZE THE COUNTER FOR THE STATIONS BEYOND
C THE IWSTO(1) PROFILE AMPLITUDE LIMIT.
ILL= 0
C LIST THE PRIMARY PROFILES,
DO 119 J=1, JE, JDIV
C SEE EQUA. II-7B, THE NORMAL COORDINATE.
BB(1)=YY(J)
C X VELOCITY RATIO U(Y)/U(BLE).
BB(2)=D(J)*(1.-FP(J))
C TO LIST THE PROFILES DURING THE VELOCITY OVERSHOOT,
IF ( ISTO(41.EQ..AND,.BB(2).GT.1. I IWSW= 3
C TO LIST AT ALL LSPT STATIONS TO JEEND OF PROFILE.
114 IF I IWSW.EQ.D ) GO TO 116
C TO LIST AT ALL JDIV STATIONS TO JE.
IF ( IWSW.EQ.3 I GO TO 116
C TO LIST THE PROFILE INITIAL STATION.
IF ( JEQ.1 ) GO TO 116
C IWSW HERE IS FROM ISTOI2) ONLY. TEST FOR LIST
C CUT-OFF ON REACHING THE AMPLITUDE LIMIT.
IF I B882).LT.WSTO(1).AND.IWSW.EQ.1 ) GO TO 119
C IWSW.EQ.2 IS FROM IST012) ONLY, TEST FOR LIST
C CUT-OFF ON REACHING THE AMPLITUDE LIMIT,
IF I BB(2).LT.WSTO(1).AND.IWSWEQo2 ) GO TO 116
C TO BYPASS THE PROFILE AMPLITUDE LIMIT COUNTER
C EXCEPT ON ISTO(2).EQ.2.
IF ( IWSW.NE,2 ) GO TO 115
C PROFILE LIST POINTS COUNTER FOR LISTING AFTER THE
C PROFILE AMPLITUDE LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED.
ILL= ILL 0 1
C ISTO(4) IS THE SWITCH SET IN SU8R COTR TO LIMIT THE
IF ( ILLoGT1,.ANDoISTO(4)oNE.0 ) GO TO 119
GO TO 116
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C INITIAL IWSE= JE. TO HERE ON ISTO(2).NE.2.
115 IF ( IWSE.NE.JE ) GO TO 119
C RESET IWSE FOR THE LISTING OF THE SECONDARY PR:OFILE
C ON IST0(4).NE.1 TO THE END POINT OF THE MAIN PROFILE.
IWSE= J




C THE DENSITY PROFILE.
BB(6)=DfJ)
C BB(K), K= 7,8 FOR THE ENERGY EQUATION PROFILES.
BB(7)=GP(J)
BB(8)=GPP(J)
C LIST THE INITIAL POINT EXCEPT ON ISTO(2).EQ.-1.
IF ( J.EQ.1 ) GO TO 117
C TO LIST ON EACH Y DATA INPUT POINT (AT JOIVl INTERVAL
C SEE Y ARRAY IN SUBR CDTR LISTING OF INPUT DATA.
IF I IWSW.EQ.3 ) GO TO 118
C TO LIST AT LEAST 1 PROFILE POINT BEYOND THE POINT
C OF PROFILE AMPLITUDE .GT.WSTO(1).
IF ( ILL.EQ.1 ) GO TO 118
C LIST ONLY AT JPTS INTERVAL= ISTO(3)*JDIV.
IF ( J.NE.LSPT I GO TO 119
C THE LIST Y STATION COUNTER.
117 LSPT= LSPT + JPTS
C ONE LINE OF DATA
118 WRITE (6,21) Ji (BBIK)t K= 1,8 )
C RETURN TO THE LOOP HEAD TO LIST ANOTHER LINE OF
C THE PRINARY PROFILES.
119 CONTINUE
C RETURN IF LIST OF SECONDARY PROFILES IN NOT WANTED.
121 IF ( ISTO(4).EQ.1 I RETURN
C FOR THE LISTING OF THE SECONDARY PROFILES.
WRITE (6,22)
J2= I
IF ( IWSW.EQ.+1 ) GO TO 131
GO TO 132
C LIST ONLY THE END VALUES OF THE PROFILES WHEN IWSW=1.
131 J2= IWSE
C FOR THE 1ST POINT OF THE PROFILE TO BE LISTED.
C TO CONTINUE THE LIST ON POINT INTERVALS FROM THE
C IST POINT LISTED.
132 IWSW= ISTO(2)
46
C INITIALIZE THE LIST COUNTER.
LSPT= I
C LIST SECONDARY PROFILES WITH THE INITIAL POINT AT
C EITHER 1 OR PROFILE LIST END POINT.
DO 136 J= J2,IWSE,JDIV
C IF TRUE,LIST ON EACH JPTS ETA STATION TO JE= PROFILE
C END STATION.
IF ( IWSW.EQ,O ) GO TO 133
C LIST THE INITIAL PROFILE STATION
IF ( J.EQ.1 ) GO TO 133
C IF TRUE,CONTINUE LISTING ON EACH JPTS ETA STATION.
IF ( IWSE.GE.J I GO TO 133
C TO END THE PROFILE LIST AT CURRENT I(X) WALL STATION.
IF ( IWSW.EQ.-1 ) RETURN
C TO END PROFILE LIST ON THE NEXT ETA LIST ITERATE.
IWSW= -1




C X DERIVATIVE OF THE DENSITY.
BB(3)= DP(J)
BB(4)= (1.-FP(J)) * DP(J)/D(J)
C ON CALL FROM SUBR ITSR AND IF TOP.EQ.1, THEN VHVHP,
C VHPP ARE FROM SUBR TRANS. OTHERWISE VHVHP,VHPP ARE
C FROM SUBR INTEG..
C ON CALL FROM SUBR NDIR VHVHPVHPP ARE THE SAME AS
C FOR THE CALL OF FILE BY SUBR ITSR.
C ON CALL OF FILE BY SUBR ITFR VHPVHPP ARE FROM
C SUBR INTEG AND VH IS FROM SUBR PROFYL.
C ON CALL OF FILE BY SUBR INIR VH,VHP ARE FROM SUBR VIS






C IF TRUELIST THE INITIAL PROFILE POINT AND ADD TO
C THE IST COUNTER.
IF ( J.EQ. I I GO TO 134
C IF THIS INSTRUCTION IS REACHED LIST AT LEAST 1 ETA
C PROFILE STATION.
IF ( IWSW.EQ.-1 ) GO TO 135
C LIST ON THE LSPT ETA STATION AT JPTS INTERVAL.
IF ( J.NE.LSPT I GO TO 136
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C ADD TO THE LIST COUNTER.
134 LSPT= '.,PT + JPTS
C LIST A LINE AT AN ETA STATION.
135 WRITE (6,21) J , (BB(K)t K=1,8)
C RETURN TO THE LOOP HEAD TO LIST ANOTHER LINE.
136 CONTINUE
RETURN
15 FORMAT ( A4, 44X, 27HBOUNDARY LAYER PROFILES FOR /1X,17A4 )
16 FORMAT (1X,3HX =, F9.4, 35X, 3HU =9 F9.3, 3X, 3HM =, F6.2,
1 3X, 5HRDT =, 1PE9.2)
17 FORMAT ( 24X, 6HTURB =, F5.3, 4Xt 4HRW =, 1PE9.2 4Xt
1 4HVW =, E9.2, 3X, 4HSW =, E9.2, 3X, 4HCW =, E9.2)
18 FORMAT ( 2DX, 4HDT =, 1PE9.2, 1X,
1 4HMT =, E9.2, lX, 4HHT =, E9.2, IX, 4HSF =9 E9.2, IX,
2 4HCF =, E9.2, lX, 4HST =, E9.2)
19 FORMAT ( 32X, 4HHR =, 1PE9.2, 3X, 4HPR =, E9.2, 3X,
1 5HPRT =, E9.2, 3X, 5HSHR =, OPF5.2)
20 FORMAT (1HO,3HX= F10.4,3X,6HXNOD= F10O.43X,6HI(X)= 13,3X,4HJE=
2 14, 3X,1OHISTO(tl)= 13 /
4 1X,3H J ,TX, 2HYYt 14X, 8HU/U(BLE),8X,1HF15Xt2HFP914Xt
5 3HFPP, 13Xt IHD, 15X, 2HGP, 14X, 3HGPP )
21 FORMAT ( IX, 13, 8(2X,1PE14.7 ) )
22 FORMAT ( iX, 3HJ , TX, 3HTAU, 13X, 2HVE, 14X, 2HDP, lOX,





SUBROUTINE PROFYL (JE, JY, JD, Y, B, ET, FPW, FPPW, FPE, IBC,
1 FP, VH, VHP, VHPP)
C SUBR PROFYL OBTAINS F'(ETA) FROM THE MOMENTUM EQUATION
C (B * (F'' + R )I' = B + B * F'' + B F'
C 4 5 I 3 2 1 1 I
C OR G' FROM THE SIMILAR ENERGY EQUATION BY SUBSTITUTING CORRESPOND
C ING VALUES OF THE G FUNCTIONS FOR THE F FUNCTIONS AND
C LIKEWISE FOR THE COEFFICIENTS 8(K).
C SUBROUTINE PROFYL IS CALLED BY THE SUBROUTINES ITFR,ITSR.
DIMENSION Y(JD), B(JD,5)
























DO 250 JJ=1, JYM
J=JY-JJ





DO 300 JJ=l, JYM
J=JY-JJ










C SUBROUTINE INIR INITIALIZES THE COMMON STORES, SETS UP THE
C INITIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, MODIFIES THE NORMAL COORDINATE
C PROFILE Y(ETA), THE INPUT FIRST MOMENTUM EQUATION DERIVATIVE ON
C ETA F'(ETA), THE INPUT FIRST ENERGY EQUATION DERIVATIVE ON ETA
C G'(ETA), AND COMPUTES THE INITIAL FO'(ETA), G''(ETA) PROFILES.
C THEN SUBR INIR COMPUTES THE INITIAL PROFILES ON ETA OF THE
C DENSITY D(ETA), THE DENSITY X-DERIVATIVE DP(ETA), THE LOCAL
C SHEAR STRESS TAU(ETA). THE INITIAL VISCOSITY PROFILE VE(ETA) AND
C CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE VEG(ETA) ARE GOTTEN FROM SUBR VIS.
C THE INPUT DATA FOR SUBR INIR IS GOTTEN FROM SUBR COTR.
C BEFORE THE EXIT TO THE MAIN ROUTINE TUF ALL IMPORTANT QUANTITIES
C ARE LISTED EITHER BY SUBR INIR OR SUBR FILE.
C SUBROUTINE INIR IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINF TUF.
C SUBROUTINE INIR CALLS SUBROUTINES...COTR,INTEG,VISFILEA61R.



































































DO 1 K= 1,16
1 ISTO(K)= 0
DO 2 K= 1,20
2 WSTO(K)= 0.0
C TAPE 1 SUPPLIES X STATION DATA ON USING THE TAPE OPTION.
REWIND 1
C IN SUBR COTR WE HAVE ( TO NONDIMENSIONALIZE K(I).)
C IF ( WSTO(0LI.EQ.O.O.AND.ISTO(12).EQ.1.AND.STO(5).NE.O.0
C 2 WSTO(10)= XMAS(1)*WSTO(5)
XMAS(1) = ABS(XMAS(1) )
C THE DIMENSION OF THE I(X) WALL STATION ARRAYS.
ID= 100




















C VON KARMAN CONSTANT IN EMPIRICAL EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY
C IN SUBR VIS.
SK= .41
C CLAUSER CONSTANT FOR THE OUTER VISCOSITY LAW,
BK= .016
C A POSSIBLE TOLERANCE.
ET= 1.0E-08
C CONSECUTIVE ITERATE CONVERGENCE ALLOWANCE IN ITFR,ITSR.
XT= .005
C COEFFICIENT PROFILES FOR BOTH MOMENT AND ENERGY
C EQUATIONS IN SUBR PROFYL.
DO 7 J= 1,5
DO 6 I= 1,300
6 B(IJ)= 0.0
7 CONTINUE
C CDTR READS IN DATA CARDS OR TAPE, CALLS A6IR.
CALL COTR(KSTOPXMAS)




C GO TO THE NEXT CASE
RETURN
C TO PREVENT JE FROM BECOMING .GT.JY.
C JY= ( JY(READ-IN) 
- 1 ) * JDIV + I
C JEF= ( JEF(READ-IN) 
- 1 ) * JDIV + 1
10 IF ( JEF.GT.JY ) JEF= JY
IF ( JEG.GToJY ) JEF= JY
C SONIC VELOCITY CONSTANT.
C THE SONIC VELOCITY= SQRT(SHR*GR*T(DEG K) )
54
JD= 300





C THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATES FOR THE CONVERGENCE
C OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION PROFILES. ALSO THE MAXIMUM
C NUMBER OF ITERATES OF THE OUTER MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP,
KMI =  15
DO 90 K= 1,400
CLIS(K)= 0.0
90 CONTINUE



































C TURBULENT PRANDTL NUMBER, USED PY SUBR VIS.
PRT= 1.0
C TOLERANCE, ESPECIALLY IN SUBRS ITFR,ITSR.
ZERO= 1.OE-10





C FOR AN INPUT VELOCITY IN FT/SEC AND TEMPERATURE DEG K
GR= 1116.45*1116.45/SHR/288.15
C INITIALIZE THE VELOCITY OF SOUND AT MR.
C COMPUTE THE G*R FACTOR FOR THE SONIC VELOCITY.





IF ( WSTO(14).NE.O.0) PRT= WSTO(14)
IF ( WSTO(15).NE.O.0 ) PR= WSTO(15)
IS=1
IF (IOP.EQ.4) IS=2
C EITHER U(I) OR M(I) IS READ-IN AT THE SAME LOCATION
C ON THE X-STATION DATA CARDS. IF U(X) IS READ IN
C COMPUTE M(X). IF M(X) IS READ IN COMPUTE U(X).
IF (MR.LT.ZERO.OR,DOP.GT.0) GO TO 105
C COMPUTE U(X) FROM M(X).
DO 104 I=1, IX
C MACH NUMBER FROM EITHER CARDS OR TAPE.
M(I)=U(I)
C IN COTR IF WSTO(8).NE.O.0 THEN U(I)=WSTO(8)*U(I).
IF ( WSTO(B).NE.0.0 ) M(I)= MII)/WSTO(8)
C A TEMPERATURE FUNCTION, TITOTAL)/T(STATIC).
TF(I)=1.+(SHR-1.)/2.*M(I)*M(I)
C COMPUTE THE X VELOCITY FROM THE INPUT MACH NUMBER.
U(I)=M(I)/MR*SQRT(TFR/TF(I))
C WSTO(8) IS A MODEL SCALING FACTOR








C IX IS FROM SUBR COTR AND IX.LE.q9.
C ALTERNATE MACH NUMBER COMPUTATION AT THE X STATION.
DO 106 I=1~ IX
UNS= U(l)
IF ( WSTO(16).NEO.0O ) UNS= UNS / WSTO(16)
IF ( WSTO(8).NE..O ) UNS= UNS I WSTO(8)
IF ( I.NE.1 ) GO TO 1056
DO 1055 K= 1,5
C T(STATIC) OF MR= T(TOTAL)/(1.+((SHR-1.)/2.)*MR*MR).
C VELOCITY OF SOUND AT THE MR STATIC TEMPERATURE DEG K.
C GR IS HEREIN BASED ON AN INPUT OF FT/SEC UNLESS BOTH
C WSTO(18) AND WSTO(19) .NEOo0O.
VSMR= SQRT(SHR*GR*TO/(1.+((SHR-1.)/2)*M(1)*M1) )
1055 M(1)= UNS / VSMR
C MACH NUMBER BASED ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND AT X(1).
1056 M(I)= UNS / VSMR







TFR= 1. + ((SHR-1.)/2.)*MR*MR
WRITE (6,67) MRtTFR, WSTO(8)
C SKIP EFN 105 WHEN U(X) IS COMPUTED FROM M(X).
107 CONTINUE
C FILL IN THE VACANCIES ON THE YY(J),F'(ETA),
C G'(ETA) PROFILES AND COMPUTE THE F(ETA),F''(ETA),
C G''(ETA), D(ETA), AND DP(ETAI PROFILES.
DIVJ=JDIV
C JY IS THE EXPANDED JY FROM SUBR COTR,












C JEF AND JEG HAVE BEEN EXPANDED IN SUBR COTR,











C THE CRITICAL I(X) STATION FOR TURBULENT FLOW IS




C THE FIRST I(X) STATION IS INITIALIZED TO 1.
C I IS RESET= 2 ON IOP.EQ.4 FOLLOWING EFN 112.
I=1
C IF IO.NE.0O WE HAVE AXISYMMETRIC FLOW,
C DR/DX AT THE ORIGIN
IF (IO.NE.0) SC=0.5
C SLOPE OF THE TANGENT TO THE AXISYMMETRIC BODY.
RWSL= (RW(21-RW(1) ) / ( X(2)-X(1) )
WSTO(19)= RWSL*RWSL
IF (WSTO(19).GT.1.0.AND.RW(1).LT.RW(2) ) RW(1)= RW(2)-X(2)
IF (WSTO(19),GT.1O.AND.RW(1).LT.RW(2) ) RWSL= 1.
IF (WSTO(19),GT10.ANDRW(1).TGT.R(2) ) RW(i)= RW(2)+X(2




111 GO TO (113,114,114,112,113,114,114), [OP
C THE STARTING FLOW IS SIMILAR LAMINAR. HERE THE
C STARTING PROFILE IS ONE STATION DOWN FROM THE ORIGIN.
112 CONTINUE




C REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS.
RDT(1)=0.0
C A CONSTANT IN EQUA II-28B FOR THE DISPLACEMENT
C DERIVED FROM THE WEDGE POWER LAW OF BOUNDARY LAYER
C WEDGE VELOCITY.
C=SQRT(2./(BS+1.)/RL)
C PARAMETER OF EQUA II-14.
C HERE RL= RDT(1) FROM A RESET IN SUBR COTR.
P=C*C*RL*BS
C RDF=O FOR LAMINAR STARTING FLOW AND = 1 FOR TURBULENT
C STARTING FLOW.
RDF=C*RL
C COMPUTED REYNOLDS NUMBER AT STATION I(X)= 2.
RDT(2)=RDF
IF (ABS(RWSL).LT.1.OE-8) GO TO 115
C PARAMETER IN EQUA 11-14.
R=RL*C*C*(RW(3)-RW(1))/(X(3)-X))*(X(2)-X(1))/(RW(3)+RWl))





C TO HERE FROM EFN 111 ON IOP.EQ.1v5 LAMINAR FLOW.
113 CONTINUE
RDF=RDT(I)
IF (ABS(RW(I)/DT(1))oLT.D,1) GO TO 115




C TO HERE FOR TURBULENT FLOW FROM EFN 111.
114 CONTINUE
RDF=1 00




IF ( CORSoGTo.0O ) CORS=  1.
CORT= SQRT(lo-CORS)
C THE SCALED NOSE ANGLE OF THE AXISYMMETRIC BODY-
C TO HERE ALSO FOR LAMINAR FLOWo
CA= 20oOI1DT(1)/RW(1)*CORT
C TO HERE ON A SKIPo
115 CONTINUE
C TO BE USED IN SUBR ITSR FOR SUBR TRANS, FOR A
C SCALING OF FT DOWNSTREAM FROM THE ORIGINM
57
FTU2=FT*U(I)*U(I)
C MODIFY Y(J) TO ACCOUNT FOR THE NOSE ANGLE OFOAN
C AXISYMMETRIC BODY.
DO 120 J=1, JD
YIJ)=YY(J)*(1.+YY(J)*CA/4.)
120 CONTINUE
IF (IABS(DOP).NE.1.OR.MOP.LT.0) GO TO 123
C RECOMPUTE THE F'(ETA) PROFILE ON DOP.EQ.1.0R.MOP.GE.O
C FOR BOTH LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW.




C COMPUTE F(ETA) BY USING THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.
C TO HERE ON SKIPPING THE PRECEEDING FP(J) COMPUTATION.
123 CALL INTEG (JE, JDp Y FP OoDo F)
DO 125 J=1, JY
DY=Y(J+1)-Y(J)
C FOI(ETA) PROFILE BY IST DIFFERENCES.
FPP(J)=(FP(J+1)-FP(J))/DY
C G'"(ETA PROFILE BY 1ST DIFFERENCES.
GPP(J)=(GP(J+1)-GP(JD)/DY
C THE DENSITY IS A CONSTANT FOR THIS PROFILE.
D(J)=l.O
C THE R(DELTAD)DELTAM~o)X-DERIVATIVE OF THE LOCAL
C DENSITYD PARAMETER
DP(JD=Do0
C THE DELTA}*)(X-DERIVATIVE OF THE LOCAL DENSITYD
C PARAMETER,
DB(JD=00 0
C THE PROFILE OF THE LOCAL SHEAR STRESS IS A CONSTANTo
TAU(J)=00 001
C THE DENSITY9 DENSITY X-DERIVATIVE LOOP END.
125 CONTINUE
C RESET THE END VALUES TO THE BOUNDARY COND1TIONS.
FPPJY)=O.
GPP&JY)=O.O
C TEST TO RECOMPUTE THE DENSITY AND X-DERIVATIVE
C OF DENSITY PARAMETER PROFILES.
IF (MOP.LT0) GO TO 127
81=TF(I-1.
DO 126 J=1, JY
FV=1.-FP(J)
C LOCAL DENSITY PROFILE
D(J)=2**TF(I)*(1.-BH*GP(J))/(1 0 SQRT(1 0 +4.*Bl*FV*FV*TF(I)
1 *(I.-BH*GP(J)I))




C SET X DERIVATIVE OF DENSITY TO THE BOUNDARY VALUE.
DPijY)=O.O
58
C SKIP TO HERE IF MOP*LED (FOR CONSTANT DENSITY FLOW),
127 CONTINUE
C QUANTITIES FOR THE SUBR VIS COMPUTATION OF THE
C EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY = VE(ETA) AND EFFECTIVE
C CONDUCTIVITY = VEG(ETA) PROFILES.




C SEE EQUA II-22.
C INTEGRAL MOMENTUM THICKNESS BASED ON DELT(*)t






C SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT.
CF(1)=O.O
CF(2)=O.O









C COMPUTE VE(ETA),VEG(ETA) IN VIS AND FOLLOW WITH





DO 132 K=,l KC
C COMPUTE 1 EACH VE(ETA)=EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AND
C VEG(ETA)= EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY PROFILES.
C THE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY PROFILES ARE
C COMPUTED FOR BOTH COMPRESSIBLE AND CONSTANT DENSITY
C FLOWS.
CALL VIS (JE, JY, JD, YY, FP, FPP, GPv GPP, 0D DPt TAUt VH. VHPv
I TURB(I), SW(I), CW(I), SHRt BH* STC, TO, TF(IIt RDTII), DT(I),
2 F(JY), PR, PRT, JK, VE, VEG, ISTO )
C COMPUTE A PROFILE OF TAU(ETA),
LCAY= 0
00 131 J=1, JY
CAY(J)= CA*Y(J)
IF (CAY(J).GE.-1. ) GO TO 129
LCAY= LCAY + 1




C THE LOCAL NON-DIMENSIONAL SHEAR STRESSo
129 TAUIJ)=VE(J)*(DP(J)/D(J)*(1.-FPJ))-FPP(J))*SQRT(1.+CAY(J)
131 CONTINUE
C END SUBR VIS AND TAU(ETA) PROFILE LOOP.
132 CONTINUE
IF (TURB(I).GT.0.999) CF(I)=2.*TAU(I)
C **** PRINT OUT THE INPUT VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS ****
C WRITE (6,48) I
C LIST HEADING AND INITIAL PROFILES. IF IOP.LE.3 THE
C INITIAL F'(ETA),G'(ETA) PROFILES ARE THE STARTING
C PROFILES.
CALL FILE (LABEL, 1, YY, F, FP, FPP, GP# GPP, D9 DP,
1 VH, VHP, VHPP, TAU, VE, VEG, SHR, 8H, PR, PRT,
2 X, U, M, TURB, RW, VWt SW, CW,
3 ROT, OT, MT, HT, SF, CF, STSTRIDJEJYSJDJDIVISTO9 WSTO |
IF (ISTO(1).EQ.2) GO TO 133
IF (POP.EQ.1) RETURN
133 WRITE (6949) ISTO(10)
WRITE (6,50) LABEL(1), (LABEL(K), K= 2,18)
WRITE (6,52) JDIV , JYP JEFP JEG, JE
WRITE (6,53) SHR, PR9 PRT, GRq VSMR
WRITE (6,54) ET, XT
WRITE (6o55) IDPo MOPq DOP, 10o TOP9 POP
WRITE (6956) M(1)o DT(7), RDT(i), BSo TO, BH, FT
WRITE (6,6D) Xll), Ul1), N(1), TURBqll, GBC11)v RWII), VW(1) 9
1 SW(1) 9 CW(1)
IF (IOPoEQo4l
I WRITE (6960) X(219 U(2Zb M(2Dv TURB(2), GBC(2), RW(2) VMW(2) 9
2 SW(2), CW(2)
WRITE (6v59) I L 9 L M(IL) IL= 1,IX )
WRITE (6,64) ( IL, TF(IL), IL= 1,IX I
WRITE (6,65) ( IL, U(IL), IL= 1lIX )
WRITE (6,66) 1, CF(I), SF(I), MT(I), STR(I), TF(ID 9. VH(IDo
2 TAU(1), TAUt2), VE(1),PRCMURDT(2)
RETURN
48 FORMAT (IH1 5X, 5HI(X)= 13,
2 54HTHE INITIAL PROFILES FOR BOTH MOMENTUM AND ENERGY ARE-)
49 FORMAT (lHl,10HISTO(10)= 13 D
50 FORMAT ( A4, 9X, 20HINPUT VARIABLES FOR , 17A4 )
52 FORMAT (IOX, 6HJDIV =, 12v 5X,3HJY=14,5X,4HJEF=I4,5X94HJEG=.14,5X,
2 3HJE=I4
60
53 FORMAT (LOX, 5HSHR =, F6.0 3 2X, 4HPR =9 F6.2 2Xv 5HPRT =9 F6.2 9
2 2X, 4HGR= E15.8, 2X, 6HVSMR= E15.8 )
54 FORMAT (10X, 4HET =, 1PE11.4, 2X, 4HXT= , E11.4 )
55 FORMAT (10X, 5HIOP = 129 2X, 5HMOP =, 12, 2X, 5HDOP =e 12,. 2Xt
1 4HIO =, 12, 2X, 5HTOP =, 129 2X, 5HPOP =9 121
56 FORMAT (1OX, 3HM =, F7o.3 2X9 4HDT =, 1PE11.4,2X, 5HRDT =, E11.4,
1 2kX 3HB =, EII.4,2X, 4HTO =, El.1.4,2X, 4HBH =, E11.4,2X,
2 4HFT =9 E11.4 I
58 FORMAT (1HD, 41HSUBR INIR HAS COMPUTED THE U(I) FROM THE
2 4BHM(I)=U(I) INPUT AND THEN SCALED U(I) ON WSTO(8)
3 19HIF WSTO(8).NE..0. 2X, 9HWSTO(8)= 1PEIO.3 )
59 FORMAT ( 1HO, 5HM(I)= / 5(4X,1I32X,1PE14.7 ) )
60 FORMAT (1HO 9X, 3HX =, 1PE11.4, 1X,
1 3HU =9 E1l.4,lX 3HM =9 EIlo4,1X, 6HTURB =, OPF6.39 1X,
2 5HGBC =, 1PE11.4 /
3 LOX,4HRW= E1l.4,lX, 4HVW= E11.4, IX, 4HSW= E11.4, 1X,
4 4HCW = E11.4 )
62 FORMAT I( HO, 42HCA*Y(J) OUT OF BOUNDS. RESET TAU(J)= 0.0,
2 5X, 3HCA= IPE12.5, 5X 5HY(J)= E12.5 )
63 FORMAT 19HDo 35HCOMPUTED JY ODR.JEF.ORoJEG.GT.300.
2 23HGO TO THE NEXT CASE. , 10HISTO(IO)= 12')
64 FORMAT 10H, 6HTF(I)= / 5(4X,[392XLPE14.7 ) I
65 FORMAT I HO, 5HU(I)= / 5(4X,I3.,2X,1PE14.7 ) )
66 FORMAT 1 HO, 2HI= 13, 3XK 7HCF(I)= 1PE12.5o 3X9, HSF(I)= E12 0 5,
2 3X, 7HMT(I)= E12o5o 3X, 8HSTR(I1= E12.5, 3X9 7HTF(I)=
3 E12.5/ 9X, 7HVH(1)= E12.5, 3X,-8HTAU(l)= E12.5, 3X,
4 8HTAU(2)= E12.5, 3X, 7HVE(1)= E12.5 /
5 13X 3HP= E12.5, 8X, 3HR= E12.5, 6X, 5HCMU= E12.5,
6 3X9 8HROT(2)= E12.5 )
67 FORMAT (9 0, 46HSUBR INIR HAS COMPUTED THE M(I) FROM THE U(I)
2 39HDATA INPUTAND MR FROM U(L),MR, AND TO /







C SUBROUTINE COTR READS IN ALL OF THE INPUT DATA EXCEPTING THE
C COMMENT DATA WHICH IS READ IN BY SUBR A6IR.
C SUBROUTINE COTR IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE INIR.
C SUBROUTINE COTR CALLS SUBROUTINE A6IR BEFORE EACH SUBSET OF DATA
C FOR COMMENT. IN ORDER TO INCLUDE SOME GENERAL COMMENT SUBR CDTR
C ALSO CALLS SUBR A6IR JUST BEFORE THE EXIT TO THE CALLING ROUTINE
C SUBR INIR.
C SUBR COTR WILL READ IN ALL X STATIONS BUT INIR WILL COMPUTE A
C MAXIMUM OF 99 STATIONS. FOR ALL STATIONS .GE.100 THE DATA IS
C STORED IN THE 100TH DATA STATION. HOWEVER, IF CARD READING
C OF X STATION DATA IS USED, THEN NOT MORE THAN 200.CARDS CAN BE
C READ IN. CARDS THAT FOLLOW THE 200TH CARD WILL BE READ BY A61R.
C X(I) FOR THE LAST STATION DATA CARD IS TO BE EITHER 0,BLANK OR
C .LT. X(I-1). THE LAST STATION DATA CARD IS FOLLOWED BY AT LEAST
C 1 CARD OF COMMENT TO BE READ IN BY SUBR A6IR.
C FOR CARD READ-IN NC IS LISTED AFTER ALL CARDS ARE READ IN AND
C STATIONS ARE LISTED ON ISTO(1).NE.O, AND IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
C CARDS READ -IN PROVIDED THE NUMBER OF CARDS IS .LE.200.
C ON TAPE READ-IN OF THE STATION DATA NC IS THE NUMBER OF TAPE
C STATIONS ACTUALLY READ IN.
C FOR TAPE READ-IN THE NUMBER OF STATION POINTS AVAILABLE FOR
C READING-IN IS LISTED AS KEND AT THE TIME OF READ-IN.
C .IF KEND.GT.100 THEN, AFTER LISTING, COTR RESFTS KEND TO 100, THE
C NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE READ IN FROM THE TAPE. KEND WILL BE LISTED
C AS 100 ON ANY LATER LISTING OF KEND. ON CARD READ IN KEND=0.
C ON THE X STATION TAPE READ IN OPTION KEND IS THE NUMBER OF X DATA
C POINTS READ IN PROVIDED KEND.LE.98. FOR BOTH CARD OR TAPE READ IN
C IF IS=100 THEN THE X STATION DATA LISTED IS FOR THE LAST DATA
C STATION READ-IN WHICH MAY BE LATER THAN FOR THE X(100) CARD OR THE
C X(100) POINT FROM THE TAPE.




















































a * * * * * * * *END OF MAIN COMMON TUF-V3* * * * * a * *
DIMENSION KSTOP(5),XTAP(OO0), UTAP(100), RTAP(100),XMAS(IO)





C READ IN THE INTEGER SWITCH ARRAY.
READ (5r2) ( ISTO(K), K= 1,15 )
ISTO(10)= 1
IF ( ISTO(1).NEoO ) WRITE (6,21) (ISTO(K), K= 1,15)
CALL A6IR
READ (5,5) (WSTO(K), K= 1020 )
63
C THE RESET VALUE OF WSTO(11) IS IN ENGLISH UNITS.
IF ( WSTO(11).EQ.O.O I WSTO(11)= .1564000E-03
IF ( ISTO(1).NE.O ) WRITE (6,51) (WSTO(K), K= 1,20)
C READ IN THE LABEL(K) ARRAY FOR THE X-STATION HEADING.
CALL A6IR
READ (5,1) (LABELIK), K=11l8)
IF ( ISTO(1).NE.O ) WRITE (6,1) (LABEL(K), K= l18
C READ IN THE INITIAL YY(J)IFP(J),GP(J) PROFILES.
CALL A6IR
READ (5,2) JDIV




C THE FOLLOWING JY IS NOT MODIFIED AGAIN.
JY=(JY-1)*JDIV+1
READ (5,3) (YY(J), J=l, JY, JDIV)
IF ( ISTO(1).NE.0 ) WRITE (6,31) JYCJYV,JDIV,





READ (5,3) (FP(J)t J=l, JEF, JDIV)
IF ( ISTO(i).NE.0 ) WRITE (6,31) JEFCJEFJDIV,





READ (5,3) (GP(J), J=lj JEG, JDIV)
IF ( WSTO(9).EQ.O.O ) GO TO 70
DO 69 J= 1,JEGJDIV
69 GP(J)= WSTO(9)*GP(J)
70 IF ( ISTO(1).NE.0 ) WRITE (6,31) JEGCJEGJDIV,
2 ( GP(J), J= 1,JEGJDIV )
C READ IN THE PROGRAM OPTION SWITCHES.
CALL A61R
READ (5,2) IOP, MOP, DOP, 10, TOP, POP
IF ( IOP.EQ.2.OR.IOP.EQ.3.0R.IOP.EQ.6.OR.IOP.EQ.7 ) TOP= 0
IF (ISTO(1).NE.O) WRITE (6,21) IOPMOPDOPIOvTOPt,POP
C READ IN THE CASE INITIAL PARAMETERS.
CALL A6IR
READ (5,4) MRt DT(l), ROT(1), BS, TO, BH, FT
IF ( IOP.EQ.7.AND.DT(1).EQ.O.O ) DT(1) = .001
IF (ISTO(1).NE.0O) WRITE (6,40) MRvDT(1),RDT(1),BST0,BHFT
CALL A61R
C ** X-STATION DATA READ-IN AND RECOMPUTATION SECTION. ***
64
C TEST FOR CARD OR TAPE READ IN OF STATION PARAMETERS.
IF ( IST0(15).NE.0O ) GO TO 711
C TAPE READ IN TO INTERMEDIATE STORAGE.
C KRS= CLOCK STATION NUMBER.
KRS= ISTO(11)
O0 71 K= 1,KRS
READ (1) KEND
WRITE (6,67) KEND
IF ( KEND.GT.100 ) KEND= 100
READ (1) (XTAP(I),UTAP(I3,RTAP(I) I= 1,KEND)
71 CONTINUE




C LINE IS RESET = 1 WHEN THE SLOPE TEST RESULTS IN 
A
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION, AND PREVENTS FURTHER 
TESTING.
LINE= 0
C IPS IS TESTED AGAINST IS TO START THE LINEAR
C INTERPOLATION TEST.
IPS= ISTO(9) + 2
C ISS IS USED AS A STORE FOR THE NUMBER OF POINTS
C THE PROFILES ARE STRETCHED AS THE RESULT 
OF THE
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION.
C EITHER READ IN OR RE-STORE, AND MODIFY THE 
K-STATION
C DATA.
DO 102 I=1, 200
C TOTAL NUMBER OF STATION POINTS READ IN.
NC= I
C STATION COUNTER INCLUDING INTERPOLATED POINTS.
IF (IS.LT.100) IS= IS + 1
C IF ISTO(8).NE.O ISS BECOMES ISTO(8) + 1 AFTER THE
C INTERPOLATION.
ISN= IS- ISS
C SKIP TO 712 ON TAPE READ IN OF STATION DATA.













C AN INSTRUCTION TO CHANGE THE X-STATION DATA CAN BE
C INSERTED HERE.
C TO HERE ON EITHER CARD OR TAPE READ OF STATION DATA.
713 IF ( IOP.EQ.2.OR.IOP.EQ.3.OR.IOP.EQ.6.OR.IOPoEQ7 I TURB(IS)=1.0
IF ( WSTO(S).NE.O.0 ) X(IS)= WSTO(5)*X(IS)
65
IF ( WSTO(5).NE.O.0 ) RW(ISI= WSTO(5)*RW(IS)
IF ( WSTO(16).NE.O.O ) U(I)= WSTO(16)*U(I)
IF ( WSTO(B).NE.D.0 ) U(IS)= WSTO(8)*U(IS)
IF ( TOP.EQ.1 ) TURB(IS)= 0.0
IF ( TURB(IS).GE.1. ) ISTU= 1
IF ( ISTU.EQ.1 ) TURB(IS)= 1.
IF ( WSTOtl7).NE.0.O ) GBC(1)= WSTO(I7)*GBC(I)
IF ( IO.EQ.O ) RW(IS)= 0.0
IF ( X(IS).NE.0.0 ) GO TD 714
IF (IOP.EQ.4.AND.BS.EQ.1.0) U(IS)=O.0
GO TO 15
C LINE IS RESET = 1 AFTER DUX.GT.DUZ.
714 IF ( LINE.EQ.1 I GO TO 15
IF ( ISTO(81 .EQ.0 I GO TO 15
C * * * BEGIN THE LINEAR INTERPOLATION SECTION-OF POINTS.
IF ( IS.LE.IPS ) GO TO 15
DUX= ( U(IS)-U(IS- ) ) / ( X(IS)-X(IS- ) )
DUZ= ( U(IS-1) - U(1) / X(IS-1)
IF ( DUX.LE.DUZ ) GO TO 15
IF ( ISTO(1).NE.0 ) WRITE (6t41)
2 X(IS),U(IS),TURB(IS),GBC(IS),RW(IS),VW(IS),SWiIS),CW(IS),IS

























DOU= ( U(ISMI-U(1) I / FIN
U(21= U(1) + DOU
DOT= (TURB(ISM)-TURB(1)l/FIN
TURB(2)= TURB(1) + DOT
DOR= ( RW(ISM)-RW(1) ) / FIN
DOG= (GBC(ISM)-GBC(1)) / FIN
GBC(2)= GBC(1) + DOG
RW(2)= RW(1) + DOR
IS= 2
DOV= (VWIISM)-VW(1)) / FIN
VW(2)= VW(1) + DOV
66
DOS= (SW(ISMI-SW(1JI / FIN
SW(2)= SW(1) + DOS
DOC= (CW(ISM)-CW(1)) / FIN
CW(2)= CW(1) + DOC
IF ( ISTO(1).NE.0 ) WRITE (6,41)
2 X(2IU(2),TURB(2),GBC(21,RW(2),VW(21,SW(2,CW(2),IS
C INSERTION OF THE INTERPOLATION POINTS.
DO 13 KX= 3,IFIN
IX= KX
X(KX)= X(KX-1) + X(2)
U(KX) = U(KX-1) + DOU
TURB(KX)= TURB(KX-1) + DOT
GBC(KX)= GBC(KX-1) + DOG
RW(KX)= RW(KX-1) + DOR
VW(KX)= VW(KX-1) + DOV
SW(KX)= SW(KX-1) + DOS
CW(KX)= CW(KX-1) + DOC
IF ( TOP.EQ.1 ) TURBIKX)= 0.0
IF ( IOP.EQ.7 ) TURB(KX)= 1.0
IF ( TOP.NE.1.AND. IOP.NE.7 ) TURB(KX)= TURB(KX-1)
IF ( TOP.NE.1 1 GO TO II




141 IF ( ISTO()I.NE.0 I WRITE (6,41)
2 XfISX),U(ISX),TURB(ISX),GBC(ISX),RW(ISX),VW(ISX),SW(ISX),CW(ISXJ
3 9ISX
IS= ISX + I
IF ( ISTO(15).NE.0 I GO TO 15
ISS= ISTO(8) + 1
C * * * END OF THE LINEAR INTERPOLATION SECTION OF POINTS.
C SKIP TO HERE AFTER COMPLETING THE LINEAR SECTION.
15 IF ( ISTO(1).NE.0 ) WRITE (6,41)
2 X(IS)vU(IS),TURB(IS),GBC(IS),RW(IS),VW(IS),SW(IS),CW(IS),IS
C AT THE END OF THE STATION DATA READ IN IX= THE COUNT
C OF THE LAST STATION TO BE COMPUTED,
IX= IS
IF ( IS.EQ.1 ) GO TO 102
C TO PERMIT ALL STATIONS .LE.200 TO BE READ IN.
IF ( IS.GE,100 ) GO TO 1011
C TEST FOR THE LAST STATION TO BE READ IN.
IF ( (X(IS)-X(IS-1I).GT.0.0 ) GO TO 102
C DELAY THE END OF STATION DATA READ IN TEST UNTIL
C IIX).GT.IPS ON TAPE READ IN OF STATION DATA.
IF ( ISTO(15).EQ.O.AND.IS.LE.IPS ) GO TO 102
C THE COUNT OF THE LAST X STATION TO BE COMPUTED IS
C MADE HERE WHEN IS.EQ.100
101 IX= IS - 1
GO TO 1030
C TEST FOR THE LAST X STATION TO BE READ IN.
1011 IF ( lX(IS)-X(IS-1)).LE.0.0 I GO TO 101
C END OF THE STATION DATA READ IN LOOP.
102 CONTINUE
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1030 IF ( TOP.EQ.1.OR.WSTO(13).EQ.0.0 ) GO TO 1032
DO 1031 I= 1,100
IF (TURB(II.LE.WSTO(13) ) GO TO 1031
C RESET IT FOR THE FORCED TURBULENT RESTART AT IT.
IT= I + 1
GO TO 1032
1031 CONTINUE
1032 IF ( IOP.EQ.4.ANO.RDTil)hEQ.0.0 ) RDT(1)= X(2)*U(2)*WSTD(3)
IF ( IOP.EQ.7.AND.DOP.GT.D.AND.RDT(1).EQ.D.0 )
2 RDT(1)= UIl)*DT(1) / WSTOi(l)
C IF MR IS COMPUTED IT IS ASSUMED THAT
C U(II IS THE MACH NUMBER = M(l). AFTER THE EXIT FROM
C SUBR COTR THEN IF MR.LE.(ZERO).OR DOP.LE.O SUBR INIR
C COMPUTES THE U(I) FROM THE M(I)=U(I) INPUT.
IF ( IOP.EQ.4.AND.MR.EQO.O.AND.DOP.LE.O i GO TO 1033
IF ( IOP.NE.4.AND.MR.EQ.C.O.AND.DOP.LE.0 ) GO TO 1034
C MR= .001 MAY OVERWRITE THE PRECFEDING VALUE.
IF ( IOP.EQ.7.AND.U(1).EQ.O..AND.MR.EQ.0.O.AND.DOP.LE.0 )
2 GO TO 1035
GO TO 1036
C THE INPUT U(2) IS A MACH NUMBER
1033 MR= U(2)
IF ( WSTO(8).NE.0.O ) MR= MR/WSTO(8)
GO TO 1036
C THE INPUT U(1) IS A MACH NUMBER
1034 MR= U(1)
IF ( WSTO(8).NE..O0 ) MR= MR/WSTO(8)
GO TO 1036
C WSTO(8) IS A MODEL SCALE NUMBER.
1035 MR= .001
IF ( WSTO(8).NE.0.O ) MR= MR/WSTO(8)
C RECOMPUTE BS IF IOP.EQ.7
1036 IF ( IOP.NE.7 ) GO TO 1037
DUDX= ( U(2)-U(1)) / (X(2)-X(1))
UAV= (U(1)+Ut2)) / 2.
BS= i DUDXIUAV ) * DT(1)
C WSTO(10) IS A NON-DIMENSIONALIZING NUMBER.




C ISS IS USED IN THE LINEAR INTERPOLATION SECTION TO
C COMPUTE ISN= IS-ISS WHERE ISS IS RESET AFTER THE
C FINAL INTERPOLATED FUNCTION IS COMPUTED.




IF (ISTO(1).NE.O) WRITE (6,99)
C END OF CARD OR TAPE INPUT DATA FOR THIS CASE. SUBR NDIR CALLS
C SUBR A6IR FOR FURTHER COMMENT. -SUBR INIR CALLS A6IR FOR CASE END
68
C ON ARRAY OVERFLOW, SUBR ITFR CALLS SUBR A6IR FOR COMMENT IF THE








31 FORMAT (IX,I5,1OX, 2(14,1H,) / (1X,6F14,8)
40 FORMAT (IXF9.6,F10.7,F0I.2t4(F0.4) )
41 FORMAT ( IX,8F10.5,5X,4HIS= 14 )
42 FORMAT ( IHO,BFIO.5, 5X, 4HIS= 14 / IX )
51 FORMAT (1Xt5E15.8)
57 FORMAT ( 17HXEND OF CARD READ, 5X, 18HNO. OF X STATIONS= 13,3X,
2 22HLAST X TO BE COMPUTED= E15.8, 5X, 7HLAST X= E15.8
3 1HK, 4HMR= 1PE14.7, 5X, 7HDT(1)= E14.7, 5X, 8HRDT(1)
=
4 E14.7, 5X, 4HBS= E14.7, 5X, 3HIT= 14, 2X, 3HNC= 13,2X,
5 6HKEND= 14 / 61X, 10OHWSTO(10) = E14.7, 5X,
7 34HNO. OF X-STATION POINTS INCREASE= 13
58 FORMAT ( 1HO,22HRESCALED U(X) BY UKX= IPE14.7 )







C SUBROUTINE ITFR GENERATES THE STARTING PROFILES F'(ETA) OR FP(J),C G'(ETA) OR GP(J), AND LISTS THE STARTING STATION PARAMETERS WHEN
C THE INPUT PROFILES ARE UNCHANGED.C FOR LAMINAR FLOW ITFR RESCALES P*,Q*,R*,VP* AND COMPUTES DTX,MT,
C CFHT,ST. SUBR ITFR ENDS THE CASE IF IX.LE*I(X) AND SENDSC CONTROL TO SUBR INIR FOR THE NEXT CASE ON ISTO(1O).EQ.8. ON A
C NORMAL EXIT FROM ITFR ISTO(10).EQ.2. SUBR ITFR IS RE-ENTEREDC AFTER THE EXIT FROM SUBR NDIR ON ISTO(14).EQ.1 TO MAKE A TURBULENT
C RE-START AFTER A LAMINAR SEPARATION OCCURS IN SUBR ITSR.C SUBR ITFR IS ALSO RE-ENTERED WHEN A FORCED TRANSITION TO
C TURBULENT FLOW OCCURS IN SUBR ITSR.
C SUBROUTINE ITFR IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE TUF,
C SUBROUTINE ITFR CALLS SUBROUTINES INTEG,VIS,PROFYLFILE,A6IR.
C THE ASSUMED CONVERGENCE OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION PROFILES AND
C THE DENSITY, DENSITY X-DERIVATIVE, EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY, EFFECTIVEC CONDUCTIVITY, AND LOCAL SHEAR STRESS PROFILES IS DETERMINED BYC TESTS ON ABS(F(JE)-1.).LT.XT WHERE XT IS INITIALIZED IN SUBR INIR
C TO .005.
C HOWEVER, IN SUBR ITSR, IN ORDER TO TEST F(JE) THENC ABS((FI(J=1)-FPPW)/FPPW).LE.XT OR F'O(J=1) ON 2 SUCCESSIVE
C ITERATES OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION PROFILE AT THE WALL MUST MEET A
C CONVERGENCE TEST CRITERION.
C IF THE ENERGY EQUATION PROFILES G'(ETAtG"'(ETA) ARE COMPUTED THENC CONVERGENCE OF THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY PROFILES IS DETERMINED BY
C THE CONVERGENCE OF G''(ETA=0.O) WHICH IS CHECKED AFTER THEC CONVERGENCE OF G'(ETA=0.0).
C EXIT FROM THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP IS MADE ONLY AFTER THE TESTSC OF GI'(ETA=0.0) ARE EITHER MADE OR BYPASSED ON THE I-OP ANDC MOP OPTIONS.
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C * * * * * * * *END OF MAIN COMMON TUF-V3* * * * * * * * * * * * *
ISTO(D)= 2
LST2= 0
IF ( ISTO(5).NE.1.oOR.POP.EQ.1 ) GO TO 140
WRITE (6,70)
WRITE (6,71) It, ISTO(10)
C RETURN TO HERE TO RECOMPUTE THE F'(ETA) PROFILE ON
C IOP.EQ.5 RESET FROM IDP=4 IF 2.*ABS(DU/DX).LT..3 AT
C EFN-421.
140 CONTINUE
C BEGINNING OF THE LOOP TO GENERATE THE STARTING
C PROFILES FP(J) = F'(ETA) OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION
C AND GP(J)= GQ(ETA) OF THE ENERGY EQUATION TOGETHER
C WITH THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITYCONDUCTIVITY, AND
C DENSITY PROFILES AND OTHER MOMENTUM AND ENERGY
C PROFILESo
71
C THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP.
00 399 MAE= 1,KMI
IF ( ISTO(5).NE.1.OR.POP.EQ.1 ) GO TO 141
WRITE (6,98) I, ISTO(10), MAE
C THE MOMENTUM EQUATION LOOP.
C HEAD OF LOOP FOR THE F(ETA) PROFILE . (INNER LOOP.)
141 DO 349 MOM= 1,KMI
C FOR A CONSTANT DENSITY FLOW MOP.LT.Q.
IF (MOP.LT.0) GO TO 305
C FOR VARIABLE PROPERTY FLOW, RECOMPUTE D(J)=DENSITY,
C DP(J)= THE R(DELTA(*)*DELTA(*)*(X-DERIVATIVE DF
C DENSITY).
C AND DB(J)=(X DERIVATIVE OF DENSITY TERM)*DELTA(*),
B1=TF(1)-i.
DO 304 J=1, JY
FV=1.-FP(J)
C DENSITY RATIO PROFILE. SEE EQUA 11-16,
D(J)=2.*TF(I)*(I.-BH*GP(J))/1.+SQRTI(I+4.*Bl*FV*FV*TF(I)
1 *(1.-BH*GP(J))))
C SEE EQUA 11-27.
DP(J)=(2.*B1*D(J)*D(J)*FVFPPfJ)-TF(I)*BH*GPP(J))
1 /(1.+2.*B1*D(J)*FV*FV)








C TEST IOP TO SET THE PARAMETERS FOR EITHER LAMINAR
C OR TURBULENT STARTING FLOW.
C IF IOP= 1,4,5 THE STARTING FLOW IS LAMINAR.
C IF IOP= 2,3,6,7 THE STARTING FLOW IS TURBULENT.
306 GO TO (315,320,321,310,315,320,321)t IOP
C THE PROGRAM SECTION TO RECOMPUTE THE INITIAL PROFILE
C FOR SIMILAR LAMINAR STARTING FLOW.
310 CONTINUE
C **** SET P*, Q* AND R* ****
C SEE EQUA II-25.
C=F(JE)*C
P=C*C*RL*BS








IF (ABS(RW(2)/(X(2)-X(l))).LT.l.E-81 GO TO 313
C A PARAMETER CONTAINING ( D R(W)/DXI. EQUA 11-14.
72
R=RL*C*C*(RW(3)-RW(1))/(X(3)-X(l))*(X(2)-X(1))/(RW(3)+RW(1))
C A PARAMETER OF COS A WHERE A IS THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE
C WALL AND THE SYMMETRICAL BODY AXIS.
CA=2.*OI*COAL*C*(X(2)-X(1))/RW(2)
C Y(J) IS RECOMPUTED FROM THE ORIGINAL YY(J).
DO 312 J=l, JY




C QR IS USED IN EQUA III-6E.
QR=Q+R
C **** END OF THE SIMILAR LAMINAR PARAMETER RECOMPUTATION.
314 GD TO 330
C SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN-306 ON IOP.EQ.1,5. IOP MAY






316 GO TO 325
C SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN -306 IF IOP.EQ.2,6.
C TURBULENT STARTING FLOW.
320 CONTINUE
C SET P AND Q
P=-TAU(1)*BS
C SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN-306 IF IOP.EQ.3,7.










C ENTER HERE FROM EFN-316 IF IOP.EQ.1,5.
C LAMINAR STARTING FLOW.
325 CONTINUE
C TO COMPUTE Q AND QR











C SUM BY THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.
CALL INTEG (JE, JO, Y, VH, 0.0, VH)
CALL INTEG (JE, JD, Y, VHP, 0.0, VHP)
C FOR BOTH LAMINAR, EXCEPT WHEN IOP.EQ.4, AND
C TURBULENT FLOW. SEE EQUA 11-41.
Q=-(CF(I)/2.*RDF+VH(JE)/F(JE))/VHP(JE)*FIJE)
QR=Q+R
C IF ISTO(5).EQ.0O SKIP LISTING OF VEVEGVH,VHP AT
C EXIT OF SUBR VIS.
C SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN-314 IF IOP.EQ.4, LAMINAR FLOW.
C TO HERE ON ALL IOP.
330 CONTINUE
C CALCULATE VE* OR VE, THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY PROFILE
C AND VEG* OR VEG THE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY PROFILE.
C THE CALL OF SUBR VIS IS NOT SKIPPED.
CALL VIS (JE, JY, JDI YY, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, D, DP, TAUt VH,. VHP,
1 TURB(I), SW(I), CWII), SHR, BH, STC, TO, TF(I), RDT(I), DT(I),
2 F(JY), PR, PRT, JK, VE, VEG, ISTO )
C IF THE INPUT PROFILES ARE CONSIDERED CORRECT THEN
C LEAVE THE MOMENTUM LOOP.
C (SKIP THE FP=F'(ETA), F(ETA),TAU(ETA) AND SF(I)
C PROFILE RECOMPUTATIONS.)
331 IF (IOP.LE.3) GO TO 350
C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENT PROFILES AND CALL SUBR
C PROFYL FOR THE F'(ETA) PROFILE.
FPPW=FPP()
FPE=O.O
DO 335 J=1 JY
C SEE EQUA III-6E.
CD=QR*(Y(J)-F(J)i-VP
C SEE EQUA III-9A.
BfJ,1)=CO*DP(J)-tP*D(J)+DB(J))*(2.-FP(J))
1 -(1.-FP(J))*(D(J)-Y(J)*DP(J))*GAMX
C SEE EQUA III-9B.
B(J92)=(CO-Y(J) GAMX)*D(J)
C SEE EQUA III-9C.
B(Jt3)=-CO*DP(J)+P*(D(J)-1.I+DB(J)
C SEE EQUA III-90.
B(J,4)=-(1.+CA*Y(J) *VE(J)*RDF
C SEE EQUA 111-9.
B(J,5)=-DP(J)/D(J)*(L.-FP(J))
335 CONTINUE
C SOLVE THE MOMENTUM EQUA. FOR F'(ETA).
C SEE EQUA III-7,
CALL PROFYL (JEF, JY, JD, Y, B, ET, 1.0, FPPW, FPE, 2,
I FP, VH, VHP, VHPP)
JE=MAXOIJEF,JEG)
C COMPUTE THE Fl'(ETA) PROFILE BY 1ST DIFFERENCES OF
C THE F'(ETA) PROFILE.
C COMPUTE THE SHEAR STRESS PROFILE TAU(J)v AND VH(J).
"JM=1
JYM=JY-1












C SUM Fl(ETA) FOR F(ETA) BY THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.
CALL INTEG (JE, JD9 Y, FP, 3.0, F)
C COMPUTE THETA FOR SF= DELTA(*)/THETA. SEE
C EQUA 11-22.
CALL INTEG (JE, JD, Y, VH, 0.0, VH)
SF(I)=F(JE/VH(JE)
C **** PRINT OUT INTERMEDIATE FP PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES ****
IF ( ISTO(5).NE.1.OR.POP.EQ.1 ) GO TO 341
WRITE (6,72) 1, JK, JEF, F(JEF), FPP(1), SF(I), P, 0, R,.TF(I),
2 M(I),VE(1),VEG(l),VH(1),VHP(1),D(1),D(JY)DP(1),DP(JY)
C **** TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF FP ****
341 IF (MOM .GT.1.AND.ABS(F(JE)-L.).LT.XT) GO TO 350
C EFN 349 IS THE LOOPF= 1,KMI END FOR F'(ETA).
C END OF THE MOMENTUM LOOP.
349 CONTINUE
C THE INTERMEDIATE LOOP FOR THE F'(ETA) PROFILE ENDS.
C IF IOP.LE.3 SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN 331, THE
C RECOMPUTATION OF THE MOMENTUM PROFILE.
350 CONTINUE
C **** SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON GP OR GPP ****
C SKIP THE COMPUTATION OF THE G'(ETA) PROFILE IF.
C ABS(MOP).EQ.1
IBC=IABS(MOP)











IF (IOP.EQ.4) STR(I)= GBC(I)/C/RL
354 CONTINUE
C IF THE INPUT PROFILES ARE CONSIDERED CORRECT SKIP
C THE Gl(ETA) PROFILE RECOMPUTATION AND GO TO LIST.
355 IF (IOP.LE.3) GO TO 410
C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENT PROFILES AND CALL SUBR
C PROFYL FOR THE GP=Ge(ETA) PROFILE.
C SEE EQUAS III-1OA TO III-IOE FOR TURBULENT FLOW AND
C III-12A TO III-12E FOR SIMILAR LAMINA.R FLOW.,
75
GPE=0. 0








C COMPUTE G'(ETA) BY EQUA III-8.
CALL PROFYL IJEG, JY, JD, Y, 8, ET, GPW(I), GPPW, GPE, IBC,.




C EXCEPTING GPP(1) COMPUTE G"(ETA) BY 1ST CENTRAL
C DIFFERENCES.





C**** LIST EACH MAIN LOOP=1,KMI LOOP VALUE AT THE WALL.
IF ( ISTO(S).NE.1.0R.POP.EQ.1 ) GO TO 366
WRITE (6,76) I JEG, GP(1), GPP(1), C, RL
C FOR CONSTANT DENSITY FLOW LEAVE THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY
C LOOP.
C * * * THE STARTING STATION OUTPUT PARAMETER SECTION. * *
366 IF (MOPoLT.0) GO TO 400
C TEST GO OR GO@ AT THE WALL ON EACH MAIN LOOP=1,KMI
C LOOP.
IF (MAE .LT.2) GO TO 399
IF (ABS(GPW(I)).GT.ZERO) GO TO 396
IF (ABS(GP(1)-GPW(I)).LT.ZERO) GO TO 397
GO TO 399
396 CONTINUE
IF (ABS((GP(1)-GPW(I))/GP(1) ).GT.XT) GO TO 399
397 CONTINUE
IF (ABS(GPPW).GT.ZERO) GO TO 398
IF (ABS(GPP(1)-GPPW).LT.ZERO) GO TO 400
GO TO 399
398 CONTINUE
IF (ABS((GPP(1)-GPPW)/GPPW).LT.XT) GO TO 400
C EFN 399 IS THE LOOP END OF THE MAIN LOOP TO GENERATE
C STARTING PROFILES OF F'(ETA) AND G'(ETA).
399 CONTINUE
76
C SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN 351 TO BYPASS THE G'(ETA)
C PROFILE SECTION ON ABS(IOP)oEQo1.
400 CONTINUE
GO TO 415
C TO HERE FROM EFN 355 TO SKIP RECOMPUTATION OF THE
C INPUT G'(ETA) PROFILE WHEN IOP.EQ.3. ALSO THE
C RECOMPUTATION OF THE F'(ETA)tF'T(ETA),TAU(ETA)
C PROFILES AND SF(I) BY SUBR ITFR WAS SKIPPED IN THE
C MOMENTUM LOOP.
410 CONTINUE
IF (POP.EQ.1I GO TO 415
C **** PRINT OUT PARAMETERS (IF INPUT PROFILES ARE UNCHANGED) ****
WRITE (6,72) It JK, JEF, FIJEF), FPP(1), SF(I), Pt Q, R
WRITE (6,76) It JEG, GP(1), GPP(1), D(1), TF(I)
415 CONTINUE
C SUBR ITSR SETS THE LOOP STARTING INDEX= IXF.
IXF=I+1
416' GO TO (425t430,430,420,425,430,430) , OP
C IOP.EQ.4 ONLY.
C ABS(2.*(DU/DX).LT..3) TO USE THE PRESENT PROFILE AT
C I(X)=2 AS THE STARTING PROFILE.. OTHERWISE RECOMPUTE
C ON IOP = 5 RESET.
420 CONTINUE






C THE ,SLOPE AT THE ORIGIN.
UK2=(U(2)-U(1))/(X(2)-X(1))
C THE FORWARD SLOPE AT I(X)= 2.
UX3=(U(3)-U(2))/(X(3)-X(2))
C TEST TO RESET IOP.EQ.5 FOR A RECOMPUTATION OF THE
C F'(ETA) PROFILE.
IF ((UX3+UX2 ).EQ.O.0 ) GO TO 4211
C A TEST TO SKIP THE RESET OF IOP TO 5.
421 IF (2.*ABS((UX3-UX2)/(UX3+UX2)).LT.0.3) GO TO 422
4211 IOP=5
P=UX3/U(2)*DT(2)*RDT(2)
WRITE (6,77) It X(2), IOPt UX2,UX3
C RETURN TO EFN 140 TO RECOMPUTE THE F'(ETA) PROFILE.
GO TO 140
C SKIP RESET OF IOP= 5
422 CONTINUE
WRITE (6978) I, X(2), X(1), DT(1), TF(I)
C SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN-416 IF IOP.EQ.1,5.
425 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,97) IIXF,IOP,RDT(I)







C SKIP FROM EFN-416 ON IOP.EQ.2z3,6,7 TURBULENT FLOWS.
430 CONTINUE
C **** CALCULATE DTXMMT, CF, HT AND ST FOR BOTH LAMINAR AND TURBULENT
C STARTING FLOW.










CALL INTEG (JEt JD, Y, VHP, 0.0, VHP)





IF (IOP.NE.4) GO TO 445
HT(1)=HT(2)
NU=RL*PR*ST(2)




C IF THE INITIAL IOP.EQ.4 ITFR MAY RESET IOP=5.
IF ( ISTO(1).NE.0.AND.IOPoGT.3 I GO TO 446
IF ( ISTO(5).NE.1.OR.POP.EQ.1 I GO TO 450
C **** PRINT PROFILES AND PARAMETERS WITH $FILE ****
446 WRITE (6,99)
CALL FILE (LABEL, I, YY, F, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, D, DP,
1 VH, VHP, VHPP, TAU, VE, VEG, SHR, BH, PR, PRTt
2 X, Ut M, TURB, RW, VW, SW, CW,
3 RDT, OT, MT, HT, SF, CFt STSTRtIDJEJYJDJD DIVISTOWSTO )
450 CONTINUE
ISTO(7)= LST2
C IX= LAST I(X) WALL STATION TO BE COMPUTED.
C GO TO THE NEXT CASE IF THERE ARE NOT MORE THAN 2
C X-STATIONS ON AN INITIAL IOP=4, AND NOT MORE THAN 1
C X-STATION ON AN INITIAL IOP= 1,2,3,5,6,7.
IF (IX-I.LE.0) GO TO 481
C THE INITIAL LOAD FOR TRANSFER IN SUBR.ITSR TO FBB(J),
C ETC. IX IS COMPUTED IN SUBR COTR.
DX=0.0












69 FORMAT (1HD, 40HEND THIS CASE IN SUBR ITFR ON IX.LE.I.
2 34HGO TO SUBR INIR FOR THE NEXT CASE. )
TO70 FORMAT (1HO, 4X, 15HENTER SUBR ITFR, 5X,
1 48HVALUES OF IMPORTANT VARIABLES FOR EACH ITERATION)
71 FORMAT ( IHO, 3HI= 13, 5X, 9HISTD(10)
=  13 /
1 1Xt7HF-EQ...,9X,2HJK1KX3HJEF,5Xt3HFJE,6X,
4 HFPPW9
1 6X, 2HSF, 9X, 1HP, 9X9 1HQ, 9X, LHR, 9X, 5HTF(I), 7X,4HM(I')
1 28 X,5HVE(1),4X,6HVEG(1),4X,5HVH(1),6X,6HVHP(1) ,4Xt4HD(11)6X,
I 5HD(JY),5X,5HOP(1),7X,6HDP(JY) /
1 IX, THG-EQ... , 12X
2 3HJEG, 5X, 3HGPW, 6X, 4HGPPW, 6X, 1HC, 6X, 2HRL / 1HO )
72 FORMAT (IHD, 3HI= 13, 2X, THF-EQ...9 2(IXI3), 8(1X,1PE9.2))
76 FORMAT (1MO, 3HI= 13, 2X,7HG-EQ... , 2X 13, 8(IX,2PE9.2! )
77 FORMAT (1HO/
1 1X,3HI= 13,3X, 45HFREE STREAM VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IS NOT 
WELL
1 IX, 19HDESCRIBED NEAR X = , F105, lIX 9HWITH IOP= 13, 
2X,
2 5HUX2= 1PE9.2, 2X, 5HUX3= E9.2
2 10X,
3 54HIOP IS RESET TO 5, P IS RECOMPUTED AND THE PROFILE IS
4 21HRECOMPUTED AS LISTED. / 1H2
78 FORMAT (IHO, 6HI(X)= 13, 1H. I
1 5X, 29HTHE FOLLOWING PROFILE AT X = , F10.6, IX,
1 60HIS A STARTING LAMINAR PROFILE, AND IS TAKEN TO BE IDENTICAL
2 21HTO THE PROFILE AT X= F0.6/ 5X, 10OHWHERE DT= 1PE11.4, 5X
3 THTF(I)= E14.7)
79 FORMAT (iHO, 28HTHE NUSSELT NUMBER AT X(I)
= 1PE9.2, 4H IS ,
2 IPE9.2, 5X, 24HTHE ENTHALPY THICKNESS
= E9.2)
97 FORMAT (1HO,6HI(X)= I3,3Xt5HIXF= I3t3X,5HIOP= 12,3X 8HRDT(I)=
2 1PE14.7)
98 FORMAT (IHO, 3HI= 13, 3K, 9HISTO(10)







C SUBROUTINE ITSR IS THE MAIN SUBROUTINE FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE
C MOMENTUM AND ENERGY PROFILES TOGETHER WITH THE WALL PARAMETERS AT
C EACH I(X) WALL STATION. ITSR INITIALIZES ISTO(10)
= 3. ON EXIT
C FROM SUBR ITSR ISTO(10) = 4,5,6,7. ON A NORMAL END OF CASE AT
C I(X)= IX ISTO(10).EQ.4. SUBR ITSR EXITS TO TUF WHICH CALLS SUBR
C NDIR TO END THE CASE. IF ISTOli0) BECOMES 5 ON THE PROFILE
C LIMIT TEST THEN SUBR ITSR ENDS THE CASE BY EXITING TO TUF WHICH
C CALLS SUBR NDIR FOR THE CASE END LISTING. IF ISTO(10) BECOMES 6
C SUBR ITSR EXITS TO TUF WHICH CALLS SUBR NOIR FOR A LISTING AND
C A RE-INITIALIZATION TO CONTINUE THE RUN, AND A CALL OF SUBR ITFR
C IF ISTO(14).EQ.1 FOR A TURBULENT RE-START AT I(X).
C IF ISTO(10) BECOMES 7 SUBR ITSR EXITS TO TUF WHICH CALLS SUBR NDIR
C FOR A RE-INITIALIZATION AND THEN CALLS SUBR ITFR FOR A FORCED
C TURBULENT RE-START AT I(X).
C SUBROUTINE ITSR IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE TUF.
C SUBROUTINE ITSR CALLS SUBROUTINES VIS,PROFYL,INTEGTRANSFILE.




















































C * * * * * * * * *END OF MAIN COMMON TUF-V3* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ISTO(10)= 3
C
C IXF IS SET= 1+1 IN SUBR ITFR AFTER THE TEST FOR
C CONVERGENCE OF THE STARTING PROFILE. IXF=2 UNLESS
C THE INITIAL IOP.EQ.4 FOR WHICH IXF BECOMES 3.
C IX IS SET-IN SUBR COTR.
DD 899 I=IXF, IX
C A CONVENIENT STORE TO SAVE I FOR THE SUBR NDIR LIST.
IXA=I
C **** MOVE FP, GP, AND D BACK TO MOVE FORWARD IN X ****


























C TEST FOR LAST I(X) WALL STATION










IF ( WSTD(19).GE.1.0 ) GO TO 511
CA1= 2.*OI*SQRT(1.-WSTO(19)) f RW(I)
GO TO 520
511 CA1= WSTO(4) + WSTO(6)*X(I) + WSTO(7)*X(I)*X(I)
RWX= 1. / RX
WRITE (6,52) RXRW(I),WSTO(18)tCA1,RWX
520 CONTINUE
IF (POP.EQ.1) GO TO 530
C LIST THE INPUT PARAMETERS FOR THE NEXT X-STATION.
WRITE (6,51) LABEL(l), (LABEL(K), K= 2,18 )
WRITE (6,60) I9X(I),U(I),M(I), TURB(I)t GBC(I), RW(I),
1 VW(I), SW(I), CW(I)




C **** BEGINNING OF ITERATIVE LOOP TO CALCULATE FP AND GP PROFILES ****
DO 799 MAE= 1,KMI
ITME= MAE
C **** BEGINNING OF INNER LOOP TO CALCULATE THE F'(ETA) PROFILE.
DO 670 MOM= 1,KMI
ITP MOM
C **** RECALCULATE DT, ROT, P9 Q, AND R ****


















C SCALE THE Y(J) COORDINATES TO THE YY(J) COORDINATES
C FOR USE BY SUBR VIS.
DO 605 J=1, JY
CAY(J)= CA*Y(J)
IF ( CAY(J).LT.-1.0 ) CAY(J)= -1.0
IF (ABS(RW(I)/DT(I)).LT.0.1) GO TO 605
YY(J)=2.*Y(J)/(1.+SQRT(1.+ CAY(J) )
605 CONTINUE
C FOR CONSTANT DENSITY FLOW MOP.LT.O,
607 IF (MOP.LT.O GO TO 611
C COMPUTE THE DENSITY PROFILE= D(J). COMPUTE ALSO THE
C DERIVATIVE TERM OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION = DP(J).
C SEE EQUAS 11-27 AND II-32.
BI=TF(l)-I.







C ALSO SKIP TO HERE FROM EFN-607
C TO COMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY
C PROFILES FOR THE MOMENTUM EQUATION.
611 CONTINUE
C COMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY
C PROFILES VE(J) AND VEG(J) FOR BOTH CONSTANT CENSITY
C AND COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS.
CALL VIS (JE, JY, JO, YY, FP, FPP, GP, GPPt O, OP, TAU, VH,. VHP,
1 TURB(I), SWII), CW(I), SHR, BH, STC, TO, TF(I), RDTfI), DTII),
2 F(JY), PR, PRT, JK, VE, VEG, ISTO )
C COMPUTE THE FP=F'(ETA) EQUATION COEFFICIENT PROFILES































C TO COMPUTE THE F'(ETA) PROFILE FOR THE MOMENTUM
C EQUATION.
CALL PROFYL (JEF, JY, JO, Y, B, ET, 1.0, FPPWt FPE, 2,
1 FP, VHt VHP, VHPP)
JE=MAXO(JEFJEG)
C FPP(J)= THE F'"(ETA) OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION.
C COMPUTE THE LOCAL SHEAR STRESS= TAU(J).
JYM=JY-1
JM=1
DO 660 J=l1 JYM
C GET THE Fll(ETA) PROFILE BY IST CENTRAL DIFFERENCES.
FPP(J)=(FP(J+1)-FP(JM))/(Y(J+1)-Y(JM))
JM=J






C COMPUTE F(ETA) OF THE MOMENTUM EQUATION,
CALL INTEG (JE, JDO, Y, FP, 0.0, F)
IF ( ISTO(5).NE.1 ) GO TO 661
C LIST INNER LOOP BOUNDARY VALUES AND PARAMETERS.
IF (POP.EQ.1) GO TO 661
WRITE (6,82) JK, JEF, F(JEF), FPP(1),p DT(I), DTXM, PM, QM, RM
C TEST TO SKIP END OF CASE TEST.
661 IF (TOP.EQ.1,AND.ILT.IX) GO TO 663
C TEST TO END CASE,






C TEST TO EXIT FROM ITSR ON A LAMINAR SEPARATION.
IF (F(JEF).GT..O.AND.F(JEF).LT.WSTO(2).AND.FPP(1).LT.O.0)
2 GO TO 664







C TEST FO'(ETA=0.0) AND F(J=JE) FOR CONVERGENCE. BOTH
C MUST CONVERGE.
IF (MOM .EQ.1) GO TO 670
IF (ABS((FPP(1)-FPPW)/FPPW).GTXT) GO TO 670
IF (ABS(F(JE)-1.).LT,XT) GO TO 749
C END OF INNER LOOP TO COMPUTE THE MOMENTUM PROFILES.
670 CONTINUE
749 CONTINUE
C INDEX FOR TEST TO ENTER THE ENERGY EQUATION SECTION
C OF THE MAIN LOOP.
IBC=IABS(MOP)
C TEST FOR ENTRY INTO THE ENERGY EQUATION SECTION.
C IF IBC.EQ.1 ENTER THE MOMENTUM EQUATION LOOP ONLY
C ONCE FOR EACH I(X) WALL STATION AND SKIP THE ENERGY
C PROFILE COMPUTATIONS.









C COMPUTE G'(ETA) COEFFICIENT PROFILES.
GPE=O.0












C TO COMPUTE THE Ge(ETA) PROFILE FOR THE ENERGY
C EQUATION.
CALL PROFYL (JEG, JY, JD, Y, B ET, GPW(1), GPPW, GPEt IBC,.
I GP, VH, VHP, VHPP)









IF ( ISTO(5) 0 NEl1 ) GO TO 766
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C LIST G'(ETA=0.0) G9'(ETA=0.O), AND D(ETA=0O0).
C IF THE FLUID PROPERTIES ARE CONSTANT, EXIT THE, MAIN
C LOOP AT THE CURRENT I(X) WALL STATION,
IF (POP.EQ.1) GO TO 766
WRITE (6,86) JEG, GP(I), GPP(I)t D(1)
C **** IF FLOW HAS CONSTANT FLUID PROPERTIES, LEAVE LOOP ****
C IF ABS(MOP).EQ.1 THE ENERGY SECTION OF THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP
C IS BYPASSED.
C FOR MOPGE.0O LEAVE THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP ONLY IF THE SUCCESSIVE
C G''(ETA=0.0O) ARE INSIDE THE TOLERANCE CRITERIA.
766 IF (MOP.LTO) GO TO 800
C TEST G'(ETA=O.O) AND G'(ETA=O.0) IN ORDER FOR
C CONVERGENCE ON CONSECUTIVE ITERATES OF THE MAIN
C LOOP AT I(K). IF THE ENERGY PROFILES ARE CONVERGENT
C EXIT FROM THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY EQUATION LOOP FOR
C THE FINAL COMPUTATION OF THE STATION PARAMETERS.
IF (MAE .EQ.1) GO TO 799
IF (ABS(GPW(I)).GT.ZERO) GO TO 796
IF (ABS(GP(1)-GPW(I)).LT.ZERO) GO TO 797
GO TO 799
796 CONTINUE
IF (ABS((GP(LI-GPW(I))/GP(L) ).GT.XT) GO.TO 799
797 CONTINUE
IF (ABS(GPPW).GT.ZERO) GO TO 798
IF (ABS(GPP(1)-GPPW).LT.ZERO) GO TO 800
GO TO 799
798 CONTINUE
IF (ABS((GPP(1)-GPPW)/GPPW).LT.XT) GO TO 800
C END OF THE LOOP TO COMPUTE BOTH MOMENTUM AND ENERGY
C EQUATION PROFILES.
799 CONTINUE
C SEE EFN 750 FOR THE SKIP OF THE ENERGY EUIATION.
800 CONTINUE
C **** COMPUTE SF, MT, HT, CF AND ST ****









C SUM FOR DTK(I).
CALL INTEG (JE, JD, Y, VH, 0.0, VH)
C SUM FOR SF(I).
CALL INTEG (JE, JD, Y, VHP, 0.0, VHP)
C SUM FOR HT(I).
CALL INTEG (JE, JD, Y, VHPP, 0.0, VHPP)
C MT(I),OT(II,HT(I)RODT(ItDTK(2) ARE LATER RESET AFTER
C COMPUTING COF1,COF2,COG1tCOG2 AND BEFORE TESTING
C TOPEQ.1 TO CALL SUBRS VIS AND TRANS.
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C MODIFIED DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS FOR RMTW FOR SUBR TRANS.
DTK(I)=VH(JE)*DT(I)




C TOTAL ENTHALPY THICKNESS.
HT(I)=VHPP(JEl*DT(I)
C SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT.
CF(I)=2.*TAU(1)
C STANTON NUMBER BASED ON THE REFERENCE ENTHALPY.
STR(I)=-VEG(1)*GPP(1)/D(1)
C FOR SUBR TRANS QUANTITIES. SEE RMTW,
BL=GPW(I)-(TF(I)-I.)/BH/TF(I)




C * * * COMPUTE THE INTEGRALS OF. THE MOMENTUM AND ENERGY EQUATIONS. *
C SEE EQUA II-21 FOR THE MOMENTUM EQUATION AND























841 IF ( COFI.NE.0.O ) R21F= COF2/COF1
IF ( COF1.EQO.O ) R21F= 0.0
IF ( COG1.NE.O.O ) R21G= COG2/COGL
IF ( COG1.EQ.O. ) R21G= 0.0
C * * * LIST THE RESULTS AS AN INDICATION OF ACCURACY. * * *
IF ( POP.EQ.1 ) GO TO 842
WRITE (6,89) COF1,COF2,R21FvCOGCOG2,R2IGITP,WSTO(18),XCFSCF,
2 ITME














C IF TOP.NE.1 SKIP BOTH SUBR VIS AND SUBR TRANS.
IF ITOP,NE.1) GO TO 898
RDTKB=RDTK
C TO COMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY
C PROFILES VE(J) AND VEG(J) COR SUBR TRANS.
CALL VIS (JE, JY, JD, YY, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, Di DP, TAU, VH,. VHP,
1 TURB(I) SW(I), CW(I), SHR, BH, STC, TO, TF(I), RDT(I), DT(I),





C TO COMPUTE TURB(I+1) FOR SUBR VIS, AND IC, THE
C CRITICAL POINT.
CALL TRANS (It ID, JEFe JY, JD, Y, FP, FPP, GP, VH, VHP, VHPP,
1 SF(I), SW(I), CW(I3, STR(I), DTK(I), MT, TF(I)I M(I), BH,
2 RDTK, RC, RMC, IC, KB, XK, FTE, DX, RMTW, RMTWB, U, TURB,
3 RMT, TOPISTO,WSTO)
IF ( ISTO(5).EQO ) GO 0TO 898
RRCD= 100.
IF ( RMTW.NE.O.O ) RRCD= RMC/RMTW
DRDC= RDTK - RC
DRMI= RMTW- RMC
DRM2= 100.
IF ( MT(I).NE.O.O I DRM2= RMTW*MT(I+1)/MT(I) 
- RMT
RRFT= 100.
IF ( RMT.NE.0.O I RRFT= RMC/RMT
IF (POP.EQ,1) GO TO 898
WRITE (6,96) RRCDRRFTRMCRMTWRMTRCRDTKDRDCDRMIDRM2
C SKIP SUBRS VIS AND TRANS IF TOPNE.1,
898 CONTINUE
C TO LIST THE PROFILES NEAR THE ZERO SHEAR POINT RESETC ISTO(7). XCFSCF ARE LISTED TOGETHER WITH COF1,ETC
C BY SUBR ITSR ON POP.NE.1.
ISAV= ISTO(7)
SCF= -( CF(I)-CF(I-1) I / ( X(I-X(I-1 )
IF ( SCF.NE..O0 ) XCF= X(I) + CF(I) / SCF
IXI= I + ISTO(13)
IF ( XCF.GT.X(IXI) ) GO TO 901
IF ( XCF.LT.X(i) i GO TO 901
ISTO(7)= I
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C TO LIST THE MOMENTUMENERGY AND RELATED PROFILES.
901 CALL FILE (LABEL, I, YY, F, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, D DP,
1 VH, VHP, VHPP, TAU, VE, VEG, SHR# BH, PR, PRT,
2 X, Ut M, TURB8 RW, VW, SW, CWe
3 RDT, DT, MTt HT, SF, CF, STSTRIDJEtJYJDJD IVISTOWSTO )
ISTO(7)= ISAV
C IT IS RESET= IT+1 IN SUBR COTR IF TURBII).GT.WSTO(13)
C IN SUBR COTR AFTER EXITING FROM THE I(X) STATION
C READING LOOP. SUBR NDIR SETS ALL SUCCEEDING
C TURB(I) = 1. IN TE RE-INITIALIZATION SECTION.
911 IF ( I.NE.IT I GO TO 899
ISTO(10)= 7
RETURN
C RETURN TO THE HEAD OF THE I(X) LOOP.
899 CONTINUE
C *** END FORWARD MOTION ON X.
C SUBR ITSR HAS REACHED A NORMAL FND OF THE CASE.
912 ISTO(10)= 4
RETURN
51 FORMAT (A4,5X,20HINPUT VARIABLES FOR ,17A4
52 FORMAT ( IHO, 17HLIMIT ON RX*RW(I) ,2X, 3HRX= 1PE14.7,2X,
2 7HRW(I)= E14.79 2XIOHWSTD(18)= E14.7,2X,4HCA1= E14.7,
3 2X, 4HRWX= E14.7 )
60 FORMAT (IHD, 6HI(X)= 13, 2X, 2HX= 1PE9.2, lX,
I 3HU =, E9.2, lX, 3HM =, E9.2 LX, 6HTURB =, OPF5.29 1X9
2 5HGBC = 1IPE9.2, 1X9 4HRW =% E9.2, IX, 4HVW =, E9.2,
3 IX, 4HSW =, E9.2, IX, 4HCW =, E9.2)
70 FORMAT (1HO, 40X,
1 48HVALUES OF IMPORTANT VARIABLES FOR EACH ITERATION)
81 FORMAT (iH0 1HF9 2X, 2HJK, IX, 3HJEF, 5X, 3HFJE, 6X, 4HFPPW, 6X,
1 2HDT, TX* 4HDTXM, 7X9 2HPM, 8X, 2HQM, 8X, 2HRM/
2 IX, 1HG, 5X, 3HJEG, 5X, 3HGPW, 6X, 4HGPPW, 6X, 2HDW/'1HO)
82 FORMAT (1HOIHF, 2(1X, I3), 7(lX, 1PE9.2))
86 FORMAT (lX, iHG, 5X, 13, 3(IX, IPE9.2))
89 FORMAT (1HO,15X, 42HINTEGRALS OF MOMENTUM AND ENERGY EQUATIONS
1 /18X, 8HMOMENTUM, 45X, 6HENERGY/
2 13X, F.o4 4H = F7.4, 5X, 5HR21F= F8.49 10X FT.4, 4H
3 F7.4, 5X, 5HR21G= F8.4,1OX,5HITP= 13 / 45X,
4 10HWSTO(18)= 1PE14.T6 3X5SHXCF= E14.793X5HSCF= E14.7 I
5 5X, 6HITME= 13 )
89
96 FORMAT (1HO, 25HTRANSITION STATISTICS... 6HRRCD= 1PE9.2, 3X,
2 6HRRFT= E9,2, 4X, 5HRMC = E9.2, 3X, 6HRMTW= E9.2t 3X,
3 5HRMT= E9.2, 3X, 4HRC= E9.2 /
4 26X, 6HRDTK= E9.2, 3X, 6HDRDC= E9.2, 3X, 6HDRM1=






SUBROUTINE TRANS (1, ID, JEF, JY, JD, Y, FP, FPP, GP,
1 VH, VHP, VHPP, SF, SW, CW, STR, DTK, MT, TF, M, BH,
2 RDTK, RC, RMC, IC, KB, XK, FT, DX, RMTW, RMTWB, U, TURB,
3 RMT, TOP, ISTOWSTO )
C SUBROUTINE TRANS COMPUTES THE CRITICAL X-STATION INDEX I(X)=IC'
C FOR THE CHANGE FROM LAMINAR TO TURBULENT FLOW, AND THE TURBULENCE
C OR INTERMITTENCY FACTOR TURB(I+1) USED BY SUBR VIS TO COMPUTE
C THE VISCOSITY AND CONDUCTIVITY PROFILES.
C SUBROUTINE TRANS IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE ITSR IF TOP.EQ.I.
C SUBROUTINE TRANS CALLS THE FUNCTION SURBOUTINE ... INDEX.
C COMMENT...
C TRANSITION MAY BE EITHER CALCULATED OR SPECIFIED. TRANSITION IS
C SPECIFIED BY CHANGING TURB(I) ( THE INTERMITTENCY FACTOR) FROM
C 0.0 TO 1.0 EITHER GRADUALLY OR ABRUPTLY DEPENDING ON THE SIZE
C OF THE TRANSITION REGION.
C
C SUBR TRANS FINDS THE TRANSITION ZONE BY COMPUTING AND TESTING THE
C CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER RC.
C SUBR TRANS MAY RECOMPUTE THE EFFECTIVE INTERMITTENCY FACTOR
C TURB(I+1) AFTER COMPUTING AND TESTING THE TRANSITIONAL REYNOLDS
C NUMBERS, THE CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER IS COMPUTED AT ALL
C I.LEaIC WHERE IC IS INITIALIZED = IX+1 BY SUBR INIR AND WHERE
C IX IS THE LAST X STATION TO BE COMPUTED.
C IF TOP.EQ.1 SUBR COTR RESETS TURB(I)=O.O BEFORE THE DATA LIST.
C IF IOPoEQ.7 SUBR COTR RESETS TURB(I)=1. BEFORE THE DATA LIST.
C
C SUBR TRANS CALLS FUNCTION INDEX(ZtSNDIMqMIN,MAXIGUESS)
C TO FIND THE INDEX OR POSITION OF A VALUE OF A FUNCTION S IN ONE OF
C THE-DATA TABLES IN SUBR TRANS WHEN THE VALUE OF THE.S SOUGHT iS
C THE LEAST VALUE OF S THAT EXCEEDS A GIVEN VALUE Z OF ANOTHER
C FUNCTION.
C SUBR TRANS CONTAINS THE SETS OF CURVE DATA...
C (1)-SFF ON RCH. (2)-SWF ON RSF, (3)-KF ON RDF,.
C ('4)-FTF ON RTF, (5)-CWF ON RRF.
C THE INDEX FROM FUNCTION INDEX(Z,S,NDIMMINMAXIGUESS) IS EITHER
C (1)-KH(SFSFF(RCH)) FOR SF VS SFF(RCH),
C (2)-KS(SWRSWF(RSF)) FOR SWR VS SWF(RSF),
C (3)-KK(KBKF(RDF)) FOR KB VS KF(RDF),
C (4)-KFT(FTFTFiRTF)) FOR FT VS FTF(RTF)g
C (5)-KR(CWRtCWF(RRF)) FOR CWR VS CWF(RRF).
C THE INDEX KH(SFSFF), KS(SWRvSWF), KK(KB,KF), KFT(FT,FTF),
C KR(CWRtCWF) IS THE INTEGER OF THE PLACE IN THE TABLE OF SFFSWF,




C SUBR INIR SETS JD= 100.
DIMENSION Y(JD), FP(JD), FPP(JD), GP(JD)
DIMENSION VH(JD)t VHP(JD), VHPP(JD)
DIMENSION MT(ID), U(ID), TURB(ID)
C FOR SUBR TRANS ONLY.
DIMENSION SFF(15), RCH(15), SWF(9), RSF(9)
DIMENSION KF(15), ROF(15), FTF(14), RTF(14), CWF(4), RRF(4)
REAL M, MT, KB, KF
DATA ZERO/ I.OE-10/
DATA IH, IS, IK, IT, IR/ 15, 9, 15, 14, 4/
C DATA CURVE..SHAPE FACTOR (SFF) VERSUS CRITICAL
C REYNOLDS NUMBER (RCH),- AN EXTENSION OF FIG. 17.19
C OF SCHLICHTING.
C TABLE OF CURVE DATA SET NO. 1.
DATA SFF/2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8,'2.9, 3.0,
1 3.2t 3.4, 3.6, 5.0/
DATA RCH/42000.0, 20000.0, 1500.0, 7000.0, 3150.0, 1000.0,. 425.0,
1 200.0, 145.D, 115.0, 90.0, 70.0, 60.0, 45.0, 10.0/
C DATA CURVE..,SURFACE ROUGHNESS,SWF, VERSUS
C TRANSITION • REYNOLDS NUMBERRSF,- OBTAINED BY USING
C FIG. 17.38 OF SCHLICHTING.
C TABLE OF CURVE DATA SET NO. 2.
C
DATA SWF/D.0, 120.0, 150.0, 200.0, 250.0, 300.0, 350o0, 400.0,
1 D000oO/
DATA RSF/1.0, 1.0, 0.955, 0.695, 0.418, 0.216, 0.0609 0. 0 0.0/
C DATA CURVE...PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETERKF, VERSUS
C RDF FROM FIG'. 17.9 OF SCHLICHTING.
C TABLE OF CURVE DATA SET NO. 3.
DATA KF/-1.0, -0.04, -0.03, -0.02, -0.015, -0.01, -0.005, 0.0,
1 0.005, 0.01, 0o015, 0.02, 0.025, 0.04, 1.0/
DATA RDF/400.0, 440.0, 450.0, 500.0, 540.0, 600.0, 700.0, 820.0,
1 1000.0, 1200.0, 1420.0, 1720.0, 2060.0, 3200.0, 64D000.0/
C DATA CURVE...FREE STREAM TURBULFNCE ,FTF, VERSUS
C REYNOLDS NUMBERTRANS-CRITICAL, RTF FROM FIG. 16.21
C OF SCHLICHTING.
C TABLE OF CURVE DATA SET NO. 4.
DATA FTF/ 0.0, 0.003, 0.006, 0.0084, 0.012, 0.021, 0.0296, 0.036,
1 0.048, 0.060, 0.072, 0084, 0.100, 1.000/
DATA RTF/ 1.13D0, 1.130, 0.865, 0.740, 0.662, 0.495, 0.370, 0.291,
1 0.148, 0.071, 0.032, 0.018, 0.0, 0.0/
C DATA CURVE...SURFACE CURVATURE, CWF,VERSUS TRANSITION
C REYNOLDS NUMBERRRF, FROM FIG. 17.33 OF SCHLICHTING.
C TABLE OF CURVE DATA SET NO. 5.
DATA CWF/0,0002, 0.000B, 0.0, -0.0008/
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DATA RRF/ 1.04v 1.04v 1.0, 0.81/
C SUCCEEDING X-STATION NUMBER.
IP=I+1
KS= I







C COMPUTE THE EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS.
SWR=SW*RDTK/DTK
C INITIALIZE A MULTIPLIER OF RC=CRITICAL REYNOLDS NO.
RSR=1.0
IF (SWR.LT.O,01) GO TO 150
C FOR SWF(RSFI TABLE OF CURVE DATA.
KS=INDEX (SWR, SWF, IS9 1, IS, IS/2)
C RSR= A FUNCTION CHARACTERISTIC OF ROUGHNESS ELEMENTS
C DIVIDED BY THE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS.
RSR=(RSF(KS)-RSF(KS-1))/(SWF(KS)-SWF(KS-1)l*(SWR-SWF(KS-1))
1 +RSF(KS-1)
C COMPUTE THE EFFECT OF SURFACE CURVATURE.
150 CONTINUE
C. INITIALIZE A MULTIPLIER OF RC=CRITICAL REYNOLDS NO.
RRR=1 00O
IF (ABS(CW)oLToZERO) GO TO 170
CWR=MT(I)/CW
IF (CWRoGTo-0o00008) GO TO 160
RRR=0.73/SQRTIABS(CWR))
GO TO 161
C RRR= MOMENTUM THICKNESS I RADIUS OF CURVATUREo
160 CONTINUE
C FOR CWF(RRF) TABLE OF CURVE DATA*





C RC IS NOT RECOMPUTED AFTER 1,GE,IC. IC=IX+1 IN INIR,
171 IF (I.GEoIC) GO TO 600
IF (ABS(STR).GToZERO) GO TO 300
C COMPUTE THE EFFECT OF THE PRESSURE GRADIENT
C PARAMETER ON THE CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER.
C RC= THE CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER= A FUNCTION OF THE
C SHAPE FACTOR.
C FOR SFF(RCH) TABLE OF CURVE DATA.
93





C COMPUTE THE HEAT TRANSFER EFFECT ON THE CRITICAL
C. REYNOLDS NUMBER RCo (METHOD TAKEN FROM LEES).
J C= 1
VHPP(1 )=0O
TTFW1 0 -BHOGP()*TF10I-FP(L)D*10 .F1Di (*TF-10 D
TVF=VTFW
IF CABSETTFW).LT01oE-20D GO TO 351
J E M=JE F- 1





TTFP=(110 -BH*GPqhj41. DTFFPFP*(TF-1 0 )













A '0' 0 o58-HPPqJC-lD)
C THE CRITICAL REVNOLDS NUM~BER BEFORE INCLUDING
C SURFACE ROUGHNESS AMD SURFACE CURVATURE EFFECTSo
I fVFC*4#SOR(1,-M1 0q~-VFCD*1-VgFC)
C RC= CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER=FUNCTRON OF STANTON NO.
C RMC=CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER FREM MORENTUM TH-ICKNESS.
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500 CONTINUE
C INCLUDE THE SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND CURVATURE EFFECTS.
SRC=RC*RSR*RRR
RMC=RC/DTK*MT(I)
C RDTK= LOCAL REYNOLDS NUMBER FROM MOMENTUM THICKNESS.
C RC= CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER FROM DISPLACEMTNT
C THICKNESS.
C IF TRUE THEN TURB(I+I) REMAINS AS SET IN SUBR COTR.
IF (RDTKLT.RC) GO TO 999
C RESET IC=I TO SKIP THE RECOMPUTATION OF RC AT
C SUCCEEDING X STATIONS. SEE EFN 171.
IC=I
C EFFECT OF PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETER ON





C FOR KF(RDF) TABLE OF CURVE DATA.
KK=INDEX (KB, KF, IK, 1, IK, IK/2)
C RD= REYNOLDS NUMBER = FUNCTION OF PRESSURE GRADIENT
C PARAMETER,
RD=(RDF(KK)-RDF(KK-1))/(KF(KK)-KF(KK-1))*(KB-KF(KK-1))+RDF(KK-1)
C COMPUTE THE EFFECT OF THE FREE STREAM TURBULENCE.
C FOR FTF(RTF) TABLE OF CURVE DATA.
KFT=INDEX (FT, FTF, IT, 1, IT, IT/2)




C CORRECTED VALUE OF RD.
RD=RD*RTR*RRR*RSR
RMT=RMC+RD
C RMTW= LOCAL REYNOLDS NUMBER FROM THE MOMENTUM
C THICKNESS. RMTW IS COMPUTED IN SUBR ITSR AFTER
C TESTING FOR TOPEQ.1 AND JUST BEFORE CALLING TRANS.
RMTWF=RMTW/MT(I)*MT(I+1)
C RMC= CRITICAL REYNOLDS NUMBER FROM THE MOMENTUM
C THICKNESS.
C IF RMTW.GE.RMC.AND.RMTWFLE.RMT THEN COMPUTE AN INTER
C MEDIATE VALUE OF TURB(I+1).GT.O AND .LE.i.
C IF RMTW.GEoRMC.AND.RMTWF.GT.RMT SET THE REMAINING
C TURB(I+1)=1. , AND RESET TOP=0O TO SKIP SUBR TRANS
C FOR THE REMAINING I(X) STATIONS OF THE CASE.
C NOTE THAT RMT.GT.RMC BY RD AND RMTWF.GT.RMTW.
IF (RMTW.LT.RMC) GO TO 999




C RMT= TRANSITION REYNOLDS NUMBER FROM THEiMOMENTUM
C THICKNESS.
C IF TRUE THEN THE SUCCEEDING TURB(I+ID= 1.
IF (RMTWFoGTRNTD GOO TO 700
XI=2 0 *(RMTWF-RMC)/RD
C TURB(I)= INTERMITTENCY FACTOR COMPUTED BY THE






C TURB(II) IS USED BY SUBR VISo
DO 701 II=IP, ID
TURBIII)=1oO
701 CONTINUE




998 FORMAT I HOv 44HTRANSITIONAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANSooo
2 6HI(X)= 13v 5X 4HIC= 13 /
3 lXv5HRSR= EZO o 3v2X95HRRR= E10,392Xo5HRMC= EIO33o2X
4 4HRD= E1l 0 3Q2Xv5HRMT= E0o3~2Xv4HFT= E10.32Xv.5HRTR=





C FUNCTION SUBROUTINE INDEX IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE TRANS
C COMMENTooo
C THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SUBROUTINE FUNCTION INDEX IS TO FIND THE
C INDEX OR POSITION OF A VALUE OF A FUNCTION S IN A DATA TABLE WHERE
C S= S(K) AND S(K)= S(FN(K)) WHEN THE VALUE OF THE S SOUGHT IS THE
C LEAST VALUE OF S THAT EXCEEDS A GIVEN VALUE Z OF ANOTHER FUNCTION
C SUPPLIED BY SUBROUTINE TRANSo
C SUBR TRANS CONTAINS A SET OF TABLES FOR S(K) VS FN(K)o
C T-E PORTION OF THE TABLE OF S TO BE USED LIES BETWEEN-THE INDICES
C MIN AND MAX WHICH MARK A PORTION OF THE FUNCTION S THAT IS
C MONOTONIC INCREASING WITH S(MAX)oGToS(MIN)o
C THE VALUE OF MIN MUST BE SUCH THAT AT LEAST THERE EXISTS AM S AT
C MIN4o 0
C A GUESSED TABLE OR ARRAY INDEX OF THE FUNCTION S REQUIRED TO
C SATISFY THE OBJECTIVE OF THE ROUTINE IS GIVEN AS IGUESSo
C IF NO S EXCEEDS.Z THEN MAX WILL BE GIVEN BY FUNCTION ROUTINE
C INDEX AS THE CORRECT INDEXo
C IF S(MIN+I) EXCEEDS Z THEN MIN01 WILL BE GIVEN BY THE FUNCTION
C ROUTINE INDEX AS THE CORRECT INDEX ALTHO S(MIN) COULD BE oGToZ AND
C YET NOT BE GIVEN BY FUNCTION INDEX AS THE CORRECT INDEXo
C NDIM IS NOT USED IN THIS DECKo
DIMENSION S(82)
I=IGUESS










IF (S(I)-Z) 59 69 7
5 CONTINUE
I=Il
IF (S(I)-Z) 5p 69 6
7 CONTINUE
I=-I-1











C SUBROUTINE NDIR LISTS THE SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY
C LAYER PARAMETERS AT THE CASE END. SUBROUTINE NDIR ALSO TESTS
C ISTOI(O).EQ.4,5,6,7,SET BY SUBR ITSR, TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE
C CASE IS TO BE ENDED OR THE NECESSARY QUANTITIES ARE TO BE
C RE-INITIALIZED FOR A POSSIBLE RESTART AT I(X)= IC BY SUBR ITFR
C ON A CALL BY THE MAIN ROUTINE TUF.
C SUBROUTINE NDIR IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE TUF.
C SUBROUTINE NOIR CALLS SUBROUTINES FILE,VIS,A61R.




















































C o o END OF MAIN COMMON TUF-V3* s + * c a z oz * 
C SEE FORMATS 93,94o95,960
IF ( ISTO(ZODoEQo5 D GO TO 901
IF ( ISTO 10)oEQo6 ) GO TO 920
IF ( ISTO(IODoEQo7 D GO TO 921
GO TO 905
C CALL SUBR PROFILE FOR A LIST IF THE PROFILE OF F(ETA)




CALL FILE ILABEL, 1o YY Fq FPv FPPo GPq GPP 09 DOP
1 VHo VHPo VHPP 9 TAUo VE0 VEGQ SHR9 BHo PRo PRTo
2 Xo Uo Mo TURBo RWo VW9 S 0o CGv
3 RDTo OTo NTo HTV SFo CFo STo STR 10o9 JE- JYoJDJDIVISTOoSTO)
C ALSO0 IF ISTO(14)oNEoloADo ISTO(10DoEQo6 RETURN TO
C HERE BY WAY-OF EFN 920o936 TO END THE CASEo
905 CONTINUE
C *o*o PRINT OUT SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS coo
LP= 60
DO 910 I=~1, XA
IF ( LPoGEo60 I GO TO 906
GO TO 907
906 WRITE (6o99D
WRITE (6,90) (LABELIK), K=2 0 18D
WRITE (6091)
LP= 8
907 IF ( WSTO(1OWoNE.0 OoI X()= Xql)/WSTO(IOD
WRITE (6o92) X(HI DT(qlD MyTqIl HT4I)o SF4I)p CF(IDo ST (I)
1 GPW(IID RDTIl)O U(IDo M vI)o TURB(I)o RW(I)o VW(I)o SWIIlo CW4i)
LP= LP + 2
910 CONTINUE
IF I( STO(6)oEQol ) GO TO 911
GO TO 913
911 WRITE (6099)




IF ( COF1.NE.0.O ) R21F= COF2/COF1
IF 1 COF1.EQ.0.O ) R21F= 0.0
COGI= CLIS(4*I-1)
COG2= CLIS(4*I)
IF ( COGI.NE.0.O ) R21G= COG2/COGl
IF ( COGI.EQ.0.0 ) R21G= 0.0




C ENTER HERE IF AND ONLY IF F(JEF).LE.O.O.OR.
C FIJEF).GE.WSTO(2). .AND.FPP(1).GE.0.0 IN SUBR ITSR. ALSO
C TOP.EQ.1.ANO.I.LT.IX.
C IF ISTO(14).EQ.1.AND.ISTO(10).EQ.6 THEN TUF
C CALLS SUBR ITFR FOR A TURBULENT RESTART AFTER A
C LAMINAR SEPARATION.














IF (POP.NEo1) WRITE (6,93) ICRCRDTK
GO TO 922







































00 935 K=19 5
CALL VIS (JEt JY, JD, YY, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, Do DP, TAU, VH,. VHP,
1 TURB(I), SW(I)v CW(I), SHR, BHo STC, TO, TF(I), RDTOi), DTI)t
2 F(JY), PR, PRT, JK, VE, VEG, ISTO )






936 WRITE (6,93) RCgRDTK,RRCDJE
WRITE (6,96)
WRITE (6,99)
CALL FILE (LABEL, I, YY, F, FP, FPP, GP, GPP, D, DP,
1 VH, VHP, VHPP, TAU, VE9 VEG, SHR, 8H, PR9 PRT,
2 X, U, M, TURB, RW, VW9 SW, CW,
3 RDT, DT, NT, HT, SF, CF, ST, STR, ID9 JE9 JYJDtJDIVISTOWSTO)
C GO TO PRINT OUT THE SUMMARY OF THE PARAMETERSo
GO TO 905
90 FORMAT ( 45X, 39HPRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR/
I 26X, 17A41
91 FORMAT (//5X, 1HX, 8X, 2HDT, 7X, 2HMT, 7X, 2HHT, 5,X
1 2HSF, S5X 2HCF, 6X, 2HST, 7X, 3HGPW, 5X,
2 3HRDT, 7X, 1HU, TX, 1HMo 4X, 4HTURBv 5X9 2HRW,
3 8X9 2HVW9 7X 2HSW, 4X, 2HCW/)
92 FORMAT (/lX F8.5, lXo 3(F8B6, lX), F5.3 LXo,
1 2(F7.5, IX), F8.5, IX9 F8eDq. X, F8.3, 1X
2 F6 0 3, lX9 F5.3, 1XK FB0 3, 1X, F94, 1X, F80 5, 1X F5o1)
93 FORMAT (1H2,30X,4HIC = 14 /
1 1H3D 30X, 41HLAMINAR SEPARATION HAS OCCURED WITH RC =
2 1PE9.2, -1X 11HAND RDTK = 9 1P.E92,5X,6HRRCD= E9 0 2,5X93HJE=14
3 ////53XK 17HTURBULENT RESTART///)
94 FORMAT (lHOI/1HO 42HFORCED TRANSITION HAS OCCURED WITH IC=IT= ,13,
1 3X 4HRC= 1PE9 0 2, LX, 11HAND RDTK = o E9 0 2
2 ////53X, 17HTURBULENT RESTART//f)
95 FORMAT ( IX, 46HF(JEF).LT.Oo.00RoFJEF)oGTobSTO(2) ) IS TRUE,
2 13HISTO(10)oEQo5 ,5X, 20HTHE PROFILE FOLLOWSo
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96 FORMAT X41HF(JEF).GT.O.O.AND.F(JEF).LT.WSTO( 2).AND.
2 40HFPP(1).LT.0 0 IS FALSEo ISTO(10).EQ.6, 5X,
3 41HTHE PROFILE FOLLOWS UNLESS ISTO(14).EQ.1. )97 FORMAT (lXt 24HI.EQ.IT ON ISTO(10).EQ.7, 5X, 2HI= 14 )
98 FORMAT (IXe2HI= 13,2X,6HX(I)= IPE12.5t5X,6HCOF1= OPF8.4,
2 2X,6HCOF2= F8.4,3X6HR21F= F8.4,5X,6HCOG1= F8.4t2X,





The description of the input of the program is described in the Input Variables sec-
Lion. Further explanation of input preparation is given in the Special Instructions for
Preparing Input section. This is followed by a description of the output variables and
test cases with sample input and output.
Input Variables
Table I shows the input variables as they are punched on the data cards. The
"Star Cards" in the table are used to separate the input variables from data comment
cards. Since the program does not use any constants which depend on the system of
units (except the free-stream total temperature), any consistent set of units may be
used.
The ISTO and WSTO arrays are described after the other input variables. The
ISTO and WSTO arrays are used to indicate various program options on the input and
output. If more details are needed to determine the value of the input variables than
are contained in the succeeding discussion, refer to the comments in table VI.
JDIV Number of subintervals between consecutive values of the f'(77) and g'(77)
input profiles.
JY Total number of 77 values of f'() and g'(7) input profiles, maximum
value of JDIV JY is 300.
YY(I) Array of 7 profile values.
JEF Total number of f'(i7) values on the input profile.
FP(I) Array of f'(7) profile values.
JEG Total number of g'(?) values on input profile.
GP(I) Array of g'(77) profile values.
IOP Initialization option number:
If IOP.EQ. 1,2, 3, the input profile is the starting profile.
If IOP.EQ. 4, 5, 6, 7, the starting profile is calculated using the input
profile as a rough guess
If IOP. EQ. 1, the starting flow is laminar and (dU/dx)6*2/v is known.
If IOP. EQ. 2, the starting flow is turbulent and 6*(dp/dx)r is known.
If lOP. EQ. 3, the starting flow is turbulent and (dU/dx)6*/U is known.
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TABLE iI. - INPUT FORM FOR PROGRAM
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 13 14r 16 17 J 19 20 2122 2 25 26 27 28 29 3 31 32 33 34 35 36137 8 59 0 41 44 45,461 7 68 4 9 5051 52 53 5 5556575859 60 612 66 65 6 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 7879 80
WS TO ARRAY
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TABLE III. - Continued. INPUT FORM FOR PROGRAM
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TABLE II. - Concluded. INPUT FORM FOR PROGRAM
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If IOP. EQ. 4, the starting flow is similar laminar. Only on this option
do calculations start from the beginning of the boundary layer growth.
If IOP. EQ. 5, the starting flow is laminar and (dU/dx)*2/v_ is known.
If IOP. EQ. 6, the starting flow is turbulent and 5*(dp/dx)/7w is known.
If IOP. EQ. 7, the starting flow is turbulent and (dU/dx)6*/U is known.
MOP Designated options on the g'(71) profile. The option number is determined
from the desired method of obtaining the g'(r) profile whether the flow
properties are variable or not (see table IV).
DOP Controls the interpretation of either the input velocity or the Mach number
input data. The option number is determined from table V.
IO Determines type of flow:
IO. EQ. -1 for axisymmetric flow on inside surface formed from
radii drawn from body axis.
IO. EQ. 1 for axisymmetric flow on outside surface formed from
radii drawn from body axis.
IO. EQ. 0 or blank for planar flow.
TOP If TOP. EQ. 1, transition is to be calculated by the program.
POP Print option for listing data.
If TOP. EQ. 1, skip detailed list of output (see table VI).
MR Reference free-stream Mach number generally equal to the potential flow
Mach number at start of boundary layer calculation:
If IOP. EQ. 4, MR--M(2), and if IOP. NE. 4, MR=M(1).
If IOP. EQ. 7 and M(1). EQ. 0. 0, MR is reset to 0. 001.
DT(1) Displacement thickness at start of boundary layer calculation:
If IOP. EQ. 7 and DT(1). EQ. 0. 0, DT(1)=0. 001 in the program.
RDT(1) Reynolds number based on displacement thickness at the start of the
boundary layer calculation:
If IOP.EQ. 4, RDT(1) becomes (x2 -x 1 )U(x 2)/oo and can be calculated in
the program (see WSTO(3) input).
BS Input for initial pressure gradient:
If IOP.EQ. 1, BS is (dU/dx)6*2/vo.
If IOP. EQ. 2, BS is 6*(dp/dx)/Tw.
If IOP. EQ. 3, BS is (dU/dx)5*/U.
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TABLE IV. - ALTERNATIVE VALUES OF MOP
Flow properties Method of obtaining g'(7) profile
Not variable Variable
-1 1 ho assumed constant and equal to ho throughout the
e
layer; g'(?) = 0. 0.
-2 2 g = GBC = ho - (x) /(ho - hr) is the wall
boundary condition imposed on the energy equation.
-3 3 gw = -(GBC)d/T w = -Sr w/T is the wall
boundary condition imposed on the energy equation
where Str =RLStr = Lg/ u (h - hr) for
laminar similarity starting solutions and
tr = Str = w/ eU(h - hr)] for all others.
TABLE V. - ALTERNATIVE VALUES OF DOP
Interpretation of input Uin(I) Interpretation of input,
f! (r) profile
.Mach number input, Velocity input, in
aUin(I) - M(I) aUin - U(I)
in
Vwi n we w
-2 2afn(77 ) - (PeU - pu)/(PeU )
VWin = (pw/Pe)/V w
aThese interchanges take place at the beginning of the program
and thereafter U(I) and f'(77) have their conventional mean-
ings, whereas VW(I) represents (pw/Pe)Vw throughout the
calculation for DOP = ±2.
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If IOP. EQ. 4, BS=1. 0 for Falkner-Skan stagnation point flow and
BS=0. 0 for Blasius flat plate flow.
If IOP. EQ. 5, BS is (dU/dx)6*2/v,,.
If IOP.EQ.6, BS is 6*(dp/dx)/Tw.
If IOP. EQ. 7, BS is (dU/dx)5*/U.
TO Free-stream total temperature in degrees Kelvin.
BH Enthalpy ratio, (ho - hr)/ho.
FT Free-stream turbulence, fraction of time during which the flow at a given
position remains turbulent.
X(I) Wall station locations (see Special Instructions for Preparing Input
section).
U(I) Free-stream velocity corresponding to each x-location. The arrays of
X(I), U(I), etc., are specified along the boundary surface for the down-
stream calculations. The maximum number of x-stations that can be com-
puted is 99. The last station data card should be followed by an x-card
with an x less than the previous x to switch out of the card read in loop.
TURB(I) Indicates fraction of flow that is turbulent.
For laminar flow, TURB(I)=0. 0; for turbulent flows, TURB(I)=1. 0. By
changing TURB(I) from 0. 0 to 1. 0, either abruptly or gradually over a
distance of several x-stations, the effect of transition can be simulated.
Also see WSTO(13).
If the transition option is used (i. e., TOP. EQ. 1), a TURB(I) input is
not needed.
If flow is all laminar, TURB(I) input is not needed.
If flow is turbulent, set TURB(I)=1. 0 at desired X(I) location.
All other TURB(I) at locations GT. X(I) will be set to 1. 0 by the pro-
gram.
GBC(I) Wall boundary, condition on the energy equation, either g'(wall) or
g"(wall).
RW(I) Radius of body surface in the same units as x.
If IO= 0, RW=0.0.
VW(I) Transpiration velocity in the same units as U.
SW(I) Nikuradse sandgrain roughness scale in the same units as x.
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CW(I) Longitudinal wall radius of curvature in the same units as x.
The ISTO and WSTO arrays are now described.
ISTO(1) If ISTO(1). NE. 0, then the program lists input data. ISTO(2), ISTO(3),
ISTO(4), and ISTO(7) are options used to list boundary layer velocity pro-
files.
ISTO(2) If ISTO(1).EQ. -1, skip listing the profiles except at the x-location de-
noted by ISTO(7), or at the last x-location calculated if separation occurs.
If ISTO(2). EQ. 0, the profiles are listed on each profile point to the profile
end provided there is no u/U. GT. 1 overshoot. On overshoot with
WSTO(1). LE. 1 each succeeding JDIV point is listed unless
ISTO(4). NE. 0.
If ISTO(2).EQ. 1, FILE lists only the profile end values at the wall and
boundary layer edge (provided ISTO(4). NE. 0 to bypass the possible pro-
file overshoot).
If ISTO(2). EQ. 2, the profiles are listed on each profile point to the first
point greater than WSTO(1).
If ISTO(2). EQ. 3, the profiles are listed on each profile point at the JDIV
interval to the profile end.
If ISTO(2). GE. 3 or . LT. -1, only the value of each profile at the wall is
listed unless overshoot (u/U. GT. 1) occurs. Overshoot is suppressed if
ISTO(4). NE. 0.
ISTO(3) Used to compute the profile point list interval.
List internal = ISTO(3)* JDIV.
ISTO(4) If ISTO(4). NE. 0, the list for the overshoot (u/U. GT. 1) portion of the pro-
file is suppressed.
ISTO(5) If ISTO(5). EQ. 1, the program lists the momentum and energy equation
boundary values for each iteration if POP. EQ. 0.
If ISTO(5). EQ. 0, the program does not list transition statistics or vis-
cosity functions VE, VEG, etc., at the wall.
ISTO(6) If ISTO(6). EQ. 1, the energy and momentum balances COF1, COF2, etc.,
together with their ratio are listed for all computed x-stations.
ISTO(7) x-Location number that a profile list is required.
ISTO(8) Used to include a linear section of x-station data from x = 0 to some
x-location specified by slope test. ISTO(8) must be greater than or equal
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to 1 to include linear section. The end point of the linear section after the
interpolation of new x -points equals ISTO(8) plus the x-station number of
the last station read in before the interpolation. The total number of
x-station points will be increased by ISTO(8)+1. This option should be used
only when the slope of the input data increases somewhere between x = 0
and the first maximum.
ISTO(9) Determines the end point of the linear section. If the x-station data read
in is greater than ISTO(9)+2, begin the slope test.
ISTO(10) Input is not used by program. However, ISTO(10) can be used as an
identification of the input data decks, such as EQ. 1 for first case, EQ. 2
for second case, etc.
ISTO(11) If ISTO(11). EQ. 1, one set of station data read in on tape. If
ISTO(11). EQ. 2, more than one set of station data read in on tape.
ISTO(12) Nondimensionlizes x-station data after computations. If ISTO(12). EQ. 0
and WSTO(10). EQ. 0, x-station data are nondimensionalized with the last
x-station to be computed.
ISTO(13) Used to list full profile near zero shear.
ISTO(14) If ISTO(14). EQ. 1, turbulent restart occurs at the point of laminar separa-
tion.
ISTO(15) If ISTO(15). EQ. 0, station data are read in from tape. If ISTO(15). NE. 0,
station data are read in from cards.
WSTO(1) Used to set amplitude list limit for the'profile u/U usually taken as
0.9999.
WSTO(2) Used to limit amplitude of profiles u/U for calculations.
WSTO(3) Used to recalculate RDT(1). If IOP. EQ. 4, WSTO(3)=1/(1).
WSTO(K) k = 4, 6, 7 are used only if ((RX*RW(I))**2). GE. 1 where
CA1=WSTO(4)+WSTO(6)*X(I)+WSTO(7)*X(I)*X(I). See subroutine ITSR. .
WSTO(5) Used as a scale factor for X(I) before computations. If WSTO(5). NE. 0,'
then X(I)=WSTO(5)*X(I) on read in. Likewise for RW(I).
WSTO(8) Used as a scale factor for U(I) before the boundary layer computations.
If WSTO(8).NE.0, then U(I)=WSTO(8)*U(I).
WSTO(9) If WSTO(9).NE. 0. 0, COTR sets GP(I)=WSTO(9)*GP(I) on read in.
WSTO(10) If WSTO(10).EQ. 0 and ISTO(12).EQ. 0, the program sets WSTO(10)=X(IX)
where IX is the station number of the last x-station to be computed. If
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WSTO(10). NE. 0 x is nondimensionalized after computations and X(I) is
scaled X(I)=X(I)/WSTO(10).
WSTO(11) Used to compute RDT(1). If IOP. EQ. 7 and DOP. GT. 0,
RDT(1)=U(1)*DT(1)/WSTO(1l). WSTO(11)=v(1). If WSTO(11).EQ. 0, the
program sets WSTO(11)=-0. 1564*10**-3.
WSTO(12) Not used.
WSTO(13) Value of TURB(I) in the transition region for which turbulent restart will
be allowed.
WSTO(14) If WSTO(14).EQ. 0, turbulent Prandtl number (PRT).EQ. 1. 0. If
WSTO(14).NE. 0, PRT=WSTO(14).
WSTO(15) If WSTO(15). EQ. 0, molecular Prandtl number (PR). EQ. 0. 78. If
WSTO(15). NE. 0, PR=WSTO(15).
WSTO(16) Used as a conversion factor for U(I) before boundary layer computations.
If WSTO(16).NE.0, U(I)=WSTO(16)*U(I).
WSTO(17) Used as a multiplier for GBC. If WSTO(17). NE. 0,
GBC=WSTO(17)*GBC(I).
WSTO(18) Sonic velocity corresponding to static temperature at start of boundary
layer calculation.
WSTO(19) Static temperature at start of boundary layer calculation.
WSTO(20) Not used.
A master input data sample with comments of the input variables is shown in
table VI. Table VI illustrates the use of subroutine A6IR to read in and list comment
cards in the input deck.
Special Instructions for Preparing Input
Specification of profiles. - The input intervals of 7 are subdivided by the input
JDIV. For a laminar calculation the q step need not vary appreciably across the
layer, and the product of JY and JDIV equal to 150 is usually adequate to define a
profile. However, in a turbulent portion of the x -profiles a smaller step size should
be prescribed close to the wall than is specified further out to improve the accuracy in
the "law-of-the-wall" region. The 77 step size although variable from wall to bound-
ary layer edge, remains fixed throughout the boundary layer calculations. The input
step sizes should be specified for accurate results in both laminar and turbulent por-
tions of the flow. The outer edge of the boundary layer in the 77 coordinate will not
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SDATA
A TEST CASE FOR THE. TUF PROGRAMoooo *
IF ISTO(15)oEQoO FOR TAPE READ OF THE X-STATION DATA THEN *
THE X-STATION DATA CARDS ARE TO BE DELETED. ALSO ISTO(K),
K= l1112 MUST BE PROPERLY SET.
ISTO(K)q K=1,15 FORMAT (15151
ISTO(11
IF ISTO(Io.NE.O THEN SUBR COTR LISTS EITHER THE INPUT DATA *
* OR THE MODIFIED INPUT DATA, IF ISTO(I).EQ.2 THEN SUBR INIR *
LISTS ALSO THE MAJOR BOUNDARY PARAMETERS INCLUDING U(I), *
MlI), TF(I). SEE POP HEREIN. *
ISTO(K), K= 2,3,4,7. *
* SUBR FILE USES ISTOD(K), K= 2,3,47 TO LIST AT I(X) THE *
PROFILES ON Y AS FOLLOWSoce *
* *ASSUME THAT WSTOIl).LTlo.
* SUBR FILE ALWAYS INITIALIZES THE LIST SWITCH IWSW= ISTO(2)
* AND THE TEST FOR U(X) OVERSHOOT FOLLOWS IMMEDIATELY. *
o SUBR INIR RESETS JE= MAXO(JEF,JEG) AFTER EXPANDING THE *
* NUMBER OF POINTS ON THE YY(J),FP(J)tGP(J) PROFILES BEFORE *
SCOMPUTING THE Y(J). SUBRS ITFRITSR RESET JE= MAXO(JEFJEG)*
SAFTER THE EXIT FROM SUBR PROFYL.
JE= MAXO(JEFqJEG) AFTER THE EXIT FROM SUBR PROFYL. *
* *ISTOt2).EQ.-Io...
* IF ISTO(2).EQ.-l THEN FILE SKIPS ALL LISTING EXCEPT TO LIST *
* A FULL PROFILE ON EITHER ISTD(7).EQ.I(X) OR AN END OF CASE *
SON ISTO(10)LEQ.5,6 IN SUBR ITSR WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY A :ALL *
* OF FILE BY SUBR NDIR. SEE IST0(T).
o OISTO(Z)EQ. 0.. *
* IF ISTO(2IoEQ.0 THEN FILE LISTS ON EACH *
* LSPT= LSPT + (JPTS= ISTO(jI*JDIVI PROFILE POINT TO THE *
* PROFILE END JE PROVIDED THERE IS NO U(Y)/U(BLE) .GT.1 *
OVERSHOOT. ON OVERSHOOT WITH WSTO(I)oLEl EACH SUCCEEDING *
JDIV POINT IS LISTED UNLESS ISTO(4)*NE.0. *
*ISTO2).EQ. 1...oo *
0 IF ISTO42)oEQ.1 THEN FILE LISTS ONLY THE PROFILE END VALUES *
AT THE WALL AND BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE (BLE) J= JE PROVIDED *
0 ISTO(4).NEO0 TO BYPASS THE POSSIBLE U CVERSHOOT. *
S *ISTO(2)oEQ. 2... *
0 IF ISTO(2).EQ.2 THEN FILE LISTS AS FOR 0 EXCEPT THE LISTING *
IS ENDED ON THE 1ST LISTED POINT AFTER UIY)/U(BLE)- .GT. *
SSTO()o TO LIST THE FULL PROFILE ON ISTO(2).EQ.2, AND AT *
0 EACH LSPT POINT ON AN EXPECTED OVERSHOOT, SET WSTO(1)= 10. *
FOR EXAMPLE, AND SET ISTD(4).NE.O. *
o *ISTO(2).EQ* 3... *
0 IF ISTO(2)oEQ.3 FILE LISTS EACH PROFILE POINT AT THE JDIV *
0 INTERVAL TO THE PROFILE END AT JE. THE ISTO(4) SWITCH IS *
o INEFFECTIVE. IWSW MAY BE RESET = 3 AFTER IWSW= ISTO(2). *
*ISTO(2)oGTo3 OR .LTo-loo, *
0 IF ISTO(2oGT.3 OR oLTo-1, SAY 4 OR -2, THEN FILE LISTS ONLY*
0 THE WALL VALUE OF EACH PROFILE UNLESS OVERSHOOT ON UIY)
SOCCURS. ON OVERSHOOT LISTING IS SUPPRESSED IF ISTO(4).NE.O.*
ISTO(31
0 ISTO(3) IS USED TO GET THE STANDARD LIST INTERVAL OR a
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* JPTS=ISTD(3)*JDIV FOR THE LIST ON LSPT= LSPT + JPTS. *
* ISTDI4) *
* IF ISTO(4).NE.D THEN FILE SUPPRESSES THE RESET OF THE IWSW *
* LIST SWITCH= 3 ON U(Y)/U(BLE).GT.1., AND, ALSO SKIPS THE *
* LISTING OF THE HEADING.
* IF ISTO(41.EQ.1 THEN FILE SKIPS THE LISTING OF ALL SECONDARY*
* PROFILE POINTS SUCH AS TAU... *
* ISTO(5)
* ISTOI5) IS TESTED ONLY IN SUBRS ITFR,ITSRVISTRANS. *
* IF ISTO(5).NE.1 THEN SUBR ITFR BYPASSES BOTH TEST AND LIST *
* ON POP.
* IF ISTO(5).NE.1 THEN SUBR ITSR BYPASSES THE TEST OF POP *
* TO LIST THE MOMENTUM AND ENERGY EQUATION BOUNDARY VALUES *
* .FOR EACH ITERATION. THE TEST OF POP TO LIST SOME IMPORTANT *
* INPUT PARAMETERS BY SUBR INIR ,IS UNAFFECTED BY ISTO(5).
* NEITHER ISTO(5) NOR POP AFFECTS THE CALL OF SUBR FILE BY
* SUBR ITSR. *
* IF ISTO(5).EQ.D SUBR VIS BYPASSES THE LISTING AT THE WALL *
* OF THE VISCOSITY FUNCTIONS VEVEGVHPtVH WHEN AT LEAST ONE
* OF THE FUNCTIONS = 0.0 AT THE WALL.
* IF ISTO(5).EQ.0 SUBR ITSR BYPASSES THE LISTING OF THE *
* TRANSITIONAL STATISTICS. *
* IF ISTO(5).EQ.O SUBR TRANS SKIPS LISTING OF MISCELLANEOUS *
* TRANSITIONAL STATISTICS.
* IN ITFR THE STARTING PROFILES OF THE MOMENTUM AND ENERGY *
* - EQUATIONS TOGETHER WITH THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT I(X)=1,2 *
* ARE ALWAYS LISTED IF ISTO(l).NE.OAND.IOP.GT.3. OTHERWISE *
* IF ISTO(5).EQ.1.AND.POP.NE.1 THE STARTING PROFILES WILL BE *
* LISTED. FOR IOP.LE.3 THE INITIAL PROFILES LISTED BY SUBR *
* FILE IN SUBR INIR ARE THE STARTING PROFILES.
ISTO(6)
* IF ISTOI6).EQ.1 SUBR ITSR LOADS CLIS(J) WITH A TABLE OF
* COF1,COF2,COG1,CDG2 FOR ALL COMPUTED X-STATIONS AND SUBR
* NDIR LISTS CLIS(J) TOGETHER WITH THE RATIOS R21FR21G WHERE *
* R21F= COF2/COFI AND R21G= CDG2/COGI. *
* ISTO(7) *
* ISTO(T) IS A SWITCH USED BY SUBR FILE TO OVER RIDE THE
* NORMAL LIST OPTION AT I(X) IN ORDER TO LIST A SET OF FULL
* PROFILES ON THE SUBR FILE SWITCH IWSW= 3.
* THE VALUE OF ISTOIT) AT THE TIME OF READ-IN ALWAYS YIELDS A *
* SUBR FILE LISTING AT IIX)= ISTD(7) IF SUBR FILE IS CALLED. *
* IF ISTO(7).EQ.I (X-STATION NUMBER) SUBR FILE RESETS
* IWSW= 3 AND LISTS AS FOR ISTO(2) = 3 TO JE= MAXO(JEF,JEG)
* WHICH IS A RESET IN BOTH ITFR AND ITSR AFTER THE EXIT FROM
* SUBR PROFYL.
* SUBR INIR RESETS JEF,JEG AFTER EXTENDING THE PROFILES *
* ON JDIV. LATER SUBR PROFYL RESETS JE= J WHEN
* ABS(FP(J)).LE.1.*E-D8, BUT AGAIN SUBRS ITFR,ITSR RESET JE.
* ISTO(T) IS RESET= I(X) BY SUBR ITFR BEFORE MAKING THE TEST
* IF ISTO(I).NE.O.AND.IOP.GT.3 CALL FILE,FOLLOWED BY THE TEST
* IF ISTO(5).EQ.1.OR.POP.NE.1 CALL FILE. ISTO(T) IS
* ALSO RESET TO (I) AT I(XI BY SUBR ITSR FOR A DETAIL LIST ON
* COMING CLOSE TO TURBULENT FLOW FROM LAMINAR FLOW. SEE *
* ISTO(13).
* BOTH SUBRS ITFR, ITSR RESET ISTO(7) TO THE SUBR COTR READ-IN*
* VALUE AFTER LEAVING SUBR FILE.
* ISTO(8)
* IF ISTO(B).NE.D THEN ISTO(8) IS USED TO INCLUDE A LINEAR *
* SECTION OF X-STATION DATA BETWEEN X= 0.0 AND X(I)= X(IS-l) *
* BASED ON A SLOPE TEST. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF X STATION POINTS*
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WILL BE INCREASED BY ISTO(8) 0 1.o
TO INCLUDE THE LINEAR SECTION ISTO(8) MUST BE .GEl. THEN *
I(X) AT THE END POINT OF THE LINEAR SECTION AFTER THE *
INTERPOLATION = ISX= ISTDO8)+IS(L) WHERE IS(L) IS THE X
STATION NUMBER OF THE LAST STATION READ IN BEFORE THE *
INTERPOLATION. THEN IS(L).GE.3 AND BECOMES .GE.5 OR AFTER *
THE INTERPOLATION (IS) BECOMES = ISTO(B) + IS(L) + 1. THE *
TOTAL NUMBER OF STATIONS TO BE COMPUTED = IX = TOTAL *
NUMBER OF X STATIONS READ IN, PLUS,IF ISTO(8).NE.D THE *
ADDITIONAL POINTS ISTO(8)+1, BUT IX IS CUT TO BE oLE.99. *
ISTO(9)
ISTO(9) IS USED BY SUBR COTR TO DELAY THE SLOPE TEST UNTIL *
I(X).GT.(IST019)+2). THE SLOPE TEST CAUSES AN INSERTION *
OF A LINEAR SECTION FROM X= 0.0 TO X(ISX) ONLY IF THE SLOPE *
DUX OF THE DATA AT THE U(X) PLACE IN THE X-STATION DATA *
FROM XII-1) TO X(I) .GT. THE SLOPE DUZ FROM X= 0.0 TO X(I-l)*
.OR. (IOP.EQ.4.AND.BS.EQoI) .OR. LINE.EQ.1 WHERE LINE IS *
SET = I AFTER DUX.GT.DUZ.
U(1) NEED NOT BE ZERO FOR THE SLOPE TEST, AND IS USED *
TOGETHER WITH U(I-L) TO COMPUTE THE SLOPE OF THE LINEAR *
PORTION OF THE U(X) CURVE WHERE U(X) IS M(X) IF DOP.LT.3. *
HOWEVER, U(1) IS RESET TO 0.0 BEFORE THE INTERPOLATION IF *
IOP.EQo,4 *
THE TEST FOR ENDING THE STATION DATA READ IN ON *
4 X(I) - X(I-1) I LE, 0.0 BEGINS ONLY WHEN I(X).GT.IPS *
WHERE IPS= ISTO(91 + 2 WHEN THE X-STATION DATA IS READ IN *
FROM THE TAPE
ISTO(10) *
ISTD(10) IS USED BOTH AS A TELL-TALE AND AS A SWITCH. *
SUBR NDIR USES ISTO(10) AS A SWITCH TO RE-INITIALIZE THE *
NECESSARY PARAMETERS FOR A RESTART IN SUBR ITFR ON A CALL BY*
TUF. ISTO(10) IS ALSO USED BY TUF TO GO TO THE NEXT CASE *
ON A CALL OF SUBR INIR AFTER AN EXIT FROM EITHER INIR ON *
ISTO(IO.EQ.9 OR ITFR ON ISTD(1I).EQ.8. IF EITHER JEF,JEG, *
JY IS .GT.300 ON THE RETURN FROM SUBR COTR THEN SUBR INIR *
RESETS ISTO(10)= 9. IF ONLY THE STARTING PROFILE IS TO BE *
COMPUTED, IX.EQ.1,2 THEN SUBR ITFR RESETS ISTO(10)=
B BEFORE *
EXITING TO TUF.
SISTO(10) IS INITIALIZED = 0 BY SUBR INIR AND RESET = 1 BY *
SUBR COTR AFTER THE ISTO(K) READ-IN, =2 BY ITFR, =3 &Y ITSR,*
AND IS RESET = 4,5,6,7 BY SUBR ITSR BEFORE THE EXIT TO TUF. *
-SUBR ITSR RESETS ISTO(10)= 4 BEFORE EXITING ON I= IX. *
SUBR ITSR RESETS ISTO(10)= 5 FOR A NON-SCHEDULED CASE END IF*
FIJEF).LTO.O.OR.F(JEF).GT.WSTO(2) UNLESS TOP=l.AND.I.LT.IX.*
HENCE ISTO(10).EQ.5 DOES NOT OCCUR WHEN SUBR TRANS IS CALLED*
EXCEPT POSSIBLY AT THE LAST OR IX POINT.
SUBR ITSR'RESETS ISTO(10)
= 6 WHEN LAMINAR SEPARATION OCCURS *
WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY A RE-INITIALIZATION IN SUBR NDIR AND *
A TURBULENT RESTART IN SUBR ITFR PROVIDED ISTOI14).EQ.1. *
LAMINAR SEPARATION OCCURS IF TOP.EQ.1.AND I.LT.IX.AND. IF *
F(JEF).LEO.D.DR.FIJEF).GE.WSTDIZ).OR.FPP(1).GE-O.O *
SUBR ITSR RESETS ISTO(10)= 7 ON A FORCED TURBULENT RESTART *
BY SUBR ITFR WHEN SUBR ITSR REACHES I(X).EQ.IT. SEE *
WSTO(13) HEREIN AND IX,IT IN THE COMMENT ON THE SINGLE WORD *
COMMON.
ISTO(II)
ISTO(11) IS THE NUMBER OF SETS OF STATION DATA READ IN FROM *
THE TAPE BY SUBR COTR. THE LAST SET OF DATA READ IN IS THE *
SET OF DATA USED AS THE INPUT DATA SINCE THE TAPE IS REWOUND*
EACH TIME SUBR INIR IS ENTERED,
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ISTO(12) *
ISTO(12) IS USED TO SELECT THE X NON-DIMENSIONALIZING *
* NUMBER. SEE WSTO(10D) HEREIN. *
* ISTO(12) , WSTO(10) *
* IN SUBR COTR WE HAVE,FOR TESTING AND LISTING BY SUBR NDIR,..*
* IF WSTO(10).EQ.O.O AND ISTO(12).EQ.O THEN COTR SETS *
* WSTO(1O)= X(IX). IX IS THE STATION NUMBER OF THE LAST X *
* STATION TO BE COMPUTED. *
IF WSTO(10).EQ.O.O AND ISTO(12).EQ.1.AND.WSTO(5).NE.O *
* THEN COTR SETS WSTO(LO)= XMAS(11*WSTO(5) WHERE XMAS(l) IS *
SOME X-DISTANCE SUPPLIED BY THE MAIN SUPERVISORY ROUTINE *
TUF FOR NON-DIMENSIONALIZING PURPOSES WHEN THE X-STATION *
* DATA IS READ IN FROM TAPE. THE XMAS(K) QUANTITIES, IF USED,*
* ARE SUPPLIED TO THE ROUTINE TUF BY THE ROUTINE WHICH CALLS *
* TUF ON THE CONVERSION OF TUF TO A SUBROUTINE. SEE TABLE VII.*
WSTO10) IS USED IN SUBRS FILENDIR. *
* ISTDI13) *
IF ISTO(13).LT.O AND ABS(ISTDtl3I).GT.ANY IIX) SKIP FULL *
* PROFILE LIST IN SUBR FILE ON X(I) BASED ON THE TEST FOR NEAR*
* ZERO SHEAR IN SUBR ITSR. *
* IF THE X INTERCEPT OF CF(I(X)) IS EITHER.GT.(XII)+ISTO(13)) *
S*OR.LT.XlI) SKIP THE SUBR FILE LISTING ON THE IWSW= 3 RESET.*
ISTO(14) *
* IF ISTO(14).EQ.1 THEN SUBR NDIR PREPARES FOR A TURBULENT *
RESTART IN SUBR ITFR WHEN LAMINAR SEPARATION OCCURS
* WITHIN SUBR ITSR WHICH THEN SETS ISTO(10)= 6. *
ISTOf(15) *
* IF ISTO(15).EQ.O THE X-STATION DATA IS READ IN FROM TAPE. *
IF ISTO(115).NE.O THEN READ IN THE X-STATION DATA FROM CARDS.*
* IF ISTO(15).NE.O THEN THE SWITCH ISTOD(11) IS BYPASSED. *
IF ISTO(15).EQ.O THE CARDS OF STATION DATA MUST BE DELETED. *
* ISTO(16) IS NOT READ IN. NOR USED. *
ISTO(K), K= 1,15 FORMAT ( 1515 *
1 2 2 1 -1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
* WSTO(K), KI1,20. FORMAT(5E15.B) *
WSTO(1) *
* WSTO(1) IS USED BY SUBR FILE AS THE U/U(BLE) AMPLITUDE *
LIST LIMIT. *
* IF U/UIE).GT.WSTO(1).AND.IST012).EQ.2 
-SUBR FILE ENDS FURTHER*
* PROFILE LISTING ON Y AT XlI).
WSTOD2) *
* WSTO(2) IS USED BY SUBR ITSR TO LIMIT THE AMPLITUDE OF THE *
* FIETA) PROFILE OUTER END POINT JEF. SEE ISTO(1) HEREIN. *
* WSTOD(3)
WSTO(3) MAY BE USED BY SUBR COTR TO RECOMPUTE RDT(I). SEE*
* RDT(1). ALSO SEE IOP.EQ.4 HEREIN. *
WSTO(K), K= 4,6,7 *
* WSTO(K), K=4,6,7, ARE USED BY SUBR ITSR IF (RX*RW(I))**2 *
.GE.1.TO COMPUTE CA1=WSTO(4)+WSTO(6)*X-(I)+WSTO(7)*XtI)*X(I).*
* WSTO(5) 
* SEE ALSO WSTO(IO),ISTO(12). *
* IF WSTO(5).NE.D.O COTR SETS X(I)= WSTO(5)*X(I) ON READ-IN. *
* IF WSTO(5).NE.D.O COTR SETS RW(I)= WSTO(5)*RW(I) ON READ-IN.*
* WSTO(8) *
* WSTO(8) IS USED AS A RESCALING PARAMETER. *
* IF WSTO(B).NEoO.O THEN SUBR COTR RESCALES THE QUANTITY *
* IN THE U(II) STORE, WHICH WILL BE TREATED LATER AS EITHER *
* U(I) OR M(I) ACCORDING TO THE VALUES OF MR AND DOP AS TESTED*
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BY SUBR INIR. AT THE TIME OF RESCALING BY SUBR COTR THE *
QUANTITY IN U(I) IS THE READ-IN QUANTITY IF WSTO(16).EQ.0.O *
BUT IS U(I)= WSTO(16)*U(I) OTHERWISE WHERE WSTO(16) IS USED *
TO CONVERT THE UNIT OF MEASUREMENT OF THE INPUT. FOR THE *
COMPUTATION OF M(I) FROM THE INPUT SEE SWITCH DOP HEREIN. *
WSTO(9) *
IF WSTO(9).NE.O.O COTR SETS GP(I)= WSTO(9)*GP(I) ON READ IN.*
WSTO(1O)
IF WSTO(1O).EQ.O.O AND ISTOI1Z).EQ.O THEN COTR SETS *
WSTO(10)= X(IX). IX IS THE STATION NUMBER OF THE LAST X *
LAST STATION TO BE COMPUTED.
IF WSTO(IO).EQ.O.O AND ISTO(12).EQ.1.AND.WSTO(5).NE.O *
THEN COTR SETS WSTO110)= XMAS(1)*WSTO(5) WHERE XMAS(l) IS *
SOME X-DISTANCE SUPPLIED BY THE SUPERVISORY ROUTINE TUF, SEE*
TABLE VII, AND GOTTEN IN TURN FROM THE SUPERVISORY ROUTINE *
OF TUF WHEN TUF IS CONVERTED TO A SUBROUTINE. WSTO(10) IS *
USED IN SUBRS FILENDIR FOR SCALING PURPOSES TO LIST A *
NON-DIMENSIONALIZED X(I). *
IF WSTO(1O).NE.O.O SUBR FILE, AND SUBR NDIR IF THE CASE IS *
ENDED, SCALES X(I)= X(I) / WSTO(10). HENCE IF WSTO(IOI.EQ.1.*
X(I) IS NOT NON-DIMENSIONALIZED AND XNOD= X(I).
IF WSTO(IO).EQ.O.O IN SUBR FILE THEN XNDD= X(I). *
IF WSTO(1O).EQ.O.O IN SUBR NDIR THEN X(I)= X(I). *
WSTO(11)
IF IOP.EQ.7.AND.DOP.GT.O.AND.RDT(1).EQ.O.O SUBR COTR
COMPUTES RDT(L)=U(11*DT(1)/WSTO(11l. IF WSTO(11).EQ.O.O *
SUBR COTR RESETS WSTD(11:)= .1564*10**-3 (ENGLISH UNITS). *
WSTO(12) *
WSTO(12) IS NOT USED. (AT LERC WSTO(12) IS AN EXECUTION *
TIME LIMITER.)
WSTO(13)
IF WSTO(13).NE.OoAND.TOP.NE.1 THEN SUBR COTR AFTER ALL
X-STATION DATA READ-IN RESETS IT= 1+1 WHEN
TURB(I).GT.WSTO(13). THEN, LATER, A FORCED TURBULENT *
RESTART OCCURS IN SUBR ITFR FOLLOWING. A RESET OF ISTO(10)= 7*
IN SUBR ITSR AFTER SUBR ITSR HAS COMPUTED THE X-STATION *
PROFILES FOR I= IT.
SUBR ITFR ON A RESET OF ISTO(10)= 7 IN SUBR ITSR AFTER *
SUBR ITSR HAS COMPUTED THE X-STATION PROFILES FOR I= IT. *
WSTO(14)
IF WSTO(14).NE.O.O THEN SUBR INIR RESETS PRT= WSTQ(14)
WSTO(15)
IF WSTO(15S)NE.OO. THEN SUBR INIR RESETS PR= WSTO(15)
WSTO(16)
IF WSTO(16)eNE.O.O THEN SUBR COTR RESETS THE QUANTITY IN
U(I)= WSTO(16)*U(I) BEFORE A POSSIBLE RESCALING OF THE
QUANTITY BY WSTO(B). SEE WSTO(8).
WSTO(17)
IF WSTO(17).NE.O.O THEN SUBR COTR RESETS *
GBC(2)= WSTO(lT)*GBC(I). *
WSTO(18) *
IF WSTO(18).NE..O,AND.WSTO(19).NE.O.0 THEN WSTO(18) IS THE *
SONIC VELOCITY READ IN CORRESPONDING TO THE TEMPERATURE
READ IN TO WSTO(19), AND WSTO(18)9WSTO(19)'ARE USED TO *
COMPUTE GR= G*R OF THE EQUATION
VELOCITY(SONIC)= SQRT( SHR*GR*T(STATIC) ). GR IS COMPUTED *
AND USED BY SUBR INIR TO COMPUTE THE M(I) WHEN THE U(I) *
READ. IN BY SUBR COTR IS THE VELOCITY. *
WSTO(18) IS USED LATER BY SUBR ITSR AS CONVENIENT STORAGE. *
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* WST0(19)
SEE WSTO(18) HEREIN.
SUBRS INIR,ITSR ALSO USE WSTO(19) AS CONVENIENT STORAGE.
* WSTO(20)
* WSTO(20) IS NOT USED, a
* WSTO(K), K= 1,20 FORMAT 4 5E15o8 )a




LABEL(KI K=1,18 ON FORMAT (18A41 THE X-STATION HEADING CARD*
SIS THE NEXT DATA CARD,
L *..sDIFFUSER STUDY oooooo.ooooo........ . oooooo oDIFFUSER STUDYooo
SJDIV IS USED BY SUBRS COTReINIR FOR INCREASING THE NUMBER OF*
SPOINTS ON THE INPUT YYaJDvFPt(J)GP(Jl PROFILES. o
SJDIV FORMAT ( L515 D *
3
STHREE SETS OF DATA FOLLOW FOR THE PROFILES OF YY(JQ 0FP(JD *
* GP4Jb. THE NUMBER OF POINTS ON EACH PROFILE IS INCREASED 0
BY SUBR COTRo SUBR INIR LATER COMPUTES THE EXPANDED
INITIAL PROFILES OF YYiJD,FPJDGP&J). o
* IF LISTED THEN GET FOR EACH PROFILE NO. OF WORDS IMPUT9
NO. LAST STORE OF PROFILE AND JDIV FOLLOWED BY THE CARD o
a INPUTo
SYY4J) IS THE COORDINATE FOR THE INPUT FO(ETDOG'(ETAD DATAo 0
SUBR PROFYL RESETS JE=JgVD WHEN ABS(FP(JD).LE.OoBoo0-8Go
BUT SUBRS INIRoITFRITSR RESET JE= MAXOIJEFJEGD AFTER EXIVT
FROM PROFVLo o
JY ON FORMAT (1515) THEN VVYYJo J=-1JY ON FORMAT 16Fo105) 0
48 JV
000 0.002 0.005 oD01 0002 0005 VvO6
o7 08 .9 1L0 1.2 104 VvYS
.1 02 03 04 .5 06 vvn
106 o18 2.0 2o5 3,0 305 VY24
4.0 4o5 5.0 505 6.0 6o5 VY30
7.0 7.5 800 805 9.0 9.5 VY36
10. 110 12. 13. 140 16, VV42
18O 2D0 22. 240 26, 28, YY48
SFPJD = FO(ETA) IS THE MOMENTUM EQUATION INITIAL PROFILEo 0
0 THE CARD DATA INPUT PROFILE FoETAD VS YYIETAD IS CLOSE TO A$
0 SIMILAR LAMINAR PROFILE ON A CYLINDER ( U4X=0.O) 0.0)o
0JEF ON FORMAT (1515). THEN FP9J), J=1vJEF ON FORMAT 16F10.510
36 JEF
10 0998 0996 .992 .985 .962 FPG6
.926 0855 .78 .726 .666 .60 FP12
.555 .505 .457 0413 0333 .265 FPl8
o208 .161 .123 00588 .0261 00108 FP24
o00427 .00162 .000607 0000229 00000895 .0000366 FP30
0000157 00000696 .00000316 .0000144 .00000062 .00000023 FP36
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* GP(J)= G'(ETA) IS THE ENERGY EQUATION INITIAL PROFILE. *
* JEG ON FORMAT (15151. THEN GP(Ji, J=1,JEG ON FORMAT (6F10.5)*
6 GP
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0.0 GP06
* IOPMOPvDOPIOTOP,POP ON FORMAT (1515) IS THE NEXT DATA
CARD.
* IOP HAS OPTIONS 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 LISTED IN THE DISCUSSION OF *
* INPUT VARIABLES. SEE ALSO REF. 1.
*IF IOP.EQ.1,2,3 THE INPUT PROFILE IS THE STARTING PROFILE.*
* IF IOP.EQ.EITHER 1,5 THE STARTING FLOW IS LAMINAR. *
* IF IOP.EQ. EITHER 2,3 THE STARTING FLOW IS TURBULENT.
* IF IOP.EQ.4 THE STARTING FLOW IS SIMILAR LAMINAR. *
* IF IOP.EQ. EITHER 6,7 THE STARTING FLOW IS TURBULENT. *
* IF IOP.EQ.4 SUBR INIR RESETS IS=2 AND THE STARTING PROFILE *
* IS AT I(X)= IS= 2. ONLY ON IOP.EQ.4 00 CALCULATIONS START *
* FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER GROWTH. *
* IF IOP.EQ.4.AND.BS.EQ1 THEN SUBR COTR RESETS U(X=0.01=0.0. *
* IF IOP.EQ.2.3,6,7 SUBR COTR RESETS TOP=O AND TURB(IS)=1.0 *
* IF IOP.EQ.EITHER 4,7 SUBR COTR MAY RECOMPUTE RDT(1) AND MR, *
* IF 10P.EQ.7 SUBR COTR RECOMPUTES BS, ALSO RESETS DT(1)=.001 *
* WHEN DT(1).EQ.0.0 ON THE OT(1) READ-IN.
* MOP
* MOP.EQ.-l1-2,-39+1t+2,+3 FOR OPTIONS ON THE G'(ETA), GBC(I) *
* PROFILES IN SUBRS ITFR, ITSR. IBC= ABSIMOP) IN ITFRITSR. *
* FOR BOTH SUBRS ITFR AND ITSR...
* IF ABS(MOP).EQ.1.OR.MOPLT.0O COMPUTE THE PROFILES IN THE *
* MOMENTUM EQUATION LOOP TO CONVERGENCE ONLY ONCE AT EACH
* I(XI WALL STATION. FOR ABS(MOPI.EQ.1 THEN BYPASS THE *
* ENERGY EQUATION SECTION AND EXIT TO THE STATION PARAMETER *
* SECTION. IF THE ENERGY EQUATION SECTION IS ENTERED AND IF *
* MOP.LT.O COMPUTE THE ENERGY PROFILES ONCE AND EXIT TO THE *
* STATION PARAMETER SECTION. FOR MOP.LT.0O THE DENSITY PRDFILE*
* D(J) IS INITIALIZED = 1., AND THE X-DERIVATIVES OF THE
* DENSITY PROFILES DP(J)tDB(J) ARE INITIALIZED = 0.0 IN SUBR *
* INIR AND REMAIN UNCHANGED FOR ALL SUCCEEDING X-STATIONS. *
* SEE ALSO TABLE IV, AND THE IBC ENTRY IN THE SINGLE WORD *
* COMMON DISCUSSION. *
SDOP *
* DOP IS FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF INPUT...SEE TABLE V. *
* BEFORE THE TESTS ON DOP AND MR IN SUBR INIR THE DATA INPUT *
* BY SUBR COTR IN THE U(I) PLACE OF THE X-STATION DATA IS *
*. MODIFIED ACCORDING TO THE VALUES. OF WSTO(K), K= 8,16. *
* IF MR AFTER SUBR COTR.LT..O0R.DOP.GT.0 THEN SUBR INIR *
* COMPUTES M(I) AND TF(I) FROM THE U(I)= THE MODIFIED *
* VELOCITIES. *
* IF MR.GE.O.OR.DOP.LE.0 THEN SUBR INIR COMPUTES TF(I) AND *
* U(I) FROM THE MODIFIED U(I)= THE MODIFIED MACH NUMBERS. *
* IF DOP.GT.O.OR.MR.LE.O THEN SUBR INIR COMPUTES UNS= THE *
* READ-IN VALUE OF U(I IN ORDER TO COMPUTE M(I), TF(I), AND *
* THEN RESETS MR= Mri), ML=MRt AND TFR IS RECOMPUTED
* IF DOP.LE.0.OR.MR.GE.OoO THEN M(I) IS RESET (DIVIDED BY *
* WSTO(8) IF WSTO(8).NE.O.0) TO THE VALUE OF M(I) AFTER THE *
* MULTIPLICATION BY WSTO(16) IF WSTO(16).NE.0.O. THEN *
* TF(I) AND U(I) ARE COMPUTED FOLLOWED BY A RESCALING OF U(I) *
* BY A MULTIPLICATION BY WSTO(8) IF WSTO(B).NE.O.D.
* FOR DOP EITHER +2,-2 VW(I) (INPUT)= V(WALL*DENSITY(WALL) /*
* (DENSITYIBLE)) = VW(I) ALWAYS, AND
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* Fo(ETA)= 4DENSITY(BLE )U(BLE)-DENSITY(ETA)*U(ETA) / *
* (DENSITY(BLE)*U(BLE).
* FOR DOP EITHER +1,-l VW(I)(INPUT) = V(WALL) AND 0
* F'(INPUT)(ETA) = ( U(BLE)-U(ETA) ) / UIBLE). SEE TABLE V. 0
* HOWEVER, IF IABS(DOP).EQo1.AND.MOP.GE. THEN SUBR INIR 0
0 ALWAYS RECOMPUTES FO(ETA)= FPiJ) FROM THE TF(J) AND THE
* FP(.J),GP(J) PROFILES BEFORE COMPUTING THE FPP(J) PROFILE. *
0 THE ALTERED PROFILES ARE THEN USED TO COMPUTE THE VE(JI,
* VEG(JI BY SUBR VIS AND THE TAU(J) PROFILE LATER BY INIRo 0
SIOD
* IO.EQ.-I FOR AXISYMMETRIC FLOW ON THE INSIDE SURFACE FORMED 0
* BY RADII DRAWN FROM THE BODY AXIS,
* IO.EQ.+ .FOR AXISYMNETRIC FLOW ON THE OUTSIDE SURFACE FORMED*
* BY RADII DRAWN FROM THE BODY AXIS,
* IF IO.EQ.0 SUBR COTR RESETS RW(IS) = 0.0
* TOP *
* IF TOPoEQol IN SUBR ITSR THEN ITSR CALLS SUBR TRANS TO
* INCLUDE THE TRANSITION ZONE.
* TOP IS RESET=G IF IOP.EQ.2,3,6,7 AT THE TIME OF TOP READ-IN.*
* IF TOP AT THE TIME OF THE X-STATION DATA READ-IN = ., THEN 0
SSUBR COTR RESETS TURB(I) = 0.0.
IF TOPoNEloAND.WSTO(13D)NEoOoO SEE COMMENT ON WSTOD(3). o
0. POP 0
* EXCEPTING SUBR ITFR, POP DOES NOT AFFECT THE CALL OF 0
a SUBR FILE0
a IN SUBR 1MIR 0o 0
0 IF EITHER ISTO(l)oEQo2 OR POP.NEoI 0
0 THE FOLLOWING LISTINGS OCCUR AFTER THE EXIT FROM SUBR FILE 0
* WHICH IS ALWAYS CALLED BY SUBR INIR AND WHICH LISTS o
ACCORDING TO ISTO(MD K= 20,34,7o THE FOLLOWING LISTINGS O
a OCCUR JUST BEFORE THE EXIT TO THE CALLING ROUTINE TUF.o
0 IF POPoNEol WRITE (6,49), WRITE l6v50) LABEL(K), FOLLOW
0 WITH WRITE (6,K), K= 52o53,54,55o56,60 THE INITIAL 0
a PARAMETERS AND THE X-STATIOM DATA AT THE STARTING STATRON 0
SIXD)= 1, ANOv IF 10PEQ.4 THE STARTING X-STATION DATA AT
0 I(x)= 2.
ALSO WRITE THE PROFILES. OF M(IDTF(IDvUaID AND THE INITIAL a
0 WALL PARAMETERS AT I= 192o o
a IN SUBR ITFRoo.
0 IF ISTO(5)oEQ.%oAND.POPoMEol WRITE 6,170q0q807 1BoSTO(A) 0)o
0 IF POPGT,3.0o.
a AT THE HEAD OF THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP IF ISTO(5)DEQeleANDoo
a POPoNEO. THEN WRITE 46v98 EI, ISTO1ODo IN THE MOMENTUM $
0 LOOP IF ISTOa5).EQ 0ANDPOPoNE.1 WRITE q6,72) IqJ9tJEFq 0
SF(JEF)JFPP(1)hSF(IDPQRTF(Io,M(IDVE(1,VEG1VHlDo 0
* VHP(1)DD(J),D(JYIDDP( DP(JY) ON EACH MOM INDEX. IN THE o
0 ENERGY SECTION OF THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP IF ISTO(5)oEQ1
o 0 AND.POP.NE.1 WRITE (6,76) IJEG,GP)9GPGPPi),CRL ON EACH
SMAE INDEX. 0
0 IF IOP.LE,3..
SUSE THE SUBRS INIR, COTR PROFILES AS THE STARTING PROFILES $
*EXCEPTING THE D(ETAlsDP(ETA)vDP(ETA) PROFILES ON MOP.GEO.0
* AND THE VE(ETAIVEG(ETAI PROFILES BY SUBR VISt SKIP THE
* LISTINGS FOR IOP.EQ 4,5,6,T IN THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP AND 0
0 TEST POP AFTER THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP EXIT. IF POP.NE.e *
* WRITE (6,72) IJKJEFF(JEF),FPPII),SF(I),PeQR. THEN WRITE *
* (6,76) IJEGGP(I)tGPP(1),D(1),TF(I)
* BEFORE THE EXIT, IF ISTO(I).NE.D.AND.IOP.GT.3 CALL FILE FOR *
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THE STARTING PROFILES LISTING. OTHERWISE, IF ISTO(SDoE0ol 0
oANDoPOP6NEl CALL FILE.
IN SUBR ITSRoo
FOR THE X-STATION HEADING IN THE IX) LOOPoo o
0 IF POPoNEol WRITE (69 5I), LABELfK)v WRITE (6o60)v THEN IF
ISTO(5)oEQol WRITE (6b70D) WRITE (6v81).
IF ISTO(5).EQo0. THEN IF POPoMEEo1ooo
FOR EACH VALUE OF THE MOMEMTUM LOOP INDEX WRITE (682) JO 0
JEFoF(JEF)FPP(1)0T(I) 2DTXoPtoQMRMo FOR EACH VALUE OF
THE MOMENTUM-ENERGY LOOP INDEXqMAE2  WRITE (6986) JFGoGP(1)9*
0 GPP(1)0D(1) UNLESS IBCEQ.1 FOR WHICH THE ENERGY EQUATION o
0 SECTION IS SKIPPEDo
0 THEN IF POPoNEol WRITE (6089) CDF19COF2R21FvCOGCODG2
R21GvITPgWSTO(18)vXCFoSCF TMEo FOLLOWING THE LISTING OF
DISPLACEMENT CORRECTION FACTORSp IF ISTO(5).NEoDoANDo
0POPoNEol WRITE (6696).RRCODRRFToRMC2 RMTWoRHTCRCRDTKDRDCo
DRMH2 DRM2 WHICH ARE THE TRANSITION STATISTICSo
IN SUBR NDIRooo 0
IF ISTO(1OI)EQo5 0 ANDoISTO(140 EQo.oANDO POPoNEo, THEN 0
WRITE (6993) ICRCoRDTKo I
IF ISTO(0)oEQT70 ANDoPOPoNElI THEN WRITE (6994) ICRCoRDTKo a
INTEGER PROGRAM SWITCHESo FORMAT (1515D
0 IOP MOP DOP 10 TOP POP o
4 1 -1 0 1 0
MRoDTBoRDT(1)qBSoTDqBHxFT ON FORMAT (8F10o5D IS THE NEXT
0 DATA CARDo 0
IF IOPoEQo4 THEN MRoDTll1)RDT(l) CAN BE LEFT BLANK UNDER O
o SOME OPTIONS.
SHMR
MRoooREFERENCE FREE STREAM MACH NUMBERo 0
0 IF MRoGEOoORoDOPoLEoO SUBR INIR COMPUTES ALL U(I) FROM 0
STHE M(I) DATA INPUT AT THE U(I) PLACE IN THE X-STATION.DATA 0
SAFTER THE RETURN FRON SUBR COTRo IF ISTO(I)oEQo2 THEM SUBR 0
INIR SKIPS THE TEST TO RETURN ON POPoEQ.1 BEFORE THE LISTINGo
0 IN ORDER TO LIST THE HEADING2 PARAMETERS, M(I)TF(llU(I)o C
0 UNDER THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS SUBR COTR WILL RESET MR AFTERO
THE X-STATION DATA READ-INoo.
IF IOPoEQo4 oANDoMRoEo00OO0 ANDoDOPoLEo0  THEN MR= U(2)o
IF IOPoNEo4oANDoRoEQo0O0 OAND000DPLEoO THEN MR= U(1)o.
IF IOPoEQ 0 7oANDoU(1).EQoD oO2 ANDoMRoEQoOoOoANDoDOPoLEoO THEN 0
0 MR= o001 0
0DT() 0
DT(1).oDISPLACEMENT THICKNESS OR DELTA() IN THE SAME UNITS AS Xo*
IF IOP.EQ 4 DT(1) IS LATER RESET=OoO AND MT(l z0 00 IN THE 0
IOPoEQ4 SECTION OF SUBR INIRo 0
IF IOPoEQo7oANDoDT(1)oEQ.00 0 ON READ-IN SUBR COTR RESETS 0
DT(1)= 0001 0
0RDT(l)
RDT(1)oooREYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS. o
0 IF IOPoEQo0 ANDoRDTi,)oEQo0o 0 THEN SUBR COTR RECOMPUTES AND o
RE-LISTS RDT(1)=.X(2)U(2)WSTO13)o
IF IOPoEQ.ToANDoDOPoGT0 O.AND RDT()oEQQoOo0 THEN SUBR COTR
RECOMPUTES AND RELISTS. RDT(1)= U(1)ODT(1I/WSTO(11 o o
IF IDP oEQo4 RDT1) IS LATER RESET=0 IN THE 10PoEQ.4 SECTION 0
OF SUER INIR AFTER THE RETURN FROM SUBR COTRo RL=RDT(1) a
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* BEFORE THE RESET. *
BS *
* BS...INPUT FOR THE INITIAL PRESSURE GRADIENT. SEE BS IN THE *
* DISCUSSION OF INPUT VARIABLES. *
IF IOP.EQ.4.AND.K.EQ.OO.AND.BS.EQ.1.THEN SUBR COTR SETS
* U(K=O.0)= 0.0. *
* SUBR COTR RECOMPUTES AND LISTS BS IF IOP.EQ.T. *
* SUBR INIR RESETS P= BS. *
STO *
* TD...FREE STREAM TOTAL TEMPERATURE IN DEG. K. *
BH *
* BH= ENTHALPY RATIO...(H(BLE)TOT-H(REF)) / H(BLE)TOT *
7 WORDS. FORMAT (8F10, 5) *
* MR * DT(l) * RDT(1) * BS * TO * 8H * FT * *
1.0000 289.0000 1.0000
* IF ISTO(15)SEQ.1 THE X-STATION DATA ARE READ IN BY CARDS *
* WITH I(XJ= 1,2,3...200 ON FORMAT (8F0O.5). *
* IF ISTO(IS5)EQ.O THE X-STATION DATA ARE READ IN BY TAPE 1
* AND THE CARD READ-IN INSTRUCTION IS SKIPPED. FOR TAPE I *
* READ-IN THE NUMBER OF X-STATIONS READ IN = KEND.LE.100. *
* NOTE THAT BEFORE LISTING WE MAY HAVE RESETS OF X,RW ON *
* WSTO(5) AND U ON WSTO(16),WSTO(8). *
* IF LINEAR INTERPOLATION AT THE ORIGIN IS USED SOME OF THE *
* DATA, (X(I),U(I),RW(I)), IS REPLACED AND THE NUMBER OF
* X-STATIONS IS INCREASED BY ISTO(8+I, BUT *
* IF IOP.EQ.2.3,6,7 SUBR COTR RESETS TOP=0 AND TURB(IS)=1.0. *
* THE NUMBER OF X-STATIONS THAT WILL BE COMPUTED IS .LE.99. *
* IF TOP.EQ.1 AT THE TIME OF THE X-STATION DATA READ-IN THEN *
* ALL TURB(II ARE RESET = 0.0. *
* IF TURB(I).GE.1 THEN ALL TURB(K) FOR K.GE.1 ARE RESET = 1. *
* IF IO.EQ.0O THEN ALL RW(I) ARE RESET 0.0.
THE-ORDER OF READ-IN OF 1 LINE OF DATA IS... *
* X(II)UII) TURB(il)GBCI(I)RWII),VWII)PSW(I)tCWI). *
* I)
* XII) *
* X(I)= X INPUT AT THE WALL STATION IN AN ARBITRARY UNIT. *
X(I) ON THE LAST X-STATION READ-IN MUST BE .LE.X(I-I).
* UfI)
U(I)= FREE STREAM VELOCITY AT X IN AN ARBITRARY UNIT. *
SIF MR.GE.0.OR.DOP.LE.0 SUBR INIR COMPUTES U(I) FROM THE M(I)*
* DATA INPUT AND THE COMPUTED TF(I) AS DISCUSSED UNDER MR *
HEREIN.
* TURB(I
TURB(II= 0.0 TO 1.... INDICATES THE FRACTION OF EFFECTIVE *
VISCOSITY THAT IS TURBULENT. IF TURBII)=O.O THE EFFECTIVE
* VISCOSITY IS ALL LAMINAR. *
* SUBR COTR SETS TURB(K)=1.FOR ALL K.GT.I WHERE TURB(I)=1. *
* GBCII) *
* GBC(I)= WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION ON THE ENERGY EQUA, EITHER
* G'(WALL) OR G'"(WALL)...SEE TABLE IV, ALSO MOP HEREIN. *
RW(I) *
RW(I)= RADIUS OF BODY SURFACE R(WALL) IN THE SAME UNIT AS X.*
VW(I) *
VW(I)= TRANSPIRATION VELOCITY IN THE SAME UNIT AS U(X). *
* SEE TABLE IV. *
* SW(II)
SW(I)= NIKURAOSE (REF 151 SANOGRAIN ROUGHNESS SCALE IN THE *
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TABLE VI. - Continued. MASTER INPUT DATA SAMPLE
0 SAME UNIT AS Xo
21 C Ii)
0 C~II)= LONGITUDINAL WALL RADIUS OF CURVATURE IN THE. SAME
0 UNIT AS 9o 
SX(I) = 0 CARD
MWHEN THE X-STATION DATA IS READ IN BY CARDS THE LAST CARD
0 IS KEY PUNCHED FOR THE TEST TO SMITCH OUT FROM THE DATA o
0 READ IN-LOOPo
SX-STATION DATA CARDSoooWITH 8 WORDSoooON FORMAT (8F0o5D
00 0 o THE A6IR DISCRIMINATOR CARD9 1ST OF 7 FOR SUBR A6IRo
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
oX([)I o U(I) o TURB(I) 0 GBC(I) RW(I)D VW() SW4M D 0 Ctl[l)
00































































































* A61R. END CASE DATA READ. THE NEXT CARD IS READ IN AT CASE END. A69R.
* TO ELIMINATE THE COMMENTS CARDS REMOVE ALL CARDS WITH STARS *
* IN CARD COLUMN TWO (*) EXCEPT THOSE IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDING *
* A SET OF DATA CARDS WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE SEVEN CARDS *
* IMMEDIATELY PRECEEDING THE X STATION PARAMETER SET OF DATA *
* CARDS ARE TO BE REPLACED BY A STAR CARD (A * IN CC 2 ONLY) *
+ AND AT LEAST ONE STAR CARD MUST SUCCEED THE STATION DATA *
* SET. STAR CARDS WILL ALWAYS LIST SINCE COMMENTS CARDS ARE *
* READ BY SUBR A6bIR. OTHERWISE THE INPUT DECK WILL NOT BE 0
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TABLE VI. - Concluded. MASTER INPUT DATA SAMPLE
a LISTED UNLESS ISTO(I).NE.O0 THE SIMPLEST CARD THAT CAN BE *
* USED AS A MARKER CARD IS ONE WITH AN * IN CC2, OR CC.l *
* NC IS THE NUMBER OF X DATA STATIONS READ INCARD OR TAPE, BY*
* SUBR COTR. NC.LE,200. *
* KENO 'IS THE NUMBER OF X DATA STATION POINTS READ IN FROM *
* TAPE BY SUBR COTR WHICH RESETS KEND100 IF KEND AS READ FROM*
* THE TAPE.GT.100 *
* TOP IS RESET=C IF IOP.EQ.2.3,6t7. *
* NOTE THAT ISTO(8)= 2 TO INCLUDE A LINEAR SECTION. *
* END OF CASE.
change appreciably as the calculations proceed downstream since 77 is normalized
with 6*. Smaller ? spacing will be required throughout the layer if a very small x
step size is used.
The specification of the f'(77) and g'(4) profiles depends on whether these profiles
are used as the starting profiles or the input profiles are recalculated. If the input
profiles are to be used as specified, they should be compatible with the initial pressure
gradient. For turbulent flow the profiles must be well defined in the "law-of -the-wall"
region. This region can often be specified by using some empirical "law of the wall".
If the input profiles are recalculated, the initial profiles need not be very accurate
since the calculated profiles usually converge very rapidly to their final value for al-
most any reasonable input profile.
Specification of x-step size. - The sequence of the x-values defines the x-spacing
at which calculations will be performed. The x-step size depends on the input station
Mach number or velocity distribution. The x-step size should be inversely propor-
tional to the magnitude of the slope of the velocity distribution. For large velocity
gradients the x-steps must be very small. The numerical examples illustrate realistic
x-step sizes for accurate results.
The x-step size is most sensitive at the start of the boundary layer growth. How-
ever, if the slope of the U(X) as a function of x curve is linear, larger x-step sizes
can be taken. The input options ISTO(8) and ISTO(9) can be used to modify input
x-station data to include a linear section at the start of the boundary layer growth.
Instructions for linking with another program. - The TUF set of decks headed by
the main routine TUF can be tied to another program to be titled TRIR(XMAS) which
will compute and store on tape 1 the x-station data to be used by the TUF set of rou-
tines. To tie in the TUF set of decks, the main program of TUF remains the same ex-
cept that a card containing subroutine TUFL(KSTOP, XMAS) is placed behind the
$IBFTC card of the main routine TUF. Let the main routine using both supervisory
subroutines TUFL(KSTOP, XMAS) and TRIR(XMAS) be titled COSY. Then COSY can
have a blank common which is set equivalent to the KSTOP array of subroutine
TUFL(KSTOP, XMAS) where the blank common of COSY is also the blank common of
subroutine TRIR(XMAS). The array XMAS is dimensioned the same for COSY, TRIR,
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TABLE VII. - EXAMPLE OF LINKING TUF TO ANOTHER PROGRAM
SIBFTC COSC OECKLIST
C COSY IS THE MAIN ROUTINE FOR THE MAIN SUPERVISORY SUBROUTINES...
C TRIR WHICH PROVIDES X(I)IR(II CR M(I), AND RW(I) FOR THE
C BOUNDARY LAYER SUBROUTINE TUFL, AND
C SUER TUFL WHICH USES THE BLANK COMMON OF COSY AS THE KSTOP ARRAY.
CCMMON NTO(2)tNPO(Z),NHBMXO
DIMENSION KSTOP(5),XMAS(kO1
EQUIVALENCE (KSTOP( 5) NHBMXO)
C T)E OUTPUT DATA OF SUBR TRIR IS PUT ON TAPE 1.
REWIND I
CALL TRIR(XMAS)





and TUFL. The main routine COSY then calls subroutine TRIR(XMAS) followed by a
COSY call of subroutine TUFL(KSTOP, XMAS) to get the boundary layer solution. If
storage is limited, the same overlay origin can be used before both the subroutine
TRIR and the subroutine TUFL sets of decks. A second overlay origin can be placed
before each of the decks of the subroutines INIR, ITFR, ITSR, and NDIR which are
loaded in the order shown in the program listing. Also, such blank common not needed
for both sets of decks TRIR and TUFL can be labeled. An example of the COSY kind of
routine is shown in table VII.
Output Variables
The primary output from the calculations is a list of the calculated profiles and
parameters that is printed out at each x-station. Most of the output is optional and is
controlled by the input ISTO array. Definitions of the output variables that are not
defined elsewhere are given here.
Principal boundary layer parameters. - The following principal boundary layer
parameters are listed in the program output: X, DT, T, MT, HT, SF, CF, ST, GPW,
RDT, U, M, TURB, RW, VW, SW, and CW. These parameters are all defined in the
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Common Arrays section. The output of the x-station dimensional variables are in the
same units as the input x-station variables.
Profile parameters. - The following momentum and energy profile parameters are
listed in the program output: J, YY, U/U(BLE), F, FP, FPP, D, GP, and GPP. All
of these variables are defined in the Common Arrays section except J and U/U(BLE),
which are as follows:
J Index of eta profile point.
U/U(BLE) Ratio of velocity in boundary layer to velocity at boundary layer edge,
D(J)*(1. -FP(J)).
Transition parameters. - The transition parameters that are printed out and de-
fined in the Common Arrays section are IC, RC, FT, RMX, RMTW, RMT, and RDTK.
The other transition parameters are defined as follows:
RSR Function characteristic of effect of surface roughness.
RRR Function characteristic of effect of surface curvature.
RTR Function characteristic of effect of free-stream turbulence.
RD Final value of RD is a function characteristic of effects of pressure gra-






Momentum and energy balance parameters. - Under the output heading INTEGRALS
OF MOMENTUM AND ENERGY are listed the values of COF1 and COF2 for the mo-
mentum balance and the values of COG1 and COG2 for the energy balance. Both
COF1 and COF2 are defined by equation (II-21), and COG1 and COG2 are defined
by equation (II-23). The other balance parameters are defined as follows:
R21F COF2/COF1
R21G COG2/COG1
ITP Number of iterations in momentum and energy loops.
General parameters. - The general parameters that are listed in the output are
IVEL, VE(1), VEG(1), VHP(1), VH(1), HR, PR, PRT, SHR, XNOD, I(X), JE, and
ISTO(10). The parameters VE, VEG, VHP, and VH are defined in the Common
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Arrays section. The parameters JE, PR, PRT, SHR, I(X), and JE are defined in
the Single Word Common Stores section. The other variables are defined as follows:
IVEL Code to tell what correction is included in calculation of effective viscosity.
XNOD If XNOD. NE. X, XNOD=X(I)/WSTO(10).
ISTO(10) Code number to indicate in which subroutine the profiles are last computed.
Numerical Examples
To illustrate the use of the program and the results obtained, two numerical exam-
ples are given. The first example is a flat plate, and the second is an inlet diffuser.
For both examples the boundary layer is calculated in the laminar, transitional, and
turbulent portions of the flow.
Flat plate. - The first example is a flat plate with a slightly tapered leading edge.
The input for the example is given in table VIII. The boundary layer is calculated
from the stagnation point at the leading edge of the plate to an x of 6. 9 centimeters
(2. 7 in.). The starting velocity profile in table VIII is used by the program to calculate
a Blasius profile at the leading edge (BS = 0. 01).. The index for the x-station data is
denoted by IS. There is a total of 80 x-locations for this example.
Sample output for this example is given in table IX. Most of the output is optional
and is controlled by the input ISTO ARRAY. The output that is illustrated corresponds
to the following description:
(1) Profiles and parameters at a nondimensional x = 0. 0025
(2) Transition statistics and profiles at nondimensional x = 0. 80 and x = 0. 85
(3) Summary of boundary layer parameters
(4) Momentum and energy balance ratios
Examination of the summary output indicates transition to fully turbulent flow
occurs at a nondimensional x value of 0. 42. The fully turbulent point corresponds to
the first x-value where TURB(I)=1. 0. The experimental transition was found to occur
at a nondimensional x of 0. 46. In general, good momentum and energy balances were
obtained for the chosen x-stations for this example.
Execution time for this example was 2 minutes on an IBM-7094/7044 direct-coupled
system.
Inlet diffuser. - The second example is an inlet diffuser. The geometry is de-
scribed in detail in reference 16 (diffuser identification number, 10). The input for the
diffuser example is given in table X. The boundary layer is calculated from the stag-
nation point on the inlet lip (x = 0) to the diffuser exit at an x of 44. 6 centimeters
(17. 52 in.). The starting velocity profile in table X is used by the program to calcu-
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late a Falkner-Skan laminar wedge flow solution for a starting profile (BS = 1. 0). For
this example a linear section of x-station data was calculated by the program. (Note
ISTO(8) and ISTO(9) both equal two). There is a total of 95 x-locations for this exam-
ple. There is a small x-step size in the region of large Mach number gradients to im-
prove the accuracy of the computations.
Sample output for the inlet diffuser example is given in table XI. The output that is
illustrated corresponds to the following description:
(1) Profiles and parameters at a nondimensional x = 0. 0412
(2) Transition statistics and profiles at a nondimensional x = 0. 7287 and
x = 0. 7432
(3) Summary of boundary layer parameters
(4) Momentum and energy balance ratios
Execution time for this example was 2 minutes on an IBM-7094/7044 direct-
coupled system.
Discussion of Problem Difficulties
The main accessary source of information when either a difficulty appears or an
unexpected transition to turbulent flow occurs is table VI. Table VI can be used as an
input data deck. If so used, it contains both comment, which is always listed, and the
case numerical data, which is listed when ISTO(1). NE. 0. Hence, table VI when used
as an input deck can become a convenient diagnostic aid when the case being computed
is aborted. If a difficulty appears, which may not end the case with a machine diag-
nostic, then the comment on ISTO(10) in table VI can be used to connect the case list-
ing with the source program. After the probable location of the difficulty is located,
subroutine FILE can be used to list complete profiles by setting ISTO(7)=I(X) the index
of the desired x-station to be listed.
If it is desired to study the viscosity and conductivity profile wall values of sub-
routine VIS and the transition statistics of subroutine ITSR and of subroutine TRANS
on TOP.EQ. 1, then set ISTO(5).NE. 0. The telltale word IVEL, which appears in
the subroutine VIS listing, can be used as a diagnostic aid to determine the sequence of
formulas used in computing the viscosity and conductivity profiles. Unlike ISTO(7),
which causes a list for only the selected x-station, ISTO(5). NE. 0 causes a list at each
x-station succeeding the first. To differentiate the listing by subroutine TRANS from
that of subroutine ITSR, the heading of the subroutine TRANS listing carries the label
TRANS. Also ISTO(5) with the integer printout switch POP lists additional informa-
tion as summarized by table VI.
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TABLE VIII. - INPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
FNTER INIR AT 0. SEC.
* ISTOIK). K= 1.15 FORMAT ( 1515 ) 1
1 2 4 11 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
* wSTO(K), K= 1.20 FORMAT I 5E15.8 ) 1
0.9S990000+00 0.30003000E+03-0. -0. -0.
-0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
0.15640000E-C3 0. -0. O.90000000E+00-0.
0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
4 LABELIK), K=1.18, ON FORMAT (18A4), THE X-STATION HEADING. 1
FLAT PLATE FLAT PLATE
* JOIV FORMAT ( 1515 ) 1
4 JY CN FORMAT (1515) THEN YY(J). J=1,JY CN FORMAT (6FLO.5) 1
42 165, 4.
C. 0.01000000 C.02000000 0.04000000 0.05999999 0.08000000
0.095S9999 0.12000000 0.14000000 0.16000000 0.18000000 0.20000000
C.22000000 0.23959999 0.26000000 0.28000000 0.30000000 0.32000000
C.34000000 0.36000000 C.38000000 0.40000000 0.44000000 0.48000000
C.52000000 0.56000000 0.60000000 0.64000000 0.68000000 0.72000000
C.80000000 0.9000000 1.00000000 1.20C00000 1.40000001 1.59999999
1.80000000 2.19959999 2.59999999 3.00000000 3.59999999 4.19999999
4 JEF CN FORMAT (1515). THEN FP(J). J=1,JEF ON FORMAT (bFIO.5) 1
36 141. 4.
I.00000000 0.99800000 C0.9600000 0.99200000 0.98500000 0.56200000
0.92600000 0.85500000 0.78900000 0.72600000 0.66600000 0.60900000
0.55500000 0.50500000 C.45699999 . 0-41300000 0.33300000 0.26500000
C.20800000 0.16100000 C.12300a00 0.05880000 0.02609999 0.01080000
0.00426959 0.00161999 C.00060700 0.00022899 0.00008950 0.00003660
0.00001570 0.00000656 0.00000316 0.00000144 0.0000062' 0.00300022
* JEG ON FORMAT 11515). THEN GP(J). J=1.JEG ON FORMAT (6F10.5) 1
6 21. 4,
-0. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
4 (O1 MOP OOP 10 TOP POP 1
4 1 1 0 1 1
MR * "il() * RCTI1) * BS * TO * BH * FT 4 1
0.696000-0. 1004.00 0.0100 295.2300 1.0000 -0.
4 X-STATION DATA CARDS...WiTH 8 ORDS...OK FORMAT (8F0.5) 1
0. 152.60C00 0. -0. 0. -0. -3. -0. IS- 1
0.00250 753.68000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. 1S= 2
0.00500 754.76000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 3
0.00750 155.84000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 4
0.01000 156.91000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 5
0.01500 159.07000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 6
0.02000 761.23000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS
=  
7
0.03000 165.54000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. --0. IS- 8
0.04000 769.85000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 9
0.05000 774.17000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 10
0.06000 776.48000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 11
0.07000 782.79000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 12
0.08000 181.11000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS 13
0.09000 791.42000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 14
0.10000 75.73000 0. -0. O. -0. -0. -0. IS= 15
0.t000 800.05000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 16
0.12000 804.36000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0.- IS= 17
0.13000 808.67000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 18
0.14000 812.99000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 19
0.15000 817.30000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 20
0.16000 821.61000 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS
=  
21
0.17000 825.93000 .0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 22





























































































TABLE IX. - OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(a) Profiles and parameters at X = 0. 0025
BCUNOARY LAYER PROFILES FOR
FLAT PLATE FLAT PLATE
= 0.0025 U = 753.680 M = 0.70 ROT = 6.01E+01
TURB =0. Rw = O. VW =-0. SW =-0. CW =-0.
OT = 1.50E-04 MT = 5.14E-05 HT = 0. SF = 2.91E+00 CF = 2.19E-02 ST =-0.
HR = 1.00E+00 PR = 7o80E-01 PRT = 9.00E-01 SHR = 1.40
X= 0.0025 XNOD= 0.0009 I(XI= 2 JE=  165 ISTO(10)= 2
J YY L/U(BLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
1 0. 0. 0. .0000000E+00 -5.5712460E-01 1.0976166E+00 -0. -0.
5 I.0000000E-02 6.1136492E-03 9.9721473E-03 9.9443004E-01 -5.5682659E-01 1.0976130E+00 -0. -0.
9 2.GOCOOE-02 1.222355E-02 1.988 612E-02 9.8886338E-01 -5.5648385E-01 1.0976024E+00 -0. -'.
13 4.oC00000E-02 2.4433409E-02 3.9554613E-02 9.7773842E-01 -5.5598615E-01 l.0975598E+00 -0. -0.
17 6.G0000000-02 3.6630092E-02 5.8998218E-02 9.6662372E-01 -5.5549369E-01 1.0974889E+00 -0. -0.
21 8.CC00000E-02 4.6813628E-02 7.8219623E-02 9.5551842E-01 -5.5503840E-01 1.0973898E+00 -0. 3.
25 1.OCOO000E-01 6.0963763E-02 9.7219011E-02 9.4442190E-01 -5.5462197E-01 1.0972627E+00 0. 0.
29 1.2COOCOE-01 7.3140562E-02 1.1599655E-01 9.3333328E-01 -5.5424566E-01 1.0971075E+00 0. 0.
33 1.4000000E-01 8.5283803E-C2 1.3455239E-01 9.2225188E-01 -5.5389777E-01 1.0969244E+00 0. .
37 1.60CO00000E-01 9.7413199E-02 1.5288666E-01 9.1117717E-01 -5.5357591E-01 1.0967136E+00 0. 0.
41 1.8OOOCOE-01 1.0952828E-01 1.7099951E-01 9.001087eE-01 -5.5327491E-01 1.0964750E+00 0. 0.
45 2.00000COE-01 1.2162671E-01 1.8889164E-01 8.8904603E-01 -5.5299178E-01 1.0962088E+00 0. 0.
49 2.200000OE-01 1.3371376E-01 2.0656138E-01 8.7798895E-31 -5.5272058E-01 1.0959152E+00 0. 0.
53 2.40CO(OE-01 1.4578288E-01 2.2401063E-01 8.6693715E-01 -5.5245907E-01 1.0955942E+00 0. 0.
57 2.60CUObE-01 1.5783527E-C6 2.4123890E-01 8.558905bE-01 -5.5220042E-01 1'.0952459E+00 0. 0.
61 2.8000COOE-01 1.6987011E-01 2.5824628E-01 8.4484915E-01 -5.5194263E-01 1.0948b06E+00 0. D.
65 3.00000O00-01 1.8188650E-C1 2.7503288E-01 8.3381Z92E-01 -5.5167739E-01 1.0944684E+00 0. 0.
69 3.20COCCE0-01 1.9388340E-01 2.91598b2E-01 8.2278205E-01 -5.5140619E-01 1.0940394E+00 0. 0.
13 3.4000000E-01 2.05 5971E-01 3.0794419E-01 8.1175o79E-01 -5.5112084E-01 1.0935838E+00 0. 0.
77 3.6000000E-01 2.1781440E-01 3.2406912E-01 8.0073730L-01 -5.5082430E-0L 1.0931018E+00 0. 0.
81 3.800000OE-01 2.294619E-01 3.3997372L-01 7.8972400E-01 -5.5050393E-01 1.0925936E+00 0. 0.
85 4.000000 E-01 2.4165379E-01 3.5565811E-1 7.7871734E-01 -5-5011736E-01 1.0920593E+00 0. 0.
89 4.4CO00OOE-01 2.6539112E-01 3.6636687E-01 7.5672585E-01 -5.4938496E-01 1.0909138E+00 0. 0.
93 4.800000OE-01 2.8901411E-01 4.1619663E-01 7.3470847E-01 -5.4845Z89E-01 1.0896673E+00 0. 0.
7 5.2000000E-O01 3.1250946E-01 4.4514889E-01 7.1285200E-01 -5.4733185E-01 1.0883219E+00 0. 0.
101 5.6COOOCOE-01 3.3566268E-01 4.7322546E-01 069098470E-01 -5.4598813E-01 1.0868804E+00 0. 0.
105 6.000000E-01 3.5905820E-01 5.0042846E-01 6.6917615E-01 -5.4438776E-01 1.0853456E+00 0. 0.
109 6.4000000E-01 3.8207S41E-01 52676347JE-01 6.4743737E-01 -5.4249419E-01 1.0837207E+)) 0. 0.
113 6.E00OOCUE-01 4.04SG870E-01 5.5222453E-01 6.2578073E-01 -5.4027243E-01 1.0820092E+00 0. 0.
117 7.20CO000E-I 4.2752742E-01 5.7682421E-01 6.04220LLE-01 -5.3734230E-01 1.0802151E+00 0. 0.
121 7.SS9999-01 4.7205648E-01 6.2344770E-01 5.6144727E-01 -5.3107835E-01 1.0763962E+3 0. 0.
125 8.55599991-01 5.2617480E-01 6.7695264E-01 5.088179E-01L -5.2070694E-01 1.0712405E+00 0. 0.
129 1.0000000E+00 5.7825975E-01 7.2525312E-01 4.5741109E-01 -5.0478814E-01 1.0657419E+00 0. 0.
133 1.2000000E+00 6.1458842E-01 8.0683897E-01 3.5966368E-01 -4.6180932E-01 1.0541155E+30 3. 0.
137 1.40000COE+00 7.5964748E-01 8.6976047E-01 2.7124645E-01 -4.1364118E-01 1.0423928E+00 0. 0.
141 1.6000000E+00 8.3031873E-01 9.1617612E-01 L.950002E-01 -3.4692429E-01 1.0314525E+00 0. 0.
145 1.8000000E*00 8.8616383E-01 9.4873656E-01 1.3292519E-01 -2.6424579E-01 1.0220154E+)0 0. 0.
149 2.2CO0000E+00 9.5686984E-01 9.8393947E-01 5. 1599835E-02 -1.3887432E-01 1.0089305E+00 0. 0.
153 2.6000000E+00 9.8725189E-01 9.9627155E-01 1.5496790E-02 -5.2265570E-02 1.0027920E+00 0. 0.
157 3.0000000E00 S.97CS867E-01 9.9962748E-01 3.570L90TE-03 -1.3469152E-02 1.0006713E+)3 3. 0.
161 3.6000000E+00 9.9982672E-01 L.0004143E+00 2.1745425E-04 -1.2616695E-03 1.0000442E+00 0. 0.
165 4.2000000E+00 1.0000000E+U00 1.0004515E+00 0. 0. 1.0000000E+00 0. 0.
IVEL= 3 VE)ll- 1.31E-02 VEG()11= 1.68E-02 VHPII)= 0. VHII)= 1.18E+00
IVEL= 3 VE(l)- 1.56E-02 VEG(1)= 2.00E-02 wHP(I)= 0. VHIII= 1.L8E+00
TRANSITIONAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... Itx)= 3 IC- 1
RSR= O.IC0OE01 RR- 0.OOE+01 RMC= 0.401E+02 RO= 0.100E-18 RMT= 0. FT- -0. RTR= 0.100E-18
FURiI.+)= 0.
TABLE IX. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(b) Transition statistics and profile at X = 0. 80 and X - 0. 85
X= 0.1500 XNOD= 0.2778 I(X)= 56 JE= 165 ISTO(LO)= 3
J YY U/U(BLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
S . 0. U. .0000000E+00 -7.2791873E-01 1.1376562E+00 -0. -0.
17 b.00000OE-02 4.99So259E-02 5.8684219E-02 9.5603986E-01 -7.3782952E-01 1.1373091E+00 -0. --.
33 1.4CCOOOOE-01 1.1159075E-01 1.3279146E-01 8.9646298E-01 -7.5112210E-01 1.1357363E+00 0. 0.
49 2.2000000E-01 1.85731 4E-01 2.0209530E-01 8.3605194E-01 -7.5705947E-01 1.1328664E+00 0. 0.
65 3.000000E-01 2.5305860E-01 2.6656350E-01 7.7580926E-01 -7.4519874E-01 1.1287t48E+00 0. 0.
81 3.80000008-01 3.1745833E-01 3.2627572E-01 7.1747985E-01 -7.0892411E-01 1.1236662E+00 0. 0.
97 5.2CC00000E-01 4.1731604E-01 4.2009212E-01 6.2521989E-01 -6.0405013E-01 1.1134957E+00 0. 0.
113 6.8000000E-01 5.0846577E-01 5.-1293591E-01 5.3852105E-01 -4.8441916E-01 1.1018179E+00 0. 0.
129 1.CCCOOOOE+00 6.3879799E-01 6.6338441E-01 4.0915177E-01 -3.4185795E-01 1.0811541E+00 0. 0.
145 1.8000000E+00 8.4885640E-01 8.9505113E-01 1.8222655E-01 -2.3096508E-01 1.0380093E+00 0. 0.
161 3.6CG0000E+00 9.9682800E-01 1.00L0016E+00 3.9878553E-03 -1.3175434E-02 1.0008191E+00 0. 0.
165 4.2C00000E+00 1.O000000E+00 1.001J149E+00 0. 0 S. 1.3000000E+30 0. 0.
IRANSITIENChAI, STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... I(X)= 57 IC= 7
RSR= 0.100E+01 RRR= 0.100E+01 RMC 0.416E+02 RO= 0.505E+03 RMT= 0.546E+03 FT= -0. RTR= 0.113E+01
TtJRBII+1)= 0.451E*00
X= 0.8000 XNOD= 0.2943 IlX)= 57 JE= 165 ISTO(10= 3
J YY b/UIBLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
1 0. 0. 0. 1.OOO00000JE+00 -8.5383970E-01 1.1361224E+J3 -0. -0.
17 6.0000000E-02 5.8572496E-02 5.8456454E-02 9.4842386E-OL -8.6609647E-01 1.1356511E+00 -0. -0.
33 1.4000000E-01 1.3183371E-Cl 1.3153902E-01 8.7840115E-01 -8.8380650E-01 1.1335117E+00 0. 0.
49 2.2000000E-01 2.1753573E-Cl 1.9897329E-01 8.0142546E-01 -8.8555888E-01 1.129614E+00 ' 3.
65 3.0000000-01 2.9464580E-01 2.60764008E-01 7.3790401E-01 -8.4307253E-01 1.1241904E+00 0. 0.
81 3.80C00000-01 3.6443
3 0 0
E-01 3.1718869E-01- 6.7399440E-01 -7.4728491E-01 1.1178735E+00 0. 0.
97 5.200000E-01 4.6082221E-01 4.0489839E-01 5.8370600E-01 -5.4785413E-01 1.1069634E+30 3. 3.
113 6.8C00000-01 5.3825049E-01 4.9200928E-01 5.0905819E-01 -4.0098385E-01 1.0963631E+00 0. 0.
129 1.OCOOOOO+00 6.4334349E-01 6.3711585E-01 4.0394548E-01 -2.9125674E-01 1.0793367E+00 0. 0.
145 .8CC000COE+00 8.38867C2E-01 8.7227045E-01 1.9306508E-01 -2.1972705E-01 1.0395721E+00 0. 0.
161 3.60000008E+00 9.9431994E-01 9.9469053E-01 7.0295217E-03 -1.9761088E-02 1.0013590E+00 0. 0.
165 4.2000000F+00 1.0000000E+00 9.9645135E-01 0. 0. 1.OOOO0000OOE+00 0. 0.
TRANSITICNAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... I(X)= 58 IC= 7
RSR= 0.100E+01 RRR= 0.IOOE+01 RMC= 0.416E+02 RO= 0.507E+03 RMT= 0.549E+03 FT= -0. RTR= O.113E+01
TURR4I+I)= 0.502E+00
X= 0.8500 XNOD= 0.3148 IX)= 58 JE= 165 ISTO(10)= 3
J YY I/UIBLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
I 0. 0. 0. 1.00000+00 -1.0345429E+00 1.1349016E+00 -0. -0.
17 6.000000EC-02 7.0792766E-02 5.8131295E-02 9.3758456E-01 -1.0468543E+00 1.1342189E+00 -0 -0*
33 L.4000000E-01 1.6606336E-01 1.2976964E-01 8.5318999E-01 -1.0598995E+00 1.1311448E+00 0. 0.
49 2.2000000E-01 2.5577423E-01 1.9464919E-01 7.6923538E-01 -1.0260783E+00 1.1257108E+00 0. 0.
65 3.0000000E-01 3.4510516E-01 2.5301260E-01 6.9151087E-01 -9.0176150E-01 1.1186948E+00 0. 3.
81 3.8C00000E-01 4.1516316E-01 3.0563559E-01 6.2647555E-01 -7.2174880E-01 1.1114752E+00 0. 0.
97 5.2000000E-01 5.0128341E-01 3.8720240E-01 5.4462335E-01 -4.7095857E-01 1.1008105E+00 0. 0.
113 6.8OOOCOE-01 5.6534173E-01 4.6904213E-01 4.8209180E-01 -3.2918168E-01 1.0915868E+00 0. 0.
129 1.0000000E+00 6.5101873E-01 6.0880861E-01 3.9580024E-01 -2.4898478E-01 1.0774892E+00 0. 0.
145 1.8000000E+00 8.2737800E-01 8.4737104E-01 2.0610176E-01 -2.0614336E-01 1.0421714E+00 0. 0.
161 3.6C00000OE+00 9.9042084E-01 9.9257669E-01 1.1978264E-02 -2.9484999E-02 1.0024282E+00 0. 0.
165 4.2000000E+00 1.0000000E+00 9.9573436E-01 0. 0. 1.0000000E+0 0. 0.
TRANSIT[GNAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... IIX)= 59 IC= 7




X= 0.9000 XNOD= 0.3333 I(X) 59 JE =  165 ISTO(LO)
=  3
J YY U/U(8LE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
S0. 0. 0. I.00000003+00 -1.1603534E+00 1.1336862E+3) -0. -0.
CO
TABLE IX. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(c) Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL BCUNCARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
FLAT PLATE FLAT PLATE
X CT MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U M TURB RW VW SW CW
0. 0. 0. 0. 2.908 0. 0. 0. 0. 752.600 0.698 0. 3. -0. -3. -.
0.00C093 0.00150 0.000C51 0. 2.908 0.02190 0. 0. 60. 753.80 0.699 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.0C185 0.000189 0.000C65 3. 2.918 0.00960 0. 0. 76. 754.760 0.700 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.00278 0.00C230 0.00007 0. 2.929 0.01369 0. 0. 93. 755.840 0.701 0. 03. -0. -3. -.
0.00370 0.000215 0.000C94 0. 2.921 0.01190 0. 0. 111. 756.910 0.702 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.00556 C.300347 0.00C119 0. 2.909 0.03935 0. 0. 140. 759.070 0.704 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
.00)41 0.0GC00404 0.000139 0. 2.902 U.00802 0. 0. 163. 761.230 0.706 0. 0. -0. -0. -3.
0.01111 0.000457 0.000172 0. 2.894 0.00662 0. 0. 202. 765.540 0.710 0.001 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.01481 0.000577 0.000198 0. 2.882 0.00580 0. 0. 233. 769.850 0.714 0.031 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.01857 0.00G637 0.000221 0. 2.884 0.00529 C. 0. 261. 774.170 0.718 0.001 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.0;222 0.000694 0.000241 0. 2.881 0.00491 0. 0. 285. 778.480 0.722 0.002 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.02593 0.000743 0.000258 0. 2.876 0.00462 0. 0. 306. 782.790 0.726 0.032 0. -0. -3. -0.
0.0563 0.00C787 0.000275 0. 2.865 0.00439 0. 0. 325. 787.110 0.730 0.002 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.03333 0.000826 0.0C0289 0. 2.854 0.00421 0. 0. 343. 791.420 0.734 0.002 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.C3704 0.000862 0.000303 0. 2.847 0.00405 0. 0. 359. 795.730 0-738 0.033 0. -0. -3. -3.
0.04074 C.OCC897 0.000316 0. 2.842 0.00392 0. 0. 375. 800.050 0.742 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.04444 0.000929 0.000327 0. 2.837 0.03381 0. 0. 390. 804.360 0.746 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.04815 0.000958 0.000338 0. 2.831 0.00371 C. 0. 404. 808.670 0.750 0.003 0. -0. -3. 3.
0.05185 0.000986 0.000349 0. 2.826 0.00363 0. 0. 417. 812.990 0.754 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.05556 0.001012 0.000359 0. 2.822 0.00355 0. 0. 429. 817.300 0.758 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.05526 0.001037 0.000368 0. 2.818 0.00348 0. 0. 441. 821.610 0.762 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.06296 0.001061 0.000377 0. 2.814 0.00342 0. 0. 453. 825.930 0.766 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.06667 0.001083 0.000385 0. 2.811 0.00336 0. 0. 464. 830.240 0.770 0.303 3. -3. -0. --0.
0.C7037 0.001105 0.000393 0. 2.808 0.00331 0. 0. 475. 834.550 0.774 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.01407 0.001125 0.000401 0. 2.805 0.00326 0. 0. 485. 838.870 0.778 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.07778 0.001145 0.00408 0. i.802 0.00322 0. 0. 495. 843.180 0.782 0.002 2. -3. -3. -3.
TABLE IX. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(c) Continued. Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL 80UNOARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
FLAT PLATE FLAT PLATE
X DT MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U M TURB RW VW 
SW CW
0.08148 0.001163 0.C000416 0. 2.t8C 0.00318 0. 0. 505. 847.490 0.786 0.002 3. -0. -3. -3.
0.0*519 0.001181 0.0C0422 0. 2.798 0.00314 0. 0. 514. 851.810 0.790 0.002 0. -0. 
-0. -0.
0.08889 0.001199 0.000429 0. 2.796 0.00311 0. 0. 524. 856.120 0.794 0.002 0. -0. 
-0. -0.
0.09259 0.001216 0.000435 0. 2.794 0.00307 0. 0. 533. 860.430 0.798 0.302 0. -0. -3. 
-
O.C9630 0.001232 0.000441 0. 2.793 0.00304 0. 0. 541. 864.750 0.802 0.002 0. -0. -0. 
-0.
0.10)30 0.001247 .0C00447 0. 2.791 0.003)1 0. 0. 550. 869.060 0.806 0.002 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.10370 0.001262 0.000452 0. 2.790 0.00298 0. 0. 558. 873.370 0.810 0.002 
-0. -0. -0.
0.10141 0.001277 0.000458 0. 2.789 0.00296 0., 0. 566. 877.690 0.814 0.002 0. -0. 
-0. -0.
0.11111 0.001292 0.00C463 0. 2.791 0.00287 0. 0. 575. 882.000 0.818 0.002 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
0.11852 0.001370 0.000481 0. 2.848 0.00257 0. 0. 611. 886.000 0.821 0.002 
0. -0. -0. -0.
0.12593 0.001426 0.0C0499 0. 2.858 0.00241 0. 0. 637. 889.000 0.824 0.010 
0. -0. -0. -0.
0.13333 0.001483 0.000515 0. 2.875 0.00229 0. 0. 664. 892-000 
0.827 0.013 0. -0. -3. -0.
0.14074 0.001541 0.0(0533 0. 2.893 0.00222 0. D. 691. 894.000 0.829 0.014 
0. -0. -0. -0.
0.14815 0.001583 0.000547 0. 2.897'0.00213 0. 0. 711. 897.000 0.831 
0.020 0. -0. -0. 0.
0.15556 C.001634 0.000565 0. 2.892 0.00205 0. 0. 734. 898.000 0.832 0-013 3. 
--. -0. -3.
0.16296 0.001681 0.00C580 0. 2.900 0.00201 0. 0. 757. 900.000 0.834 0.032 
0. -0. -0. -0.
0.17037 0.001719 0.000594 0. 2.894 0.00198 0. 0. 775. 902.000 0.836 
0.021 0. -0. -0. -0.
C.17778 0.001754 0.000608 0. 2.886 0.00192 0. 0. 792. 904.000 0.838 0.021 
0. -0. -3. -3.
0.18519 0.0C1811 0.000623 0. 2.905 0.U0177 0. 0. 818. 905.000 0.839 
0.021 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.19259 0.001890 0.000644 0. 2.936 0.00165 0. 0. 853. 904.000 0.838 0.037 
0. -0. -0. -0.
t.20000 0.001908 0.000663 0. 2.876 0.00169 0. 0. 860. 903.000 0.837 0.115 
0. -0. -0. -0.
O 0741 0.001926 0.000682 0. 2.823 0.00177 0. 0. 868. 902.500 0.837 
0.119 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.e1481 0.001946 0.000702 0. 2.774 0.00179 0. 0. 877. 932.300 0.836 0.100 
0. -0. -0. -0.
0.22222 0.001588 0.000721 0. 2.757 0.00118 0. 0. 895. 901.500 0.836 0.109 0. -0. -0. 
-0.
0.22963 0.002021 0.000741 0. 2.729 0.00178 0. 0. 910. 901.000 0.835 0.121 
0. -0. -0. -0.
0.23704 C.002054 0.0(0160 0. 2.702 0.00179 0. 0. 925. 900.500 0.835 0.129 0. -3. -3. 
-3.
TABLE IX. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(c) Continued. Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL 8OUNOARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
FLAT PLATE FLAT PLATE
DT MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U M TUR8 RW VW SW CW
0.24444 0.002084 0.0((780 0. 2.673 0.00176 0. 03 938. 900.000 0.834 0.138 0. -0. -3. -0.
0.25185 0.00;132 0.CC0803 0. 2.657 0.00177 0. 0. 959. 898.500 0.833 0.148 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.25926 0.002104 0.000823 0. 2.556 0.00198 0. 0. 946. 898.000 0.832 0.268 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.2778 0.002242 0.0C0882 0. 2.542 0.00183 C. 0. 1006. 895.000 0.830 0.156 3. -3. -3. -0.
0.25630 0.002291 0.OC0OS5 0. 2.409 0.00211 0. 0. 1025. 890.000 0.825 0.333 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.31481 C.002334 0.001026 0. 2.276 0.00250 0. 0. 1041. 886.000 0.821 0.451 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.33333 0.002438 0.001108 0. 2.200 0.00269 0. 0. 1084. 682.000 0.818 0.502 0. -0. -3. -3.
0.35185 C.002563 0.001201 0. 2.1.4 0.00287 0. 0. 1136. 877.000 0.813 0.592 0. -0. -0. -0.
C.37037 C.002702 0.001301 0. 2.077 0.0)305 0. Ot 1193. 872.000 3.808 0.668 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.38889 0;0C2859 U.001406 0. 2.034 0.C0317 C. 0. 1258. 867.000 0.804 0.732 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.4CI71 0.003028 0.001516 0. 1.997 0.00328 0. 0. 1328. 862.000 0.799 0.792 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.4;593 C.003187 0.001634 0. 1.950 0.00366 C. 0. 1393. 857.000 3.794 1.000 '. -0. -3. -0.
0.44444 0.003401 0.001767 0. 1.924 0.00370 0. 0. 1480. 851.000 0.789 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.46148 0.0C3821 0.002020 0. 1.891 0.00302 0. 0. 1652. 842.000 0.780 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.51852 0.00426? 0.002278 0. 1.870 0.00353 C. 0. 1830. 833.000 3.772 1.003 3. -0. -3. -3.
0.55556 C.004670 0.002523 0. 1.851 0.00347 0. 0. 1994. 826.000 0.766 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.59259 0.005050 0.002750 0. 1.837 0.00342 0. 0. 2148. 821.000 0.761 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.62963 0.005412 0.002S68 0. 1.824 0.00339 0. 0. 2295. 817.000 0.757 1.000 0. -0. -3. -3.
0.66667 0.0C5736 0.003163 0. 1.814 0.00336 0. 0. - 2428. 815.000 0.755 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.70370 0.006090 0.003371 0. 1.806 0.00333 0. 0. 2572. 812.000 0.753 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
C.74074 0.006412 0.003567 0. 1.798 0.00329 0. 0. 2703. 810.000 0.751 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
C.71778 0.006740 0.0031bl 0. 1.792 0.00326 0. 0. 2837. 808.000 0.749 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.81481 0.001063 0.0C3957 0. 1.785 0.00323 0. J. 2968. 836.000 0.747 1.300 3. -0. -0. -0.
0.85185 0.007353 0.004136 0. 1.778 0.00323 0. 0. 3088. 805.000 0.746 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.





93 C.C007784 0.0C4410 0. 1.765 0.00326 0. 0. 3277. 808.000 0.749 1.033 3. -0. - -.
TABLE ]X. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(c) Concluded. Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
FLAT PLATE FLAT PLATE
x OT MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U M TURB RW VW SW CW
0.S9296 0.UC1941 0.OC4512 0. 1.760 0.00327 0. J. 3352. 811.500 0.752 1.300 3. -0. -3. -0.
1.0CC00 0.008106 0.004614 0. 1.757 0.00328 0. 0. 3431. 815.000 0.755 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
TABLE IX. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(d) Momentum and energy balance ratios
I= I X(I)= 0. COFI= 0. COF2= 0. RZIF= 0. COG1= 0. COG2= 0. R21G= 0.
1= 2 x(I)= 9.25926E-04 COFI= 0. COF2= 0. R21F= 0. COGI= 0. COGZ= 0. R21G= 0.
1= 3 XII)= 1.85185E-03 COFI= 2.2737 COF2
=  
1.2649 R21F= 0.5563 COGI= 1.3003 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 4 X(I)= 2.77778E-03 COFL= 1.2516 COF2= 1.2224 R21F= 0.9767 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 5 X()l= 3.7C310E-03 COFI= 1.1857 COF2= 1.2057 R21F= 1.0169 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R2ZG= 1.0000
I= 6 XLI1= 5.55556E-03 COFI= 1.2761 COF2= 1.2839 R21F= 13061 COGL= 1.0003 COG2= 1.3303 R21G= 1.0000
1= 7 XII)= 7.40741E-03 COF1
=  
1.1829 COF2= 1.1829 R21F
=  
1.0000 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZ1G= 1.0030
f= 8 X()= .1I111IF-02 COF1= 1.2608 COF2= 1.2658 R21F= 1-0040 CUGL= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 RZIG= 1..0000
1= S X(1)= I.48148E-02 CUF1= 1.1814' COF2= 1.1828 R21F= 1.0011 COGI= 1.3000 COGZ= 1.303 R21G= .))))
I= 10 X4 )= 1.851851-02 COFI= 1.1397 COF2= 1.1415 R21F= 1.0016 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 11 X4[)= ;.2222E-02 COFI= 1.1150 COF2= 1.1169 R21F= 1.0017 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= t2 X(1)= 2.59259E-02 COFI= li1004 COF2= 1.1001 R21F= 0.9998 COGI= 1.0030 COG2= 1.300) R21G= 1.))33
L= 13 X4()= 2.96256E-02 COFI= 1.0880 COF2= 1.0882 R21F= 1.0002 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 14 X(fI= 3.33333E-02 COFI= 1.0795 COFZ2 1.0792 R21F= 0.9998 COGL= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 15 X(1)= 3.10370E-02 COF1= 1.0731 COFZ= 1.0722 R21F= 0.9991 COG1= 1.0030 COG2= 1.333) R21G= 1.33)3
1= 16 X([)- 4.014071-02 COFI =  1.C676 COF2= 1.0665 R21F= 0.9990 COGL= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 17 X(I)= 4.44444E-02 COFl= L.0627 COF2= 1.0619 R21F= 0.9992 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 18 X(1)= 4.81481E-02 COF1= 1.0588 COF2 =  1.0581 R21F= 0.9993 COGL= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.3093 R21G= 13 0))
1= 19 X(l)= 5.18519E-02 COFI= 1.0557 COF2= 1.0548 R21F= 0.9992 COGI= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 2C X(1= 5.55556E-02 COFI= 1.0529 COF2 =  1.0520 R21F= 0.9991 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 21 X([)= 5.92593E-02 COFI= 1.0505 COF2= 1.0495 R21F= 0.9991 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.333
1= 22 X(f)I 6.296301-02 COFI= 1.0483 COF2= 1.0474 R21F= 03.9991 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 23 X(I)= 6.66667F-02 COFI= 1.0463 COF2= 1.0455 R21F= 0.9992 COG= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 24 X(11= 7.03704E-02 COFI= 1.0446 COF2= 1.0438 R21F= 0.9992 COGI= 1.0000 COG2 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1- 25 X(l)= 1.40741-02 COF1= 1.0431 LOF2= 1.0422 R21F= 0.9991 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 26 X(1)= 1.71778F-02 COF = 1.0417 COF2= 1.0408 R21F= 0.9992 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 27 X(I)= 8.14815E-02 COF1= 1.0404 COF2= 1.0396 R21F= 0.9992 COG1= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 28 X(1)= 8.51852E-02 COFI= 1.0393 COF2= 1.0384 R21F= 0.9992 COG1= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 29 X(I)= 8.88889E-02 COF1= 1.0381 COF2= 1.0374 R21F= 0.9993 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 30 XIl)= 9.25926E-02 COFI= 1.0372 COF2= 1.0364 R21F= 0.9992 COGL= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 31 X(I)= 9.62963E-02 COFI =  1.0363 COFZ =  1.0355 R21F= 0.9992 COG1= 1.0030 COG2= 1.3003 R21G
=  1.0000
I= 32 X(11= 1.000001-01 COFl= 1.0354 COF2= 1.0347 R21F= 0.9993 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZIG= 1.0000
I= 33 X(I)= 1.03704E-01 COFI= 1.0346 COF2= 1.0339 R21F= 0.9993 COG1= 1.0000 CG002= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 34 Xt1)= 1.074C7E-01 COFI= 1.0339 COF2= 1.0332 R21F= 3.9992 COGL= 1.0030 COG2= 1.3301 R21G= 1.33))
i= 35 XI4) I= .11111-01 COFI=  1.0339 COF2- 1.0321 R21F= 0.9983 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 36 Xi(I= I.I15191-01 COF1= 1.0582 COF2= 1.0593 R21F= 1.0010 COGI
=  
1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1 = 31 X(I)= 1.259261-01 COFI= 1.0476 COF2= 1-0523 R21F= 1.0045 COGL
=  
1.3000 COGZ= 1.3000 R21G=  1.0'33
CO
-3
TABLE IX. - Concluded. OUTPUT FOR FLAT PLATE
(d) Concluded., Momentum and energy balance ratios
I= 38 XII)= 1.33333E-01 COFI= 1.0489 COF2= 1.0474 R21F= 0.9986 CUG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZIG= 1.0030
I= 39 X(I)= 1.40741E-01 COFI= 1.0406 COF2= 1.0440 R21F= 1.0032 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 4C X41)= 1.48148E-01 CUFI= 1.0444 COF2= 1.0410 R21F= 0.9967 COG1= 1.300) COG2= 1.300) R21G= 1.30))
1= 41 X(11= 1.5555bE-01 COFI= 1.0314 COF2= 1.0384 R21F= 1.0068 COGL= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 42 XII)= 1.f29631-01 COF1= 1.0406 COF2= 1.0360 R21F= 0.9956 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZIG= 1.0000
1= 43 X(|)= 1.70370E-01 COF1= 1.0343 COF2= 1.0346 R21F =  1.0003 COGI= 1.0000 COGZ= 1)00) R21G= 1.00))
I= 44 xIl)= I.77778E-01 COFI= 1.0332 CUF2= 1.0330 R21F= 0.9998 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 45 x(l)= 1.851858-01 COFI= 1.0332 COF2= 1.0304 R21F= 0.9973 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 46 X(I)= 1.925S3E-01 CGFI= 1.0241 COF2= 1.0274 R21F= 1.0032 COGl= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0003 R21G= 1.303)
I= 47 x(I)= 2.00000E-01 COFI= 1.0215 COF2= 1.0259 R21F= 1.0043 COGI= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
i= 48 XII)= 2.C7407F-01 COFI= 1.0278 COF2= 1.0260 R21F= 0.9982 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 49 X1[)= *.14815F-01 LUF1= 1.0282 COF2= 1.0260 R21F= 0.9978 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.3)3
I= 5C X(I)= 2.22222E-01 COF1= 1.0273 COF2= 1.0254 R21F= 0.9981 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 51 xilj= 2.29630E-Cl COFI= 1.0267 COF2= 1.0247 R21F= 0.9980 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 52 XII)= 2.31037E-01 COFI= 1.0259 COF2= 1.0240 RZLF= 0.9982 COG1= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 1GCOG2= 1.0000
I= 53 X(1) 2.44444E-Cl COFI= 1.0267 COF2= 1.0233 RZIF= 0*9966 COG1= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 54 X(1)= 2.51852E-01 COFL= 1.0222 COF2= 1.0226 R21F= 1.0004 COGI= 1.0000 COG2 =  1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 55 X(I)= 2.59259F-01 COfI= 1.0233 COF2= 1.0233 R21F= 1*0000 COGG2 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 56 X41)= 2.77778E-C1 COF1= 1.0528 COF2= 1.0575 R2LF= 1.0045 COG1= 1*0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 57 X(11= 2.46296E-01 (OFL= 1.0476 COF2= 1.0554 R21F= 1.0074 OGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 58 XI[)= 3.14815E-OL COFi= 1.0563 OF2= 1.0601 R21F= 1.0037 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 5 X(I)= 3.33333F-Cl CUFI= 1.0578 COFZ= 1.0629 R21F= 1.0048 COGI= 1.3000 COG2= 1.030) R21G= 1.0000
I='60 X(I)= 3.51852E-01 COF1= 1.0560 COF2= 1.0623 RZ1F= 1.0059 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.03))
1= 61 X1I)= 3.70370E-01 COFI= 1.0542 COF2= 1.0611 R21F= 1.0066 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 62 X(1)= 3.88889-01 COF1= 1.0513 COF2= 1.0594 R21F= 1.0077 COGI= 1.0000 COGZ= 1,0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 63 X(I)= 4.C7407E-01 COFL= 1.0477 COF2= 1.0570 RZ1F= 1.0089 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 64 X(I)= 4.25926-01 COFI= 1.0459 COF2= 1.0569 R21F= 1.0105 COG1 1.0030 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 65 XII)= 4.44444E-01 COF= 1.0415 COF2= 1.0560 R21F= 1.0139 COG1= 1*0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
= 66 K(11= 4.81481E-01 COF1= 1.0770 COF2= 1.1029 R21F= 1.0240 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 67 XII)= 5.18519E-01 COFL= 1.0622 COF2= 1.0883 R21F= 1.0243 COG1= 1*0030 COG2= 1.3000 RZIG= 1.0000
1= 68 XI)= 5.55556E-01 COFI=  1.0543 COF2= 1.0765 R21F= 1.0210 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 6S X4l)= 5.92593E-01 COFI= 1.0486 COF2= 1.0682 R21F= -1.0187 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 70 X(I1= 6.29630E-01 COFI= 1.0402 COF2= 1.0621 R21F= 1.0213 COG1= 1.3030 COG2= 1.333) R21G= 1.0000
I= 71 XII)= 6.66667F-01 COFL= 1.0416 COF2= 1.0570 R21F= 1.0149 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I- 72 XII)= 7.03704E-01 COF= 1.0308 COF2= L.0531 R21F= 1.0216 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 73 Xil)= 7.40741E-Cl COF1= 1.0313 COF2= 1.0493 R21F= 1.3175 COGI= 1-3030 COG2= 1.0303 R21G= 1.)3)3
1= 74 X(tl= 7.777788-01 COFI= 1.0278 COF2= 1.0461 R21F= 1.0178 COGI= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 15 X(i)= 8.14815-Cl COFI= 1.0239 COF2= 1.0433 R21F= 1.0190 COGi =  1.0000 COG2=  1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 76 X41)= 8.51852E-01 COF1= 1.0214 COF2= 1.0411 R21F= 1.0193 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.3333 R21G= 1.3)3
1= 77 XlI)= 8.88889E-01 COFL= 1.0222 COF2= 1.0395 R21F=  1.0168 COG1= 1.0000 OG2G = 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 78 X(f1= 9.25926E-01 CDFI= 1.0188 COF2= 1.0384 R21F= 1.0193 COG1= 1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1- 79 X(I)= 9.629638-01 CF1= 1.0203 U0F2= 1.0376 RZ1F= 1.0169 COG1= 1.0030 COG2= 1.0003 R21G= 1.333
1- 80 X(l)= 1.00000E+00 COFI= 1.0176 COF2= 1.0369 RZ1F= 1.0189 COG1= 1.0000 COG2=  1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
SCASE END 1
TABLE X. - INPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
FhTER INIR AT 0.0 SEC.
* ISTO(K). K- 1.1S FORMAT ( 1515 1 1
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 -0 -0 1
* WSTO(K), K= 1920 FORMAT ( 5E15.8 ) 1
0.99990000E+00 0.20000000E+02 0.62200000E+06-0. -0.
-0. -0. -0. -0. 0.10000000E+01
0.15640000E-30 0. -0. -0. -0.
-0 -. -. -0. -0.
* LABELIK). K=1.18. ON FORMAT (18A4). THE X-STATION HEADING. 1
**..DFFU TUYIFFUSER S DY ................................. DIFFUSER STUDY...
* JOIV FORMAT 1 1515 ) 1
3
* JV ON FORMAT (1515) THEN YY(J). JI*JY CN FORMAT (6F10-5) 1
48 142, 3.
C. 0.00200000 0.00500000 0.01000000 0.02000000 0.05000000
0.09999999 0.20000000 C.30000000 0.40000000 0.50000000 0.60000000
C.70000000 0.80000000 C.90C00000 1-00000000 1.20000000 1.40000001
1.59999999 * 1.80000000 2.00000000 2.50000000 3.00000000 3.50000000
4.00000000 4.50000000 5.00000000 5.50000000 6.00000000 6.50000000
7.00000000 7.50000000 8.00000000 8.50000000 9.00000000 9.50000000
10.00000000 11.000CO00 12.00000000 13.00000000 14.00000000 16.00000000
18.00000000 20.00000000 22.00000000 24.00000000 26.00000000 28.00000000
* JEF ON FORMAT (1515). THEN FP(J). J-1.JEF ON FORMAT (6F10L-5 1
36 106. 3.
1.00000000 0.99800000 0.99600000 0.99200000 0.98500000 0.96200000
0.92600000 0.85500000 0.78000000 0.72600000 0.66600000 0.60000000
C.55500000 0.50500000 0.45699999 0.41300000 0.33300000 0.26500000
0.20800000 0.16100000 0.12300000 0.05880000 0.02609999 0.01080000
0.00426999 0.00161999 0.00060700 0.00022899 0.00008950 0.00003660
0.00001570 0.00000656 0.00000316 0.00000144 0.00000062 0.00000022
* JEG ON FORMAT (1515); THEN GP(J). J=1,JEG ON FORMAT (6F10.5) 1
6 16. 3.
C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
* IOP MOP DOP 10 TOP POP 1
4 1 -1 0 1 1
MR 4 OT(I) * ROT(I) * BS * TO * BH * FT * 1
-0. -0. -0. 1.0000 289.0000 1.0000 -0.
* K-STATION DATA CARDS...WITH 8 WORDS...ON FORMAT (8F10-5) 1
0. C. 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 1
0.11810 0.01850 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 2
0.19100 0.03710 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 3
0.24750 0.05560 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS. 4
0.29210 0.07410 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 5
0.24750 -05SS60 O0 -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS. 4
0.04125 0.00927 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 2
0.08250 0.01853 0. -O. 0. -J. -0. -0. IS- 3
0.12375 0.02780 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 4
0.16500 0.03707 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 5
0.20625 0.04633 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 6
0.24750 0.05560 0.' -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 7
0.29210 0.C7410 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 8
0.33100 0.09270 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 9
0.36600 0.11120 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. . IS- 10
0.39800 0.12970 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 11
0.42780 0.14830 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 12
0.45370 0.16680 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 13
C.
0 TABLE X. - Continued. INPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
0.47530 0.18530 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS 14
0.49390 0.20390 0*. -. 0. -0. -0. -0*. IS= 15
0.51050 0.22240 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 16
0.52570 0.24090 0*. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 17
0.53970 0.25950 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 18
0.55280 0.27800 0. -O. *. -0. -0. -0. IS- 19
0.56520 0.25650 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 20
0.57690 0.31510 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 21
0.58810 0.33360 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS=  22
0.59880 0.35210 0. -0. 0. -0. -0*. -0. IS- 23
0.60910 0.37C70 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS=  24
0.61900 0.38920 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 25
0.62860 0.40770 0*. -0. 0. -0. -0. .-0. IS- 26
0.63790 0.42630 0. -0o 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 27
C.64700 0.44480 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 28
0.65720 0.46330 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 29
0.66170 0.48190 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 30
0.67870 0.50040 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 31
0.69030 0.51890 0. -0. 0. -0. -0o -0. IS=  32
0.70230 0.53750 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 33
0.71510 0.55600 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 34
0.72870 0.57450 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 35
0.74320 0.59310 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 36
C.75900 0.61160 0. -0. 0. -0* -0. -0. IS- 37
0.77630 0.63010 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 38
0.79590 C.64870 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 39
0.81870 0.66720 0. -0. 0* -0. -0. -0. IS- 40
0.84760 0.68570 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 41"
0*88650 0.70430 0. -0. 0. -0. -3. -0. IS=  42
0.92930 0.12280 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 43
0.97610 0.74130 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 44
1.02850 0.15990 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 45
1.10730 0.77840 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 46
1.25520 C.79690 0*. -0. 0 -0* -0. -0. IS= 47
1.67010 0.81550 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS=  48
1.87640 0.79800 0. -0o 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 49
2.03100 C.78040 0. -0. 0* -0. -0. -0. IS- 50
2.38310 C.72800 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 51
;.73530 0.68460 0. -0. 0. -0. -0* -0. IS- 52
3.08750 0.65010 0. -0. 0 -0. -0*. -0. IS- 53
3.43970 0.62420 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS 543.19180 0.60280 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 55
4.14400 0.58600 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 56
4.49620 0.57380 0. -0. 0. -- 0 -0. IS 5
4.84840 0.55820 0*. -0. . -0. -0. -0. IS- 58
5.20050 0.54070 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 59
5.55270 0.52370 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 60
5.90490 0.50130 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 61
6.25710 0.49150 0*. -0. 0. -0. -0*. -0. IS=  62
6.60930 0.47610 0*. -0. 0 -0. -0. -0. IS- 63
6.96140 0.46090 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. ISI 64
7.31360 0.44580 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 65
7.66580 0.43130 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0*. IS- 668.01800 0.41770 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 67
8.37010 C.40470 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 68
8.72230 0.39230 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 69
9.C7450 0.38050 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 70
9.42670 0.36s50 0 -0*. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 71
9.77880 0.35920 0. -0. 0*. -0. -0. -0. IS= 72
10.13100 0.34980 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0*. IS 73
TABLE X. - Concluded. INPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
10.48320 0.34120 0. -0* 0* -0. -0* -0. IS- 74
10.83540 0.33320 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 75
11.18750 0.32580 0. -0. 0. -0. -0 -0. IS=  76
11.53970 0.31930 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 77
11.89190 0.31350 / 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 78
12.24410 C.30870 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 79
12.5962C 0.30410 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 80
12.94840 0.30010 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -O0 IS= 81
13.30060 0.29680 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 82
13.65280 0.25430 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 83
14.00490 0.29210 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS=  84
14.35710 0.29050 O. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 85
14.70930 0.28950 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 86
15.C6150 0.28910 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 87
15.41370 0.28930 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS- 88
15.76580 0.29100 C. -0. *. -0. -0. -0. IS=  89
16.11800 0.29520 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 90
16.47020 0.30190 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS=  91
16.82240 0.31100 0. -0. 0. -0. -.0. -0. IS=  92
17.17450 0.3P260 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 93
17.52670 0.33660 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS. 94
0. 0. 0. -0. 0. -0. -0. -0. IS= 95
FNO rF CARO READ NO. OF X STATIONS- 94 LAST X TO BE COMPUTED= 0.17526700E+02 LAST X= 0.
PR- 9.2666665E-03 OTII)= -0. ROT(1) 2.3775949E+02 BS= -I.OO000000E00 IT= 100 NC= 92 KEND =.
WSTO(10)* 1.O00OOOOE+o0 NO. OF X-STATION POINTS INCREASE= 3
1
I-
TABLE XI: - OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(a) Profiles and parameters at X a 0. 0412
4** BOUNDARY LAYER PROFILES FOR
...DIFFUSER STUDY..........,......................DIFFUSER STUDY...
X . 0.0412 U = 1.000 M - 0.01 RDT = 9-99E+00
TURB =0. RY = O. Vb =-0. SW =-O. CM =-0.
DT - 1.73E-03 MT - T.82E-04 HT = O* SF = 2-22E+00 CF 1.60E-01 ST =-0.
HR = 1.00E+00 PR - 7.80E-01 PRT - 1.OOE+00 SHR = 1.40
X= 0.0412 XNOD= 0.0412 I(X)= 2 JE=  102 ISTO(10)= 2
J YV O/U(BLE) F FP FPP 0 GP GPP
1 0. 0. 0. 1.0000000E+00 -7.9697369E-01 1.0000172E+30 0. 3.
4 2.0000000F-03 1.5933563E-03 1.9984064E-03 9.9840666E-01 -7.9613328E-01 1.0000172E+00 0. 0.
7 5.0000000E-03 3.9800939E-03 4.9900454E-03 9.960L997E-01 -7.9480557E-01 1.0000172E+00 0. 0.
10 1.0000000E-02 7.9495707E-03 9.9602176E-03 9.9205056E-01 -7.9247056E-01 1.0000172E+00 3. 0.
13 2.0C00000F-02 1.5856888E-02 1.9841156E-02 9.8414338E-01 -7.8721494E-01 1.000017ZE+00 0. 0.
16 4.9999599-02 3.9326894E-02 4.9012573E-02 9.6067377E-01 -7.7463061E-01 1.0000171E+00 0. 0.
19 1.0000000E-01 7.7605252E-02 9.6085441E-02 9.2239606E-01 -7.5160906E-01 1.0000171E+00 0. 3.
22 2.OCCOOO0F-01 1.5103090E-0I 1.8462299E-01 8.4897163E-01 -7.1347978E-01 1.0000168E+00 0. 0.
25 3.OCOOOOOF-01 2.2031886E-CL 2.6602536E-01 7.7968473E-01 -6.7238386E-01 1.0000163E+00 0. 0.
28 4.0CO00001-01 2.8553068E-01 3.4070336E-01 7.1447383E-01 -6.3L9966LE-01 1.0000158E+00 0. D.
31 5.00000008-01 3.4674594E-01 4.0906073E-01 6.5325931E-01 -5.9248812E-01 1.0000152E+00 0. 0.
34 6.000000OF-01 4.0406007E-01 4.7149248E-01 5.9594576E-01 -5.5400555E-01 1.0000144E+00 0. 0.
37 7.0000000E-0 4.5158227E-01 5.2838330E-01 5.4242398E-01 -5.1667668E-01 1.0000137E+00 0. 0.
40 7.9999999F-01 5.0743347E-01 5.8010642E-01 4.9257304E-01 -4.8060908E-01 1.0000129E+00 0. 0.
43 8.5 99999F-01 5.5374453E-01 6.2702245E-01 4.4626212E-01 -4.45892L3E-01 1.0000120E+00 0. 0.
46 1.0000000E+00 5.9665436E-01 6.6947851E-01 4.0335231E-01 -4.0719780E-01 1.0000112E+00 0. 0.
49 1.7000000E+00 6.7284730E-01 7.4234559E-01 3.2715912E-01 -3.5053357E-01 1.000C96E+3 0. 0.
52 1.4000000F+00 7.3723368E-01 8.0117301E-01 2.6277222E-01 -2.9460767E-01 1.0000080E+00 0. 0.
55 1.6000000E+00 7.9105965E-01 8.4819758E-01 2.0894555E-01 -2.4492592E-01 1.0000066E+00 0. 0.
58 1.8c000D00E00 8.3556659E-Cl 8.8540691E-01 1.6443787E-01 -2.0137986E-01 1.3000053E+03 0. 0.
61 2.00000CF0+00 8.7195910E-01 9.1454359E-01 1.2804461E-01 -1.5532593E-01 1.0000043E+00 0. 0.
64 2.5000000E+00 9.3468245E-01 9.6157224E-01 6.5319676E-02 -9.3026770E-02 1.0000023E+00 0. 0.
67 3.0000000E+00 9.6898407E-01 9.8484401E-01 3.1017021E-02 -4.8854768E-02 1.0000011E+00 0. 3.
70 3.50000001+00 9.8634386E-01 9.9555124E-01 1.3656638E-02 -2.3690476E-02 1.00000C5E+00 0. 0.
13 4.0000000F#00 9.9444499E-01 1.0001148E+00 5.5551977E-03 -1.0570186E-02 1.000002E+00 0. 0.
76 4.5000000E+00 9.9791933E-01 1.0019103E+00 2.0807233E-03 -4.3256384E-03 1.0)00001E+33 0. 0.
79 5.00000008+00 9.9928459E-C1 1.0025605E+00 7.1541023E-04 -1.6188995E-03 1.0000000E+00 0. 0.
82 5.5C0000800 9.9977483E-01 1.0027765E+00 2.2516360E-04 -5.5268394E-04 1.0000000E+00 0. 0.
#5 6.0000000Et00 9.9993528E-01 1.0028421E+00 6.4701582E-05 -1.7171125E-04 1.0000000E+03 0. 3.
88 6.5000000E00 9.9998306E-01 1.0028603E+00 1.6933835E-05 -4.8445033E-05 1.0000000E+00 0. 0.
91 1.0000000OE00 9.9999596E-01 1.0028649E+00 4.0274760E-06 -1.2386682E-05 1.0000000E+00 0. 0.
94 7.5000000E+00 9.9999912E-01 1.0028660E+00 8.6858196E-07 -2.8647655E-06 1.0000000E+00 0. 3.
97 8.0000000E+00 9.9999982E-01 1.0028662E+00 1.6950736E-07 -5.9821420E-07 1.0000000E+00 0. 0.
100 8.S000000 00 9.9999995E-01 1.0028662E+00 2.9873490E-08 -1.1258605E-07 1.OOOOOO00 +00 0. 0.
IVEL- 3 VEII)w 4.99E-02 VEGIl)= 6.40E-02 VHP1I)= 0. VH(1)=  1.00E+00
1VFtL 3 VFIl)- 3.971-02 VEGi1)= 5.09E-02 VHP(1)- 0. VHII)= 1.00E+00
IRANSITIONAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... IfX)- 3 IC- 95
RSR- 0.100E+01 RRR- 0.100E+01 RMC= 0.613E+04 RC- 0.100E-18 RMT= 0. FT= -0. RTR= 3.100E-18
TUR0B(l1*) 0.
X. 0.0825 XNO00 0.0825 I(KX) 3 JE- 102 ISTO(10)- 3
J YY U/UIBLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
1 0. 0. 0. 1.0000000E+00 -8.0014764E-01 1.0000687E+00 0. 0.
7 5.00000008-03 3.9959835E-03 4.9900061E-03 9.9600428E-01 -7.9789290E-01 1.0000687E+00 0. 0.
13 2.CC00000-02 1.5919594E-02 1.9840534E-02 9.8408149E-01 -7.9027936E-01 1.0000687E+00 0. 0.
TABLE XI. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(b) Transition statistics and profiles at X = 0. 7287 and X = 0. 7432
IVEL= 3 VEIl). 4.54E-03 VEG(1)= 5.82E-03 VHP(1)= 0o VH(I)= 1.12E+00
IVEL= 3 VE(l)= 4.53E-03 VEG(I)= 5.81E-03 VHP(1)= 0. VHI1)= 1.12E+00
TRANSITIONAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... I(X)= 35 IC= 95
RSR= 0.100E01 RRR= 0.100E+0I RMC= 0.102E+04 RC= O.IOOE-18 RMT= 0. FT= -0. RTR= O.IOOE-18
TUtRR(III)= 0.
X= 0.1287 XNOD= 0.7287 1(X)= 35 JE= 100 ISTO(10)= 3
J YY U/UIBLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
1 0. 0. 0. 1.0000000E+00 -7.5640528E-01 1.0660100E400 0. 0.
7 5.0000000E-03 4.0269484E-03 4.9905518E-03 9.9622240E-01 -7.5440480E-01 1.0660090E+00 0. 0.
13 2.CCOO000E-02 1.6046302E-02 1.9849220E-02 9.8494709E-01 -7.4761547E-01 1.0659930E+00 0. 0.
19 L.CC000E-01 7.8619547E-02 9.6280781E-02 9.2622046E-01 -7.1654767E-01 1.0656011E+00 0. 0.
25 3.OCO000E-01 2.2390734E-01 2.6760960E-01 7.8930179E-01 -6.5054912E-01 1.0626922E+00 0. 0.
31 5.000000OE-01 3.5354433E-01 4.1290417E-01 6.6575426E-01 -5.8539558E-01 1.0577377E+0) 3. 0.
37 7.C00000OO-01 4.6790693E-01 5.3417678E-01 5.5501959E-01 -5.2219667E-01 1.0515226E+00 0. 0.
43 8.9999999E-0 5.6748645E-01 6.3575769E-01 4.5679826E-01 -4.6022496E-01 1.044706
6 E+0 0  ). 3.
49 1.2C0OOOE+00 6.9064802E-01 7.5348203E-01 3.3236939E-01 -3.7018860E-01 1.0344763.E+00 0. 0.
55 1.6000000E+00 8.1112409E-01 8.5988563E-01 2.0676470E-01 -2.6059406E-01 1.0225517E+00 0. 0.
61 2.000000E+00 8.9060659E-01 9.2434022E-01 1.2138473E-01 -1.6064502E-01 1.0136480E+00 0. 3.
67 3.0000000E+00 9.7756288E-01 9.875368CE-01 2.5308310E-02 -4.4049273E-02 1.0029458E+00 0. 0.
13 4.0000000 +00 9.9654634E-01 9.9933988E-01 3.9139394E-03 -7.9691955E-03 1.0004621E+00 0. 0.
79 5.0000000E+00 9.9959710E-01 1.0010015E+00 4.5749125E-04 -1.0686920E-03 1.0000546E+00 0. 0.
85 6.0000000E+00 9.9996498E-01 1.0011788E+00 3.9816834E-05 -1.0631467E-04 1.0000048E+00 0. 0.
IVFL= 3 VE(1)= 4.32E-03 VEG(II)= 5.53E-03 VHP(1) = 0. VH(I)= 1.13E+00
IVEL. 3 VEIl). 4.32E-03 VEG(1)= 5.53E-03 VHP(1)= 0. VHLI) 1.13E+00
INANSITICNAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... I(X). 36 IC= 95
RSR= 0.100E+01 RRR= 0.100E+01 RNC=  0.798E+03 RC= 0.100E-18 RNT= 0. FT= -0. RTR= 0.100E-18
TURRI+I) , 0.
x= 0.1432 XNOD= 0.1432 I(X)= 36 JE=  99 ISTO(10I= 3
J VY U/UtBLE) F FP FPP D GP GPP
1 0. 0. 0. 1.0000000E+00 -7.5018032E-01 1.0703535E+00 0. 0.
7 5.0C00000E-03 4.0102050E-03 4.9906294E-03 9.9625337E-01 -7.4825807E-01 1.0703524E+00 0. 0.
13 2.0CC00OOE-02 1.5980957E-02 1.9850449E-02 9.8506920E-01 -7.4164701E-01 1.0703355E+00 0. 0.
19 1.00000OE-01 7.8328199E-02 9.6310117E-02 9.2679063E-01 -7.1143776E-01 1.0699206E+00 0. 0.
25 3.CC00000E-01 2.2328457E-01 2.6784287E-01 7.9070375E-01 -6.4742390E-01 1.0668350E+00 0. 0.
31 5.CC0000OE-01 3.5288266E-01 4.1346683E-01 6.6758289E-01 -5.8421652E-01 1.0615659E+00 0. 0.
37 7.00000E0-01 4.6743099E-01 5.3571691E-01 5.5691178E-01 -5.2267902E-01 1.0549389E+00 0. 0.
43 8.9999999E-01 5.6734e55E-CL 6.3705731E-01 4.5846000E-01 -4.6196817E-01 1.0476540E+00 0. 0.
49 1.2000000400 6.9113214E-01 7.5518231E-01 3.3333013E-01 -3.7292546E-01 1.0366932E+00 0. 0.
55 1.6000000E*00 8.1233829E-C1 8.6174614E-01 2.0661928E-01 -2.6313253E-01 1.0238947E+00 0. 3.
61 2.0CO00000E+00 8.9217994E-01 9.2596723E-01 1.2044006E-01 -1.6188820E-01 1.0143481E+00 0. 0.
67 3.0000000E+00 9.7868640E-01 9.8797556E-01 2.4225620E-02 -4.3374442E-02 1.0029843E+00 0. 0.
73 4.0G00000E 00 9.9691117E-01 9.9906132E-01 3.5279330E-03 -7.4444478E-03 1.00044CTE+00 0. 3.
79 5.000000E00 9.9966762E-01 1.0005227E+00 3.8041640E-04 -9.2529720E-04 1.0000481E+00 0. 0.
82 5.50SOC00CO00 9.9990292E-01 1.0006343E+00 1.1122529E-04 -2.8979034E-04 1.0000142E+00 0. 0.
IVEL= 3 VE11) 4.IIE-03 VEG(1=) 5.27E-03 VHP(1I) 0. VH(1)i 1.14E+00
IVEL= 3 VE(1)= 4.10E-03 VEG(I)= 5.26E-03 VHP(1)= 0 VH(1)= 1.14E+00
IRANSITIONAL STATISTICS LISTED BY TRANS... I(X)- 37 IC= 95
RSR 1 0.00+E01 RRR. 0.100E+01 RNC- 0.590E+03 RC= 0.10OE-18 RMT= 0. FT= -0. RTR= 0.130E-18
TURBII+1i). 0.
I-L
&b TABLE XI. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(c) Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
...DIFFUSER STUDY.....................................DIFFUSER STUDY...
X OT MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U M TURB RW VW SW CW
0. 0.001733 0.00C782 0. 2.217 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 -. -0. -0.
0.04125 0.001733 0.0C00782 0. 2.217 0.15953 3. 3. 10. 1.000 3.009 0. 3. -0. -0. 0.
0.08250 0.002185 0.0(S085 0. 2.218 0.07589 0. 0. 25. 2.000 0.019 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.12375 0.001609 0.000745 0. 2.160 0.05037 0. 0. 28. 3.000 0.028 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0O16500 0.00180.7 0.0(0812 0. 2.225 0.C4176 0. 0. 42. 3.999 0.937 0. 3. -0. -3. -3.
0.2C625 0.001776 0.OC0802 0. 2.214 0.03134 0. 0. 51. 4.999 0.046 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.24750 0.001852 0.0C0853 0. 2.171 0.03029 0. 0. 64. 5.998 0.056 0. 0. -0. -0. 0.
0.29210 0.001212 0.000577 0. 2.101 0.02591 0. 0. 56. 7.992 0.074 0. 0. -0. -3. 1.
0.33100 0.001240 0.000567 0. 2.187 0.02489 0. 0. 71. 9.995 0.093 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.36600 0.001184 0.000543 0. 2.180 0.02042 0. 0. 81. 11.985 0.111 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.39800 0.001124 0.000512 0. 2.194 0.01828 0. 0. 90. 13.973 0.130 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.42780 0.001085 0.000496 0. 2.187 0.01697 0. 0. 99. 15.969 0.148 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.45370 0.001034 0.0C0475 0. 2.175 0.j1611 0. 0. 106. 17.950 0.167 0. 3. -0. -0. -0.
0.41530 0.000967 0.000447 0. 2.162 0.01563 0. 0. 110. 19.928 0.185 0. 0. -0. -0. 0.
0.49390 0.000909 0.000420 0. 2.162 0.01519 0. 0. 113. 21.913 0.204 0. 0. -0. -0. "0.
0.51050 0.000862 0.000399 0. 2.160 0.01472 0. 0. 117 23.882 0.222 0. 3* -0. -3. -3.
0.52570 0.000829 0.000382 0. 2.168 0.01423 0. 0. 121. 25.847 0.241 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.53970 0.000800 0.000367 0. 2.181 0.01375 0. 0. 125. 27.817 0.259 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.55280 0.00C176 0.000355 0. 2.187 0.01329 0. 0. 130. 29.771 0.278 0. 3. -0. -3. -j.
0.56520 0.000757 0.000345 0. 2.197 0.01286 0. 0. 134. 31.719 0.296 C. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.57690 0.000740 0.000335 0. 2.208 0.01244 0. 0. 139. 33.67L 0.315 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.58810 C.00C726 0.000328 0. 2.215 0.01207 0. 0. 144. 35.606 .0.334 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.59880 0.000715 0.000321 0. 2.226 0.01170 0. 0. 148. 37.534 0.352 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.6CSIO 0.000705 0.000315 0. 2.236 0.01137 0. 0. 153. 39.465 0.371 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.61900 0.000696 0.000310 0. 2.245 0.01106 0. 0. 158. 41.378 0.389 0. 0. -0. -0. --0.
0.62860 0.000690 0.000306 0. 2.255 0.01(76 0. 0. 163. 43.283 0.408 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
TABLE XI. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(c) Continued. Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER FARAMETERS FOR
...DIFFUSER STUDY................................DIFFUSER STUDY...
I DT MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U M TURB RW VW SW CO
0.631790 C.000684 0.000302 0. 2.267 0.01047 0. 0. 167. 45.190 0.426 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.64300 C.00C678 O.OCC298 0. 2.276 0.01032 0. 0. 172. 47.078 0.445 C. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.65720 0.000695 0.000300 0. 2.317 0.00946 0. 0. 182. 48.957 0.463 C. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.66770 0.000C705 0.00302 0. 2.335 0.00897 0. 0. 191. 50.837 0.482 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.61870 0.000717 0.000305 0. 2.351 0.00850 0. 0. 200- 52.697 0.500 0. '3. -3. -3. -3.
C.69030 0.000735 0.0C0310 0. 2.374 0.00807 0. 0. 211. 54.547 0.519 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.10240 0.301C53 0.000314 0. 2.398 0.C0766 0. 0. 222. 56.398 0.538 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.11510 0.00C774 0.000320 0. 2.416 0.00726 0. 0. 234. 58.227 0.556 3. 3. -0. -0. -3.
0.72870 C.000198 0.000327 0. 2.436 0.00686 0. 0. 247. 60.047 0.575 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.74320 0.00C824 0.600335 0. 2.459 0.00648 0. 0. 262. 61.865 0.593 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.15900 0.00C856 0.000345 0. 2.482 0.00609 0. 0. 277. 63.662 0.612 0. 0. -0. -0. -3.
0.71630 0.00C893 0.000356 0. 2.507 0.00570 0. 0. 295. 65.448 0.630 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.79590 0.000937 0.000370 0. 2.535 3.00528 0. 0. 316. 67.232 0.649 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.81870 0.000993 0.000387 0. 2.567 0.00483 0. 0. 341. 68.995 0.667 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.84760 0.001074 0.000412 0. 2.606 0.00432 0. 0. 375. 70.745 0.686 0. 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.88650 0.001193 0.000448 0. 2.661 0.00384 0. 0. 424. 72.493 0.704 0. 3 -0. -3. -0.
0.92930 0.001283 0.000481 0. 2.668 0.00349 0. 0. 463. 74.219 0.723 0.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
0.47610 0.001384 0.000512 0. 2.702 0.00322 0. 0. 507. 75.933 C.741 0.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
1.2850 0.001486 0.000544 0. 2.729 0.00295 0. 0. 551. 77.643 0-760 0.000 0. -0. -3. -3.
1.10730 0.001666 0.000601 0. 2.772 0.00253 0. 0. 626. 79.331 0.778 0.001 0. -0. -0. -0.
1.25520 0.002020 0.0C0713 0. 2.834 0.00202 0. 0. 769. 81.007 0.797 0.003 0. -0. -0. -0.
1.67010 0.002815 0.000943 0. 2.985 0.00108 0. 0. 1083. 82.678 0.815 0.021 0. -0. -0. -3.
1.87640 0.003488 0.001129 0. 3.090 0.00083 0. 0. 1328. 81.106 0-798 0.040 0. -0. -0. -0.
2.03100 0.003182 0.001328 0. 2.396 0.00177 0. 0. 1198. 79.513 0.780 0.399 0. -0. -0. -0.
2.38310 0.004584 0.001990 0. . 2.304 0.00130 0. 0. 1661. 74.702 0.728 0.241 0. -0. -0. -0.
2.73530 0.005228 0.002845 0. 1.837 0.00307 0. 0. 1825. 70.642 0.685 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
CA
TABLE XI. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(c) Continued. Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
... DIFFUSER STUDY...................................DIFFUSER STUDY...
X D1 MT HT SF CF ST GPW ROT U N. 
TURS Rw VW SW CW
3.8750 0.006846 0.003941 0. 1.737 0.00328 0. 0. 2313. 61.366 0.650 
1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
3.43970 0.0(8635 0.005059 0. 1.707 0.00313 0. 0. 2839. 64.880 0.624 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
3.*7180 C.010384 0.C06202 0. 1.674 0.00302 C. 0. 3333. 62.809 0.603 1.000 
0. -0. -0. -0.
4.14400 0.012097 0.007315 0. 1.654 0.00294 0. 0. 3805. 61.172 0.586 
1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
4.49620 0.013608 0.008330 0. 1.634 0.00285 0. 0. 4216. 59.978 3.574 1.009 
3. -0. -3. -0.
4.84840 0.015664 0.009585 0. 1.634 0.00270 0. 0. 4756. 58.444 0.558 1.O00 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
5.20050 0.018000 0.011077 0. 1.625 0.00255 0. 0. 5337. 56.715 0.541 
1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
5.55270 0.020672 0.012712 0. 1.626 0.00240 0. 0. 5982. 55.026 0.524 1.000 )3. 
0. -03 -.
5.5C490 0.023621 0.014502 0. 1.629 0.00227 0. 0. 6668. 53.388 0.507 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
6.25710 0.026905 0.016464 0. 1.634 0.00213 0. 0. 7408. 51.803 0.491 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
6.60530 0.030619 0.018641 0. 1.643 0.00199 0. 0. 8218. 50.252 0.476 1.000 0. -0. 
-3. -3
6.96140 0.034907 0.021093 0. 1.655 0.00185 0. 0. 9124. 48.714 0.461 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0O
7.31360 0.039932 0.023889 0. 1.672 0.00169 0. 0. 10155. 47.180 0.446 1.000 0. -0. -0. 
-0.
7.66580 C.045675 0.026996 0. 1.692 0.00154 0. 0. 11299. 45.701 0.431 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
8.01800 0.052106 0.030376 0. 1.715 0.00139 0. 0. 12545. 44.309 0.418 1.000 
0. -0. -0. -0.
8.37C10 0.055703 0.034116 0. 1.750 0.00123 0. 0. 13991. 42.975 0.405 1.000 
0. -3. -0. -0.
8.72230 0.068150 0.038251 0. 1.782 0.00108 0. 0. 15547. 41.698 0.392 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
9.07450 0.077908 0.042811 0. 1.820 0.00093 0. 0. 17306. 40.480 0.380 
1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
9.42670 0.088876 0.047737 0. 1.862 0.00C79 0. 0. 19240. 39.341 3.369 1.330 
3. -0. -3. -3.
9.77880 0.101275 0.053067 0. 1.908 0.00065 0. 0. 21383. 38.272 0.359 1.000 0. 
-0. -0. -0.
10.13100 0.114858 0.058668 0. 1.958 0.00053 0. 0. 23684. 37.295 0.350 
1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
10.48320 0.130316 0.064541 0. 2.019 0.00041 0. 0. 26278. 36.399 0.341 
1.000 3. -0. -3. -3.
10.83540 0.147042 0.070775 0. 2.078 0.00030 0. 0. 29024. 35.564 0.333 
1.000 .0. -0. -0. -0.
11.18750 0.165773 0.077330 0. 2.144 0.00021 0. 0. 32063. 34.791 0.326 1.000 
0. -0. -0. -0.
11.53970 0.184262 0.083827 0. 2.198 0.00014 0. 0. 34991. 34.111 0.319 1.000 
0. -0. -0. -0.
11.89190 0.202215 0.090290 0. 2.240 0.00011 0. 0. 37763. 33.504 0.313 1.000 
0. -0. -0. -0.
TABLE XI. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(c) Concluded. Summary of boundary layer parameters
PRINCIPAL BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERS FOR
...DIFFUSER STUDY...............................DIFFUSER STUDY...
x CT MT HT SF CF ST GPW RDT U M TURB RW VW SW CW
12.24410 C.217865 0.096171 0. 2.265 0.00C09 0. 0. 40115. 33.000 0.309 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
12.55620 0.233459 0.102297 0. 2.282 0.00C08 0. 0. 42398. 32.517 0.304 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
12.94840 0.246717 0.108044 0. 2.284 0.0OCIO 0. 0. 44274. 32.097 0.300 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
13.30060 0.254541 0.113085 0. 2.251 0.00016 0. 0. 45203. 31.751 0.297 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
13.65280 0.258605 0.117C81 0. 2.209 0.00022 0. 0. 45567. 31.468 0.294 1.,30 J. -0. -0. -0.
14.00490 0.260120 0.120718 0. 2.155 0.00029 0. 0. 45517. 31.256 0.292 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
14.35710 0.258248 0.123440 0. 2.092 0.00038 0. 0. 44961. 31.088 0.291 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
14.70530 0.253488 0.125193 0. 2.025 0.00C49 0. 0. 43991. 30.983 0.289 1.030 3. -0. -3. -3.
15.0Ce50 0.246331 0.125558 0. 1.956 0.00062 0. 0. 42694. 30.941 0.289 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
15.41370 0.236369 0.125754 0. 1.880 0.00078 0. 0. 40994. 30.962 0.289 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
15.76580 0.219677 0.123226 0. 1.783 0.00103 0. 0. 38306. 31.141 0-291 1.000 3. -0. -3. -3.
16.11800 0.198116 0.117253 0. 1.690 0.00135 0. 0. 35008. 31.582 0.295 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
16.47020 0.174578 0.108662 0. 1.607 0.00171 0. 0. 31494. 32.286 0.302 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
16.82240 0.150404 0.098518 0. 1.521 0.00209 0. 0. 27883. 33.241 0.311 1.000 0. -0. -0. -3.
17.17450 0.127876 0.087597 0. 1.46C 0.00248 0. 0. 24512. 34.457 0.323 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
17.52670 0.108177 0.076712 0. 1.410 0.00279 0. 0. 21549. 35.919 0.337 1.000 0. -0. -0. -0.
-2
r TABLE XI. - Continued. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
00
(d) Momentum and energy balance ratios
I- I Xf ) O. COFI= O. COF2- 0. R2IF
i  0. COGL= O. COG2= 0. RZ.LG= 0.
1= 2 X(i)- 4.12500E-02 COFI- O. COF2. O. R21F= O. COGL= O. COG2= 0. 
R21G ).
1- 3 Xl1) =  8.25000-02 COFI= L8.6346 COF2
= 23.4303 R2F= 1.2574 COGL= 1.0000 COGZ
=  1.0000 RZLG- 1.0030
1= 4 X()= |.23750E-01 COF1= 5.0415 COF2 =  4.1295 R21F= 0.8191 COG1
=  1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
1= 5 X(I)- 1.650008-01 COFL- 3.2552 COF2= 3.6401 RkZF= 1.1182 COG1- 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G. 1.0000
I= 6 X5l4) 2.06250E-01 COFI- 2.5592 COF2= 2.5320 R21F= 0.9894 COG1
=  1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
(= 7 X(11- 2.47500E-01 COFI= 1.9744 COF2= 2.2821 R21F= 1.1558 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
1= 8 X(1)- 2.S2100E-01 COFI= 2.7816 COF2- 2.2125 R21F= 0.7954 COG1I 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
1= S XItI) 3.310008-01 COF- 2.2360 COF2- 2.4799 R21F= 1.1391 COG1= 1.0300 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
1= 10 X(1) 3.660008-01 COFI
=
. 2.0321 COF2- 2.0434 R21F= 1.0056 COGI- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
i 11 X(1)- 3.98000E-01 COFI- 1.8098 COF2= 1.1895 R21F= 0.9888 COGI 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
I= 12 X(l)- 4.278008-01 COFI 1.6646 COF2- 1.6899 RZIF- 1.0152 COG1= 1.0003 COG2
=  1.033 R21G- 1.0000
1- 13 X11)= 4.537008-01 COFI- 1.5412 COF2
=  1.5578 R21F- 1.0108 COGFA 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 P21G= 1.0000
I= 14 X4I)- 4.75300E.01 COFI= 1.4520 COF2- 1.496 R1F= 0.9984 COGIL 1.0000 C02G
=  1.0000 RZIG= 1.0000
I= 15 X(). 4.939008-01 COFI. 1.3S78 COF2- 1.3905 R21F= 0.9948 COGI- 1.0030 COG2- 1.0003 R21G
=  1.3)
1- 16 XI)I. 5.I0500E-01 COFI= 1.3548 COF2- 1.3538 R21F= 0.9993 COG1= 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 
R21G 1.0000
I- 11 XEI)= 5.25700E-01 COFIl 1.3250 COF2 1.3253 R21F=" 1.0002 COG1l 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
I- 8I X(i)- 5.39700E-01 COFL= 1.3016 CUF2= 1.2984 R21F= 0.9975 COGI= 1-0003 COGZ= 1.0303 R21G
=  1333
i 19 X(i1- 5.12800E-01 COFI. 1.2771 COF2- 1.2782 R21F 1.0005 COG1
=  1.0000 COG2
=  1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
t- 20 X(k- 5.652008-01 COF1 1.2597 COF2= 1.2610 R21F= 1.0010 COG1- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
1- 21 X54)- 5.769008-01 COFI 1.2452 COFZ2 1.2429 R2IF= 0.9981 COGL. 1.0000 COG2= 1.3300 R21G
=  1.33),
1- 22 X(I). 5.88100E-01 COFI- 1.2286 COF2- 1.2301 RZ2F= 1.0012 COGl= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.000
i- 23 X1)- 5.98800-01 COFI- 1.2165 COF2
=  1.2164 R21F- 0.9999 COG1= 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1- 24 Xl1)- 6.C91008-01 COF1- 1.2057 COF2= 1.2053 R21F= 0.9996 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0033 R21G= 
1.0))3
1= 25 XIIk- 6.1900OEO1 COF- 1.1941 COF2 1.1943 RZLF- 1.0002 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 
R21G= 1.0003
I- 26 Xll)- 6.28600E-01 COFl- 1.1848 COF2
=  1.1854 R2LF= 1.0005 COGI- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
i= 27 XI1)= 6.379008-01 COFl- 1.1776 COF2= 1.1764 RZIF. 0.9990 COGI. 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G
=  1.))31))
1= 28 X(I). 6.470008-01 COFI- 1.1736 COF2- 1.1677 R21F 0.9950 COG1L 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 
R21G= 1.0000
I- 29 X(II)- 6.572008-01 COFI- 1.1772 COF2- 1.1811 R2LF- 1.0033 COG1= 1.0000 C0G2= 1.0000 
R2,1G 1.0000
i 30 XSll- 6.677001-01 COFI= 1.1733 COF2. 1.1746 R21F- 1.0011 COG1- 1.0000 COG2= 
1.0000 R21G
=  1.0032
I- 31 X(I) 6.78700E-01 COFL- 1.1699 COFZ08 L.L71 R2IF= 1.0015 COG1I 1.0000 COG=2 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
I 32 X()- 6.903008-01 COFI- 1.1675 COF2- 1.1693 R21F- 1.0016 COGL- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 •21G= 
1.0000
1- 33 X(Ek- 7.023008-01 COFL- 1.1624 CQF2
=  1.1632 R21F- 0.9991 C068- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G
=  1.00)3
1- 34 X51). 7.15100E-O COFI. 1.1598 COF2s 1.1626 R21F= 1.0024 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
i- 35 X1I)- 7.281008-01 COF1 1.1585 COF2= 1.1599 R21F 1.0012 COGI. 1.0000 COG2 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
1- 36 X1l)- 7.432008-01 COFI- 1.1571 COF2
=  1.151 R21F- 1.0000 COGl- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I- 31 X(l)- 7.59000E-01 COF1
=  1.1552 CJF2
=  1.1573 R21F= 1.0019 COGI 1.0000 COGZ
=  1.0000 RZIG
=  1.0000
I1 38 X(II- 7.763008-01 COFI= 1.1557 £OF2- 1.1566 R21F 1.0008 COG1- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1- 39 X1l)- 7.959008-01 CQFI1 1.1583 COF2 101599 R21F= 1.0014 COG1- 1.0000 COG2 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
1= 40 Xtl)- 8.181008-01 COFL- 1.1630 COF2- 1.1647 RZIF- 1.0014 COGl= 1.3030 COGZ= 1.0000 RZG1= 
1.0000
i= 41 X(i)- 8.476008-01 COFI- 1.1757 COF2= 1.1805 RZIF- 1.0041 COGI= 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
I- 42 X11)- 8.86500E-01 COFI- 1.1923 COF2- 1.2037 R21F- 1.0095 COG1
=  1.0000 COGZ= 1.0000 RZLG 1.0000
1- 43 X(IJ) S.29300E-01 COFI- 1.1824 C0F2= 1.1838 R21F- 1.0011 COOl- 1.0003 COG2= 1.0003 RZ0. 1.0000
1= 44 X54)- 9.761008-01 COFI- 1.1733 CQFZ2 1.1710 RZLFI 0.9980 COG1l 1.0000 COGZ- 1.0000 P21G0 1.0000
i- 45 Xll)- 1.02850+00 COFI- 1.1680 COF2- 1.1650 R21F- 0.9915 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZ21- 
1.0000
1- 46 X(11) 1.10730*00 COFI- 1.2041 OFZ- 1.2075 R21F . OG1 1.00328 C 2 1.0003 2- ))0 R215= 
1.)300
I= 471 Xl1) 1.255208+00 80F1- 1.2729 COF2- 1.2944 R21F- 1.0169 COGI- 1.0000 COG2 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
1- 48 X(I)- 1.6l010E+00 COFI- 1.5890 COF2- 1.4429 R21F- 0.9081 COG1- 1.0000 C0G2
=  1.0000 RZ1G= 1.0000
1- 49 X41)- 1.87640E+00 COF1- 1.0829 COF2- 1.1007 R21F- 1.0164 COGI- 1.0000 COG2- 1.3003 R21G= 
1.30)3
1I 50 X1I)- 2.031008+00 80F1- 1.1103 C82FZ 1.0842 R21F- 0.9765 COGl- 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
I 51 SX()1- 2.38310E*00 COF1 1.1231 COF2- 1.1832 R21F- 1.0535 COG1- 1.0000 COGZ- 1.0000 R21G
=  1.0000
1- 52 XI1)- 2.73530E+00 COF1- 1.1864 OF2- 1.1712 R21F- 0.9872 COGI= 1.0000 COG2. 1.0000 RZ10 
1.03)0
1- 53 x(I). 3.08750 +00 COFL 1.1554 COF2- 1.1819 R21F- 1.0229 COGI-1 1.0000 COGZ- 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
I= 54 X(i). 3.439708+00 COFI- 1.1403 OF2- 1.1331 R21F- 0.9937 COG 1= 1.0000 COG2Z 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
I= 55 X41)- 3.79180E+00 COFI- 1.1004 COF2- 1.1009 R21F- 1.0005 COGI- 1.0000 COG2- 1.-00030 R21G= 
1.0033
I- 56 X4[)- 4.144008+00 COFL- 1.0806 COF2- 1.0809 RZIF- 1.0002 COGI- 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZIG= 1.0000
i3 57 X([)= 4.496208+00 COFI= 1.0828 COF2. 1.0668 R21F- 0.9852 COG1- 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G= 
1.0000
1= 58 X(41)- 4.84840+00 COF1= 1.0567 COF2= 1.0560 R21F 0.9994 COG1- 1.0000 COG2- 1.0000 R21G= 
1.303
I= 59 X4I)= 5.200508*00 COF1- 1.0439 COF2
= L.0458 R21F- 1.0018 COGl. 1.0000 COG2. 1.0000 R2LG= 1.0000
TABLE XL. - Concluded. OUTPUT FOR INLET DIFFUSER
(d) Concluded. Momentum and energy balance ratios
I= 60 X(l)= 5.5270E+00 COF1= 1.0397 COF2= 1.0372 R21F= 0.9977 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.3003 R21G= 1.13))
1= 61 X(II= 5.90490E+00 COFI= 1.0323 COF2= 1.0306 R21F= 0.9984 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1-0000
i= 62 X(1)= 6.25710E*00 COFI=" 1.0276 COF2= 1.0253 R21F= 0.9978 COGL= 1.0000 COG2
=  1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1i 63 X11)= 6.609308+00 COFL= 1.0235 COF2= 1.0209 R21F= 0.9974 COG1= 1.000 COG2= 1.000) R21G= 1.))))
1= 64 X(1)= 6.S140E+00 COFI= 1.0200 COF2= 1.0171 R21F= 0.9972 COG1= 1.0000 COG2
=  1.0000 P21G= 1.0000
I. 65 Xl1)= 7.31360E+00 COF1= 1.0153 COF2= 1.0139 R21F= 0.9987 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 P21G= 1.0000
I= 66 X(1= 7.66580E+00 COFI= 1.0122 COF2= 1.0112 R21F= 0.9990 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.3000 R21G= 1.333))
1= 67 X(1)= 8.01800E+00 COFI= 1.0112 COF2= 1.0090 R21F= 0.9979 COG1= 1.0000 COGZ=  1.0000 R2LG= 1.0000
1= oB XI). 8.37010E+00 COFL= 1.0095 COF2= 1.0072 R21F= 0.9977 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 69 Xdl)= 6.32230E+00 COF1= 1.0076 COF2= 1.0056 R21F= 0.9980 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.030) R21G= 1.)013
T= 70 X(1l= 9.01450E+00 COF1= 1.0063 COF2= 1.0044 RZiF= 0.9981 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 71 X(l5= 9.42670E+00 COF1= 1.0059 COF2= 1.0033 R21F= 0.9974 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 72 X(I)= 9.77880E+00 COFI= 1.0040 COF2= 1.0025 R21F= 0.9985 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.33))
1= 73 X41)= 1.01310E+01 COFI0 1.0038 COF2= 1.0019 R21F= 0.9981 COGI=* 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 74 X(l1= 1.04832E+01 COF1= 1.0044 COF2- 1.0013 R21F= 0.9970 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 75 X(l)= 1.0"8354F+01 COF1= 1.0033 COF2= 1.0009 R21F= 0.9976 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 76 X()i 1.11875E+01 COFI= 1.0010 COF2= 1.0006 R21F= 3.9996 COG1= 1.3000 COG2
=  1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 77 X(I)= 1.15397E+01 COFI= 1.0023 COF2= 1.0004 R21F= 0.9981 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZLG= 1.0000
1= 78 X(I)= 1.18919F+01 COF1= 0.9989 COF2= 1.0003 R21F= 1.0014 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
l= 79 X(I)= 1.22441E+01 COF1= 1.0036 COF2= 1.0032 R21F= 0.9966 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0003
1= 80 X4I)= 1.25962F+01 COFI= 0.5988 COF2= 1.0002 R21F= 1.0014 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
= 81 X(l)= 1.25484E+01 COF1= 0.9968 COF2= 1.0002 R21F= 1.0033 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 82 XlI)= 1.33006E+01 COF1= 0.9965 COF2- 1.0002 R21F= 1.0037. COGI= 1.0030 COG2= 1.3003 R21G= 1.0000
1= 83 X(l= 1.36528E+01 COFI= 1.0006 COF2= 1.0003 R21F= 0.9997 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R2IG= 1.0000
1= 8 XI)= 1.40049E+01 COFI= 0.9974 COF2= 1.0004 R21F= 1.0029 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
I= 65 XIli= 1.43571E+01 COFI= 0.5986 COF2- 1-0005 R21F= 1.0019 CO01= 1.000 COG2= 1-.003 R21G= 1.)0))
1= 86 Xl)= 1.470938+01 COF1= 0.9988 COF2= 1.0006 R21F= 1.0018 COG1= 1.0000 COG2
=  1.0000 R21G= 1.0003
1= 87 x(l)= 1.50615E+01 COFI= 0.S990 COF2= 1.0008 R21F= 1.0018 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 88 X(ll= I.5413E*+01 COF1= 0.9951 COF2= 1.0010 R21F= 1.0059 COG1 =  .1.0030 COG2= 1.330) R21G= 1.3)33
1= 89 X1l)t 1.57658+01 COFI= 0.9977 COF2= 1.0013 R21F= 1.0035 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 90 XiI)= 1.61180E+01 COFI= 1.0031 COF2= 1.0017 R21F= 0.9986 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1-0000 R21G= 1.0000
i= 91 X(i)= 1.64702E+01 COFlI 1.0027 COF2= 1.0024 R21F= 0.9997 COG1= 1.0000 COG2=  13003 R21G= 1.0033
1= 92 X(I)= 1.68224E+01 COF1= 1.0036 COF2= 1.0032 R21F= 0.9996 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 RZLG= 1.0000
1= 93 X411= 1.71745E+01 COF1= 1.0051 COF2 1.0043 R21F= 0.9993 COGI= 1.0000 COG2= 1.0000 R21G= 1.0000
1= 94 X([)= 1.15267E+01 COFI= 1.0159 COF2= 1.0056 R21F= 0.9899 COG1= 1.0000 COG2= 1.000) R21G- 1.3)03
01* UNI105. EOF. REC= 00000 FIL
= 00002
If POP. NE. 1, then subroutine ITSR lists the number of cycles to converge in the
momentum loop (ITP=-MOM) and in the momentum-energy loop (ITME=MAE) together
with other case sensitive variables such as COF1, COF2, COG1, and COG2. The
ratios R21F=COF2/COF1 and R21G=COG2/COG1 are listed by subroutine ITSR to-
gether with COF2, COF1, COG2, and COG1 at each x-station and also as a table by
subroutine NDIR when ISTO(6). EQ. 1. The ratios R21F and R21G both equal 1. 0
when the integral momentum and energy equations are well balanced. As a result, no
corrections based on the displacement thickness are made. Hence, if either ratio de-
viates much from 1. 0 a difficulty may appear. The sensitivity of the wall parameters
to variations of the ratios R21F and R21G is smaller for large pressure gradients
than for small pressure gradients.
To obtain more detailed statistics on the convergence of the wall parameters and
boundary values in both MAE and MOM loops of subroutines ITFR and ITSR, the
switch ISTO(5) can be set equal to 1, and the switch POP can be set not equal to 1.
If the proper values of ISTO(7), ISTO(5), POP, and ISTO(1), which list the input data,
are used, then information sufficient to locate the source of the difficulty can usually
be obtained. If, in addition, the case should not be aborted, then the subroutine NDIR
end profiles and tables will be listed and can be used as a further aid to the diagnosis.
Also, subroutine FILE has a variety of ways of listing profiles to get sufficient data
without listing excessively. For the subroutine FILE listing capabilities, see ISTO(2)
in table VI.
If the functions U(X) or M(X) lead to an early transition to turbulent flow, then, by
using ISTO(8) and ISTO(9), a linear section can be inserted at the origin. In most
cases the use of a linear section starting at the origin and using the original starting
values will either delay or remove the transition to turbulent flow provided the input
function, either U(X) or M(X), has a section concave upward between the origin and the
first maximum. When either U(I) or M(I) is modified by subroutine COTR by the in-
sertion of a linear section, the corresponding values of the other x-station data input are
modified similarly. Subroutine INIR also later modifies the values of RW(I) at the ori-
gin to satisfy the criterion d(RW(I)/dx. LE. 1. 0 at ETA=0. 0. Later, in subroutines
ITFR and ITSR a substitute value of d(RW(I)/dx is used to prevent a case abort for
some sections of the input RW(I) curve when otherwise a negative square root would
occur.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,





The number in parenthesis following some of the definitions is the number of the
equation in appendix B which defines the variable. The quantity in square brackets is
the equivalent notation used in the computer program.
B exponent in expression for free-stream velocity variation in laminar
similarity solution (II-28), [BS]
bl,.., b5  coefficients in eqs. (III-7, 8), [B]
C constant of proportionality in expression for 6* in laminar similarity so-
lution (1-28), [C]
Ca  parameter related to axisymmetric flow appearing in eq. (II-14),
2(6*/rw) cos a, [CA]
Cf coefficient of skin friction, 7 /(PeU 2 /2), [CF]
Cp specific heat at constant pressure
Cu longitudinal curvature parameter in eq. (IV-2), (6*/cw)(u/U)/[(a(u/U)/aq],
[CU]
C parameter in skin friction relation (11-34), [CMU]
cw radius of longitudinal curvature in the same units as x, [CW]
co ... , c8  coefficients in eq. (111-6), [CO... C8]
d density ratio, pe/p
, 
[D]
f' velocity defect variable, (p eU - pu)/peU, [FP]
g' enthalpy defect variable, (ho - ho)/(ho - hr), [GP]
H (ho - hr)/ho, [BHJ
h static enthalpy
hr arbitrary reference enthalpy
ho total enthalpy, h + u 2/2
i, j indices of variables in the x- and y-directions, respectively, [I,J]
K pressure gradient parameter, (82 /vw)(dU/dx), [KF]
k specific heat ratio, [SHR]
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L position at which RL is defined in laminar similarity (11-28), x2 - x1
Me free-stream Mach number, [M]
P parameter in eq. (1I-14), 6*Ux/U, [P]
P* parameter in laminar similarity flow, R,6 P, [P]
Pr Prandtl number, V/ g, [PR]
Prt turbulent Prandtl number, (v e - v)/(Veg - vg), [PRT]
p static pressure
Q parameter in eq. (II-14), (peU6*)x/Pe U , [Q]
Q* R6 Q, parameter in laminar similarity flow, [Q]
q2/U2 turbulence intensity, [FTE]
q local heat flux
R rwx6*/r w , [R]
R* parameter in laminar similarity flow, R 6 ,R, [R]
Rcr critical Reynolds number, [RMC]
Rft fully turbulent Reynolds number, ]RMT]
RL Reynolds number in laminar similarity solution, (x2 - xl)U/v, [RL]
R , Reynolds number based on displacement thickness, 6*U/v, [RDT]
r radius of a point in the boundary layer in the same units as x,
rw(x) + Y Cos a(x-)
rw  radius of surface in the same units as x, [RW]
Sc Sutherland constant, eq. (11-18), [STC]
St Stanton number, qw/[PeU(ho - hw)], [ST]
Str reference Stanton number, q /(p U(ho - hr)], [STR]
sw  characteristic sice of roughness elements in the same units as x, [SW]
T proportion of turbulence viscosity in effective viscosity, eq. (IV-4),
[TURB]
U free-stream velocity, arbitrary dimensional units, [U]
UL free-stream velocity at x 2 in laminar similarity solution, same units
as U, [U(2)]
u, v time average velocities in x- and y-directions, respectively
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u skin friction velocity, ,/p same units as U
V c correction factor which accounts for influence of longitudinal wall curva-
ture on the effective viscosity, [VHP]
-v'h' Reynolds heat flux
-v'u' Reynolds stress
vw wall transpiration velocity, same units as U, [VW]
x streamwise coordinate, arbitrary dimensional units, [X]
x untransformed x-coordinate
Ax xi+1 - xi, numerical integration step in the streamwise direction, [DX]
y coordinate normal to wall
7 untransformed y-coordinate
a angle of tangent to surface with respect to axis of symmetry
y ratio of skin friction velocity to freestream velocity, 7w/PU2 , [GAM]
6* displacement thickness, pf (PU - pu peU (r/rw)dy, same units
as. 5, [DT]
6k kinematic displacement thickness, O - u)U(r/rw)dy, same units
as x
7 nondimensional coordinate normal to wall, y/6*, [Y]
8 momentum thickness, pu - u U2 (r/rw)dy, same units
as K, [MT] 0
K von Kirmin constant, 0.41, [SK]
v molecular kinematic viscosity
"e effective kinematic viscosity
Veg effective kinematic conductivity
p density
7 local shear stress
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T nondimensional effective viscosity, eq. (II-17a), ve/U6*
, [VE]
T* nondimensional effective viscosity in laminar starting flow, R6gT, [VE]
T nondimensional effective conductivity, eq. (II-17b), Veg/U6*, [VEG]
4' integral enthalpy thickness, f (Pu/PeT )(ho -h hr) (r/r)d,
[HT]
<p, <I inner and outer effective viscosity functions
Sub scripts:
cr critical point
e evaluated at edge of layer (except for ve(?s = e Veoo); also used to denote
equilibrium f' and g' functions
ft fully turbulent point
w evaluated at wall, [( )W]
x differentiation with respect to x
1 evaluated at initial x-station
evaluated at the edge of the layer, 7 - oo, [( )E]
~ denotes quantity in similarity starting equations which have different
interpretation in laminar and turbulent flows
A fully turbulent point minus critical point
Superscripts:
differentiation with respect to 7 = y/6*, [( )P]
when used with x and y denotes untransformed coordinates; also denotes
average value, [( )i+ ( )i]/ 2
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APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS USED BY COMPUTER PROGRAM
The pertinent equations are given herein as a cross reference to the discussion of
the common program variables and the comments contained in the computer program.
The equations and equation numbers are taken from reference 1. The symbols are de-
fined in appendix A.
Transformed momentum and energy equations:
- (1 + Ca) T [d( f )]' (Q + R)( - f) - pv - 6*f dL d peU X
+ (Q + R)P( - f) V - *fx d' - (Pd + 6*dx)(2 - f
- (Q + R)(7 - f) P - 6*f d' + P(d -1) + 6*dx
DeU
= (1 - f')6*dfx (11-14)
k-1 2
(1 + Cal) g - 1) [d2( - f ')
1 + 2 M e) "eg
+( + R)(- f) - *fx g"= (1- f)6*g (-15)
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.21 + k 1 Me)(1 - Hg))
1 + 1 + 2(k - 1)M (1 - f') (1+ k M (1 - Hg')
Effective viscosity and effective conductivity:
T - -* -+ (X) - X (II-17a)
and
Tg - + - (II-17b)




Sutherland molecular viscosity relation:
( 5/2 + Sc
v /h2 ) (S = 110 K for air) (II-18)
+ Sc
Transformed boundary conditions:
f(x, 0) 0 (II-19a)
f'(x, 0)= 0 (II-19b)
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lim f(x, q) - 1 (II-19c)
1 100
ho - hw(x) 6*q (x)
g'(x, 0) e or g"(x, 0) = - (II-19d)
he -hr P"w(h 
- hr)
lim g(x, 71) is bounded (II-19e)
77-00
Momentum integral equation:
Gr peU2+H) xi f ww
1 = exp -+- d (11-21)
rwPeU 2+fi- 1  - PeU
xi-1
where 0, the integral momentum thickness, is defined as
f00
0 pu - )dy (II-22)
P eU
Energy integral equation:
[rwe U(h - hr)]i + wVw ho - hW x
- -,.I (II-23)
[rweU(h - hr)4i- 1 PeU h - hr




The left and right sides of equation (II-23), are COG1 and COG2, respectively.
Momentum and energy equations for laminar similarity flow:
-1 + Ca7) -[d(1 f +Q* + R*)d(7 - f) - d RwV f"
SPe U PeU
+ (Q* + R*)d'f + P*(d - 1) - (Q* + R*)1d'
pwVw
+ R6*6*dx +- - R6 ,d' = 0 (1-25)
PeU
k-1 2
d H k-12 (Ig l M2
2 e
+ (Q* + R*)(77 - f) wVw R * g" = 0 (11-26)
PeU
where
p*(k - 1)M2 k - M) [1 - Hg' - d2 (1 - f') 2]
R 8*6*dx  2 (H-27)




6*(x) - C x( LB)/ (II-28b)
L L
P* = C2 RLB (II-29a)
Q*= C2RL 1- M 12 (1-B] (II-29b)Q*C -
R* = C2 RLL rwx (II-29c)rw
Turbulent similarity parameters:
P(k - 1)M2 1 + k M ( - Hg') - d2 (1 _ f,)2]
*d 2
1 + (k - 1)M d(1 - f) 2
(k - 1)M2d 2 (1 - f') 1*f -(l + k -  M )H6* g9  (II-32)
1 + (k - 1)M2d(l - f') 2
- () (Q + C P) (11-34)
where
k-1,-1
C = .5 - + (cC 1 + k - 1 M2) (k - 1)M2e  (II-35)
Str
Sx - (Q + C P) (11-37)
Str K
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Momentum and energy equations for turbulent similarity flow:
- (1 ) [d  - f )] + (Q + R)d(- f) - d - d f
d y peU
+ [(Q +R)d'( -f) - (Pd + 6*dx)(2 - f') -(1- f')(d - d') * y x dw ' f
PPeU
+ (Q + R)d'f + P(d - 1) - (Q + R)d' + 6*dx + Pw d' = 0 (II-38)
PeU
and
(1 + co) T 2 e  T- [d2(1 f,)21'
*yx pV gf)(fx O*Str
+ + R) f) - xw g" (1 - f ') x g? = 0 (II-39)
Ye U 7 Str
In both laminar and turbulent flow the resulting expression for Q is:
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Rd(q - f) + C Pd - d Pwvw f"
+ d,(q- f) -(d + 6*d )(2 - f')
Cf+." d77
2 +(1 ff')(d - 7d') P - wwd f
+ d'f + P(d - 1) - R7d' + 6*dx +\/ d
0= (n-41)
00
d(7 - f) + f" - (77 -f)d
d
+ ( f) + (1 - f ')(d -77d') f
(k - 1)M2 1 + k M) [ - Hg' - d2(1 -f')2]
1 + (k - 1)M~d(1 - f (')
(k - 1)M2d 2 (1 - f') x (f,
+
1 + (k - I)M2d(1 - f ') 2
*r 6*
(g1 2 H x ? x g 
(11-42)
1 + (k - 1)M 2 d(1 - f ') 2
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Equations used in method of solution:
! = - 1 + f 7) (II-6)T (k -1)M2
g! (1 + Cal7) ( 1 ( e 1 d(1 - fi)[d'(1 f?) dft") (II-6b)
T. = c f!' + c f! + c -c (f- f! ) (M-6c)1 li- 1 1-1 2i-e1 1 3i- 1 -4i-1 fi-2
I 7i-! i Igi-1 = ci_lgi'-1 - c8i_l(gl- gr-2) (III-6d)
and
Co= (Q + R)( - f) - wVw - 6*f x  (m-6e)
\PeU /
c 1 = cd (III-6f)
c2 = c2d' - (Pd + 6*dx)(2 - f') (m-6g)
c3 = -cd' + P(d - 1) + 6*dx  (III-6h)
c4 = d(1 - f') _* (I-6i)
Ax
c7 = cO  (III-6j)
c8 = (1 -f') (III-6k)Ax
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Finally, the form in which these equations are solved is
[b4 (f + b5 = b 3 + b 2 ' + blf (-7)
b(g" + b 5) = b 3 +b2 i +bl g (1-8)
where the coefficients for the f' equation are
bl =2 - 24 + c4 (m-9a)
b2= (1 m-9b)
b3 i - i-)fi- + 2 + 24 - c i- 1 + 23- c3 - c4f 2  (III-9c)
b4  -(1 + Ca)T] (m-9d)
b 5 = - (1- f' (III-9e)
and for the g' equation,
bl = 7  (m-10a)
b2 = -28 + c 8i- (m-Ob)
b3 =(7 - c7i- -1 + 2 8g- 1  c8ig-2 (I-c)
d.i
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(k - 1)M 2
b5 d(1 - f ')[d'(1 - f) - df" (III-10e)
For the similarity starting flows, the corresponding coefficients of equation (II-7) are
b= cod, - d + 6*d )(2 - f') - (1 - f')(d - ia'Zx (III-11a)
b2 = 0 - 7 d (III-11b)
b3 = - cd' + P(d - 1) + 6*dx  (rn-11c)
b 4 = (1 + Caf?)T (III-11d)
b5 =(1-f') (III-1le)
where
o- + )- ( Wp U
eW /
b1  - (1 - f') x (m-12a)
b 2 = co - 1x  ( -12b)
b3 = 0.0 (III-12c)
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T
b = -(1 + Cn) g (m-12d)
(k - 1)-M 2b (k-1) e r - d(1 - f')[d'(1 - f) - df"] (m-12e)




Upyu' p'IuI -c 1 + c (1 + cu)+ ,u
Vc -. u Il-cul (Iv-2)1 - p -u -v(l
u 1cu (1 + p v cu
where the term (p'v'u)/7(u'v') evaluated using Reynolds analogy is
p'V'U 1 _ (IV-3)
pu'v' h Prt au
Turbulent viscosity relation:
T = TTturbulent + (1 - T)Tlaminar, (0 < T < 1) (IV -4)
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APPENDIX C
DISCUSSION OF SUBROUTINE A6IR
A6IR is a reading and listing program that comprises two separate main loops for
reading, testing, listing, and returning to the calling routine. If the second main loop
is entered, it is entered following the exit from the first main loop. Subroutine A6IR
has no internal switches to prevent listing on an external switch option. Listing and/or
switching data is carried on each card and can be a part of the listed text.
Cards read in by the first main loop are designated as type 0 cards. The last type 0
card read in either causes a return to the calling routine or becomes a main index dis-
criminator card for the following second main loop. Except for the return and transfer
cards, the second main loop lists the remaining cards.
If only type 0 cards are to be listed, A6IR may be simplified. Except for the 994
and 997 format cards and the end card, delete all cards after the card containing the
GO TO 104 instruction.
The main index discreiminator card contains the following test words:
Card column
1 to 6 First index discriminator word
7 to 12 Second index discriminator word
13 to 18 Third index discriminator word
(Any index discriminator word may be a blank.)
73 to 78 Test word for main loop only
The first main loop lists type 0 cards only. Type 0 cards list on the left side card
columns 1 to 72 with carriage control and line numbering if card columns 1 to 6, first
word, and card columns 73 to 78, thirteenth word or the list test word, have a mis-
match. Then following the listing of the card, if card columns 7 to 12, second word, and
card columns 73 to 78, thirteenth word, do match, subroutine A6IR exits to the calling
routine. Otherwise, another type 0 card is read in for testing. The first type 0 card
which fails to be listed becomes the discriminator card and the second main loop is
entered.
The second main loop lists only cards of types 1 to 5. Cards of type 1, 2, and 3
can be listed only if the switch LIV equals 0. LIV is set equal to 0 on entering the
second main loop and later reset to 1 and 0 by type 4 cards.
Type 1 cards list as the page left side card columns 1 to 42 of a full line of 122 col-
umns with carriage control. For a card to become a type 1 card, the thirteenth word
(card columns 73 to 78) must be identical with the first main index discriminator word.
Othz.ie, it becomes a type 4 card. A type i card is always followed by a type 2 card.
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A type 1 card can follow either a type 0, 4, or 5 card of a type 3 card which becomes a
transfer card. Type 2 cards list as the page right side card columns 1 to 80 of a full
line with card columns 1 to 42 of a type 1 card as the left side. Type 2 cards follow only
type 1 cards, and any card which follows a type 1 card is a type 2 card.
Type 3 cards list as the page right side card columns 1 to 80 of a partial line start-
ing with carriage column 43 and with no carriage control. Type 3 cards succeed either
type 3 or 2 cards.
Type 4 cards list on the page left side card columns 1 to 80 with carriage control.
A type 4 card can succeed either a card of type 0, 4, or 5, or a type 3 transfer card.
Type 5 cards list on the page left side card columns 1 to 80 without carriage con-
trol. A type 5 card can succeed a card of type 0, 4, or 5.
A transfer card is a possible type 3 card and succeeds only a card of type 2 or 3.
A transfer card is read in by the second main loop (second subloop), and it transfer con-
trol from the second subloop to the first subloop entrance without being listed. Except
for the last card which may be a type 3 card, a blank transfer card becomes the marker
card after each set of two cards when a block of full width lines is to be listed and the
first discriminator word is a blank.
A return card if read in by the first main loop is listed as a type 0 card before it is
tested for a return to the calling routine. A return card if read in by the second main
loop is a possible type 1 card, but it returns control to the calling routine before reach-
ing the test for a type 1 card.
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